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The Signature of Risk: Agent-based Models, Boolean 
Networks and Economic Vulnerability 
 
Ron Wallace, Department of Anthropology, University of Central Florida, USA 
ronald.wallace@ucf.edu  
 

 

 

Abstract  

 

Neoclassical economic theory, which still dominates the science, has proven inadequate to predict 

financial crises. In an increasingly globalised world, the consequences of that inadequacy are likely to 

become more severe.  This article attributes much of the difficulty to an emphasis on equilibrium as an 

idealised property of economic systems. Alternatively, this article proposes that actual economies are 

typically out of balance, and that any equilibrium which may exist is transitory. That single changed 

assumption is central to complexity economics, a view which is presented in detail.  It is suggested that 

economic crises will be most effectively avoided when economists utilise methods, grounded in 

complexity theory, which can identify threat in an early stage. As a programmatic example, the use of 

Agent-Based Models (ABMs) combined with Boolean networks (BNs), is defended as a promising 

method for recognising vulnerability.  

 

Keywords: economic models, complexity economics, computational modelling, Agent-based modelling, 

Boolean networks, LZ complexity 
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Abbreviations: ABM: Agent-based models; BD: Banker/Dealer; BN: Boolean Network; CP: Cash 

Provider; GN: Graphic Network; HF: Hedge Fund; EWS: Early Warning System; IMF: International 

Monetary Fund; KL: Kullback-Leibler; LZ: Lempel-Ziv; RBN: Random Boolean Network; RET: Rational 

Expectations Theory; VaR: Value at Risk 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

That the 400-year history of Western capitalism has been punctuated by crises has been 

extensively noted (Galbraith, 1990; Reinhart, 2011). Analyses addressing the trajectories of 

financial collapses have considered a range extending from Tulipomania (1637), to the Panic 

of 1857 – arguably the original global economic crash – to the onset of the Great Depression 

(1929), to the dot-com debacle (1997) and to the 2008 burst of the subprime-mortgage 

bubble. Many recent studies have faulted neoclassical economic theory, and its governing 

assumption of equilibrium, for an alleged lack of usefulness in predicting bubbles and crashes 

(Stiglitz, 2010; Bresser-Pereira, 2010; Colander et al., 2010). Yet circumstantial factors may 

have also played a role. Tularam and Subramaniam (2013) note that crisis models were 

adapted to specific situations to explain the financial challenge at hand rather than adopting a 

visionary or systematic approach. Similarly, The Economist (April 12, 2014) observes that 

economic models motivated by emergencies were ‘cobbled together at the bottom of financial 

cliffs. Often what starts out as a post-crisis sticking plaster becomes a permanent feature of 
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the system. If history is any guide, decisions taken now will reverberate for decades.’  

Exacerbating the effect of problematic theory is the instability of an increasingly securitised 

global economy. Thus John Edmunds (1997) has emphasised the amplifying effect of 

telecommunications on volatility in global securities: for a ‘botched devaluation or an 

attempted coup d’état, the punishment is quick and dire’; ‘hundreds of billions of dollars can 

be lost in a matter of hours and days’ (p. 15). Together these studies suggest that global 

economic crises may become more sweeping, frequent, and difficult to foresee, underscoring 

the need for improved vulnerability models.  

This article proposes a computational method synthesising Agent-Based Models 

(ABMs) and Boolean networks (BNs) to reliably determine when an economy is rapidly 

approaching a ‘meltdown’ (Buchanan, 2009).  The proposed method is viewed through the 

lens of complexity economics. This viewpoint, relatively new, was described by W. Brian 

Arthur (2013) as one which construes the economy as continually in motion, perpetually 

reconstructing itself. Key features of this approach are examined in detail. Emphasis is placed 

on multiple equilibria and expectation indeterminacy, two properties not easily accommodated 

in neoclassical economics. Following Arthur (2013) and, earlier, Kuhn (1962) it is suggested 

that these anomalies may signal a paradigm shift in economic thought. The discussion forms 

a conceptual bridge to an examination of ABMs and BNs: bottom-up, nonlinear computational 

strategies closely linked to complexity economics. The main structure of ABMs and BNs is 

developed in outline, but our objective is not to present a primer of either approach, a task 

which has been accomplished competently and extensively elsewhere (see Bonabeau, 2002; 

Helikar et al., 2011, among many others). Rather, it is our purpose to suggest how the two 

approaches may be linked, and used together as a powerful computational tool to identify 

vulnerability within an economy. The novel method is motivated by Bookstaber (2012) and 

Bookstaber et al. (2014) who noted: ‘For the analysis of market dislocations and crises, this 

dynamic generation of networks [from an ABM model] is critical’ (p. xxx). A key feature of this 

hybrid method is that successive BN ‘snapshots’ permit the use of the Lempel-Ziv (LZ) 

complexity algorithm – which we will present in some detail – to determine whether the 

economy is stable, weakly chaotic, or hovering somewhere in between: i.e., in a poised, 

critical regime (Lempel and Ziv, 1976). Through the application of LZ to an ABM-based BN, it 

should be possible to determine if an economic system is on the edge of a meltdown. Put 

somewhat differently, we propose a computational method for identifying an economic crisis 

when it is still at its inception, or metaphorically, mapping the ‘fault lines’ (Rajan, 2010) just 

before they become a collapse. We conclude that the framework of complexity economics, 

and its closely related strategies of ABM and BN modelling, may prove more valuable for 

reliably identifying economic vulnerability, and pointing the way towards policy, than the 

equilibrium-based neoclassical approaches that remain in widespread use.   

 

 

2. Complexity Economics: Historical Anticipations 

 

The claim that modern economies are highly dynamic systems, rarely in equilibrium, and thus 

ineffectively captured by the assumptions (and mathematics) of physics-inspired static 

models, did not begin with complexity theory (Galbraith, 1987).  The idea was anticipated in 

the 19
th
-century schemes of Friedrich List and Karl Marx who, like their anthropological 

counterparts, Lewis Henry Morgan and John McLennan, envisioned societies as moving 

through a series of historical stages, each derived from, and more complex than, its 

predecessor (Carneiro, 2003). Yet not until Joseph Schumpeter’s (1883-1950) descriptions in 

Capitalism, Socialism, and Democracy (1942) of entrepreneurs incessantly generating novelty 
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while destroying old forms of wealth do we find the unmistakable expression of the complexity 

view:  

 

‘Capitalism, then, is by nature a form or method of economic change and not 

only never is but never can be stationary… The fundamental impulse that 

sets and keeps the capitalist engine in motion comes from the new 

consumers’ goods, the new methods of production or transportation, the new 

markets, the new forms of industrial organization that capitalist enterprise 

creates’ (Schumpeter, 1947 [1942], p. 82).  

 

A generation later, Joan Robinson (1903-1983) endorsed a similarly dynamic view – an 

economic ‘arrow of time’ – which echoed, almost verbatim, the words of Zeno of Elea (5
th
 

century B.C.E.):  

 

‘Any movement must take place through time, and the position at any 

moment of time depends on what it has been in the past… The point is that 

the very process of moving has an effect on the destination of the movement, 

so there is no such thing as a position of long-run equilibrium which exists 

independently of the course which the economy is following at a particular 

date’ (Robinson, 1964, pp. 222-238; also see the valuable historical 

discussion in Turk, 2010).  

 

A similar understanding – of economics and much else – was emerging in Robinson’s day 

(1960s), in the relatively new, computer-inspired information sciences (Kurzweil, 1999). Highly 

visible among those theorists was Magoroh Maruyama (1963), who vigorously questioned the 

key assumption of self-regulatory informational loops (i.e. homeostasis) that had defined the 

cybernetics of mathematician Norbert Wiener (1894-1964) and psychiatrist W. Ross Ashby 

(1903-1972). Announcing a ‘second cybernetics’, he argued that  

 

‘[b]y focusing on the deviation-counteracting aspects of the mutual causal 

relationships however, the cyberneticians paid less attention to the systems 

in which the mutual causal effects are deviation-amplifying. Such systems are 

ubiquitous:  accumulation of capital in industry, evolution of living organisms, 

the rise of cultures of various types, interpersonal processes which produce 

mental illness, international conflicts, and the processes that are loosely 

termed as “vicious circles” and “compound interest”; in short, all processes of 

mutual causal relationships that amplify an insignificant or accidental initial 

kick, build up deviation and diverge from the initial condition’ (Maruyama, 

1963, p. 164).  

 

A full examination of this major theoretical shift would require a separate article (see, for 

example, Boulding, 1985). Here we will emphasise the emergence, within that context, of the 

two computational strategies with which we will be concerned: agent-based models (ABMs) 

and Boolean networks (BNs). 

ABM and BN models began as the almost inevitable outgrowth of the ‘second 

cybernetics’ approach. If, as was increasingly claimed, most – if not all – systems were only 

momentarily in balance, and vulnerable at all times to ‘accidental kicks’, it followed in the case 

of economics, that the neoclassical framework – inspired by classical physics, and 

emphasising stability – would require extensive revision. This would not – and historically did 
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not – entail the simple substitution of one theory for another. Rather, it was held that an 

inductive approach was needed, proceeding in ‘bottom-up’ fashion from raw economic data 

sets to novel overarching views. ABM and BN approaches, amplified by the rapidly changing 

‘digital revolution’, were highly consistent with this critical view.  What distinguished these two 

methodologies was that they both configured complex artificial worlds comprised of interactive 

components defined by explicit rules; once the system was set in motion, the micro-level 

components would generate macro-level patterns. Users of both methods thus sought to 

avoid the pitfall – no stranger to the history of science – of imposing an outmoded theory upon 

recalcitrant data. In early ABM modelling, the economist Thomas Schelling (1921-2016) 

demonstrated that individuals (agents) in an artificial community following simple threshold 

rules regarding satisfaction with neighbours would generate, on the macro level, pronounced 

segregation along some specified social dimension (Schelling, 1971). Similarly, theoretical 

biologist Stuart Kauffman – building on earlier threshold models of ‘satisficing’ behaviour 

pioneered by Nobel Laureate and polymath Herbert Simon (1916-2001) – showed in the first 

BNs how a system of binary units interacting through algebraic rules would display self-

organisation (Simon, 1956; Kauffman, 1969). As is evident, the two approaches both 

generate global patterns from local interactions, and share an inductive philosophy. 

Nonetheless, they have followed largely separate paths since their beginnings in the 1960s. 

Perhaps their surface dissimilarity – ABMs’ descriptive richness versus BNs’ Spartan 

simplicity – has been sufficient to discourage attempts at hybridisation. But must we so 

choose? Below we will first examine the fundamental concepts of complexity economics, and 

then defend a synthesis of ABM and BN approaches (Borshchev and Fillipov, 2004; 

Bookstaber et al., 2014).   

 

 

3. Complexity Economics: Addressing the Limitations of the Neoclassical View 

 

Closely identified with the Santa Fe Institute and the writings of W. Brian Arthur, complexity 

economics extends the tradition of Schumpeter and Robinson, and builds on the contributions 

of information theory, through its construal of an economy that is typically in disequilibrium 

(Arthur, 1999; 2005; 2013). In contrast to the neoclassical viewpoint which nominates agent 

behaviours, strategies and historical assumptions believed to be logically consistent with 

some specified aggregate pattern – thus proceeding in a top-down fashion, and yielding a 

static model – complexity economics views agents as dynamic and reactive: they respond to 

economic patterns by transforming their beliefs and behaviours; these changes, in turn, give 

rise to a transformed and transient, pattern. This reflexivity is the essence of a non-equilibrium 

economy. Importantly, agent reactions are frequently creative; they are novelty-generating. 

Like talented chess-players in an artificial tournament tracked through time (recall Robinson’s 

‘arrow’), their strategies call upon memory and, at least temporarily, display increasing 

complexity (Lindgren, 1991); players utilise mixtures of several proven gambits or, 

occasionally, revert to a devastatingly simple – because unexpected – manoeuvre. Similar 

innovative responses can often accelerate market dynamics (see Fox, 2009 or any history of 

speculation), yet are poorly accommodated in the static, neoclassical view. As a final but 

critical point, the complexity approach is not a retreat from theory.  A wide range of models 

and related computational experiments, frequently involving statistical study of system 

properties and their causes, can be accommodated within the complexity framework 

(examples abound; see the special issue of Journal of Economic Dynamics & Control, 33, 

2009 devoted to the topic). Indeed, in larger perspective, complexity thinking appears 

consistent with the ‘semantic view’ of science, traceable to Patrick Suppes (1922-2014) and 
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Bas van Fraassen, in which models are investigatory tools or instruments which mediate 

between a theory and the world at which the model is ‘targeted’ (Morrison and Morgan, 1999).   

Acknowledging that the assumption of an economy that is normally in flux makes a 

substantial claim on his audience, Arthur (2005, p. 4) adds that  

 

‘a natural question to ask is what it delivers. What novel phenomena do we 

see when we do economics out of equilibrium? Are there questions that 

equilibrium economics can not [sic] answer, but that this more general form of 

economics can? In Kuhnian language, are there anomalies that this new 

paradigm resolves?’  

 

The candidate challenges are multiple equilibria and expectation indeterminacy. The first of 

these – which posits that a dynamic economy may settle into one of multiple possible stable 

states, and that the state selected is difficult to predict in advance – is by no means new; 

indeed it was recognised as problematic by the founders of neoclassical theory.  Léon Walras 

(1834-1910) in his Elements of Pure Economics (1874) had envisioned highly idealised 

market behaviour, specified by simultaneous equations, for which there were as many 

unknowns as equations; he believed that under these conditions, the system would (probably) 

yield a unique equilibrium (Ingrao, 1989). This formal argument has been analogised to a 

grand, auction-like setting, involving a single commodity, in which sellers call out prices, and 

consumers respond by purchase or by refusal to buy at that price: i.e., the ‘Walrasian 

auction’. The aggregate effect is a trial-and-error ‘groping’ (tâtonnement) toward a unique 

equilibrium. (For valuable alternate views of the auction metaphor – which Walras himself 

never used – see Kirman, 2010 and De Vroey, 2003). But Walras himself acknowledged that 

if one chose to evaluate a more elaborate, two-commodity ‘auction’, there may, in fact, be 

multiple possible equilibria. Later generations of economists have sought to specify the 

mathematical conditions under which a unique equilibrium would be guaranteed. A full 

consideration of these controversies extends beyond the scope of this article. Perhaps the 

best summation was provided by Timothy Kehoe (1998), who raised the eminently practical 

issue of computational difficulty:  

 

‘It may be the case that most applied models have unique equilibria. 

Unfortunately, however, these models seldom satisfy analytical conditions 

that are known to guarantee uniqueness, and are often too large and 

complex to allow exhaustive searches to numerically verify uniqueness’ 

(Kehoe, 1998, pp. 38-39). 

 

In contrast to this tradition, complexity economics essentially cuts the Gordian Knot: the quest 

for an inerrant method for guaranteeing a unique equilibrium is abandoned as a sterile 

exercise. In its place, the dynamic properties – especially positive feedback – of a simulated 

economic system are observed from their origin as random perturbations: Maruyama’s 

‘insignificant or accidental initial kick[s]’ (Maruyama, 1963, p. 167). Because identical initial 

conditions, in a series of simulations, can often generate different equilibria, probabilities 

reflecting these alternative possible outcomes can be assigned to selected features:  

 

‘Sometimes one equilibrium will emerge, sometimes (under identical 

conditions) another. It is impossible to know in advance which of the 

candidate outcomes will emerge in any given unfolding of the process, but it 

is possible to study the probability that a particular solution emerges under a 
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certain set of initial conditions. In this way the selection problem can be 

handled by modeling the situation in formation, by translating it into a process 

with random events’ (Arthur, 2005, pp. 5-6).  

 

The alternative approach has been applied to actual economic systems. Woods and 

Vayssières (2002) describe the effects of a price-unit change on the Internet-provider market:  

 

‘They operated as if the price unit in the market was a connection hour. The 

pricing system now is much different. People are not generally charged by 

the minute, but by the bandwidth, the maximum instantaneous capacity of the 

connection. The differing pricing systems produced different incentives for 

modem and other technology’ (Woods and Vayssières Kandel, 2002,  

p. 6.319).   

 

Citing this and other perturbations (e.g., the introduction of product bundling), they conclude 

that a small policy change can drive a market to ‘a different equilibrium’ (Woods and 

Vayssières Kandel, 2002, p. 6.319).    

Unlike multiple equilibria – a concept proximately tethered to the quantitative 

revolution in modern economics – the second of the anomalies, expectation indeterminacy, is 

deeply anchored in Western philosophy. Plato (c. 429-347 B.C.E.) argued in Symposium  

(c. 385-370 B.C.E.) that any discussion of expectations was made problematic by changes in 

the self, especially in values and tastes, that occur over the lifespan. Much later, David Hume 

(1711-1776) in his Treatise on Human Nature (1738-1740), advanced an almost identical 

argument. In modern economics, the construct of the multifaceted, evolving individual did not 

disappear so much as it was elegantly dismissed. In Léon Walras’ static model, people inhabit 

a timeless world, are endowed with perfect information regarding market performance, and 

interact ‘in an unending round of robotic behavior’ (Rothbard, 2005, p. 97). Because time is 

not part of the model, expectation is rendered meaningless. Although recent scholarship 

suggests that Walras may have intended to later revise the model to include realistic 

dynamics – an issue explored by the author in a forthcoming article – his project was never 

realised (Ingrao, 1989). Instead, the ‘unending round’ was mathematically refined by Kenneth 

Arrow and Gérard Debreu (1921-2004), by which point ‘expectations’ had all but vanished 

from economic thought (Arrow and Debreu, 1954). In 1961, however, the omission was 

addressed with far-reaching consequences by John F. Muth’s (1930-2005) presentation of 

rational expectations theory (RET): investors make, and update decisions based on all 

relevant information regarding market variables of interest (e.g., performance of a particular 

stock). Given that the investors are on a time-path – here a departure from Walras – and are 

seeking to maximise profits, they modify their forecasts in the light of new information, and in 

the direction of greater reward (utility). There is thus a feedback loop between the signals of 

market performance and the adjustments in investor decisions; as a result, expectations – in 

the aggregate, and in the long run – will not systematically differ from actual market outcomes 

(Muth, 1961).  It is difficult to underestimate the impact of RET, both on academic economics 

and on actual economic behaviour (for a valuable critique see Kirman, 2014). In academia, 

the model’s proponents – most conspicuously, Thomas Sargent and Robert E. Lucas – 

ignored or understated its most destructive weakness: a body of investors is not an idealised 

set of isolates, but an interacting, randomised, and self-referential system (Arthur, 2005); 

investors’ expectations are rarely independent but are more often ‘coordinated’ (Kirman, 

2014): they constantly form and evolve with regard to the expectations of others. This self-

referential property is not only the crux of the indeterminacy problem but, given that humans 
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have imperfect knowledge and are notoriously error-prone, has played a critical role in 

outbreaks of ‘financial euphoria’ (Galbraith, 1990; see also Fox, 2009). Its absence from RET, 

and hence from the outlook of policymakers, may have therefore significantly contributed to 

the recent financial crisis. Ben Bernanke, Chairman of the Federal Reserve (2006-2014), 

candidly acknowledged as much to the International Herald Tribune (2010):  

 

‘I just think that it is not realistic to think that human beings can fully anticipate 

all possible interactions and complex developments. The best approach for 

dealing with this uncertainty is to make sure that the system is fundamentally 

resilient and that we have as many fail-safes and back-up arrangements as 

possible’ (Bernanke cited in Kirman, 2014, p. 36). 

 

Whether Bernanke’s admonition will be adequately answered by complexity economics only 

later events can show. But the treatment of expectations in the complexity approach is 

promising, and differs markedly from that of Muth and Walras. Like multiple equilibria (to 

which it is systemically related) expectation indeterminacy is not a problem to be avoided by 

positing unrealistic constraints, but accepted as a property of a non-equilibrium system. Arthur 

(2005) contrasts the two approaches:  

 

‘To suppose [as in RET] that a solution to a given problem would we reached 

in a one-off non-repeating problem, we would need to assume that agents 

can somehow deduce in advance what model will work, that everyone 

‘knows’ this model will be used, and everyone knows that everyone knows 

this model will be used, ad infinitum’ (Arthur, 2005, p. 7).  

 

This critique is markedly similar to Muth’s candid acknowledgment:  

 

‘The rational-expectations hypothesis assumes all individuals in the economy 

have unlimited computational ability and know how to make use of the 

information they possess’ (Muth, 1994, pp. 101-102).  

 

In a more parsimonious strategy, complexity economics views expectations ‘in formation’: ‘To 

do this,’ Arthur proposes,  

 

‘we can assume that agents start each with a variety of expectational models, 

or forecasting hypotheses, none of these necessarily “correct”. We can 

assume these expectations are subjectively arrived at and therefore differ. 

We can also assume agents act as statisticians: they test their forecasting 

models, retain the ones that work, and discard the others. This is inductive 

behavior. It assumes no a priori “solution” but sets out merely to learn what 

works. Such an approach applies out of equilibrium… as well as in 

equilibrium, and it applies generally to multi-agent problems where 

expectations are involved’ (Arthur, 2005, pp. 7-8).  

 

A growing body of experimental studies suggest that, while RET is often consistent with the 

behaviour of more experienced traders, over successive trials, and at a slower rate of 

investment, bubbles and crashes also occur. Computerised studies conducted by Smith et al. 

(1988) with experienced and inexperienced subjects found that fourteen of 22 experiments 

exhibited price bubbles followed by crashes relative to intrinsic dividend value. When traders 
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were experienced, however, this factor reduced, but did not eliminate, the probability of a 

bubble. (But see also the qualifying remarks regarding this experimental tradition provided by 

Joyce and Johnson, 2012).  The inadequacy of RET was additionally indicated by an artificial-

market study conducted by Arthur et al. (1996).  In their analysis, virtual investors formed and 

discarded hypotheses in a recursive ‘ecology of beliefs’; i.e., their decisions were based on 

their expectations of others’ expectations. Their major finding may be compared to phase 

transitions in chemistry:  when investor decisions proceeded at a relatively low rate, RET was 

supported, but when the rate was increased, the market self-organised into complexity: 

technical models were transiently vindicated, and ‘bubbles and crashes’ occurred – a regime 

remarkably similar to actual market behaviour.  

 

 

4. Agent-based Models and Boolean Networks: Toward a Signature of Risk 

 

Can computational models predict economic crises? Tularam and Subramaniam (2013), as 

we have seen, vigorously criticised proposed methods for forecasting crashes, concluding 

that,  

 

‘[T]here is little evidence of a longer term vision and therefore financial crises 

modeling has not been dealt with by researchers with any level of visionary 

approach’  Tularam and Subramaniam, 2013, p. 118).  

 

Alternatively, Andrew Berg and colleagues at the International Monetary Fund (IMF) – writing 

in the wake of the Asian currency collapses (1997), but before the Great Recession (2008) – 

were cautiously sceptical:  

 

‘Overall, … EWS [Early Warning System] models are not accurate enough to 

be used as the sole method to anticipate crises. However, they can contribute 

to the analysis of vulnerability in conjunction with more traditional surveillance 

methods and other indicators’ (Berg et al., 2005 p. 491).   

 

So can it be done? Or is the endeavor Quixotic? Richard Bookstaber (2012) has offered a 

more restricted objective.  He notes that any attempt to predict a systemic shock is ‘a task 

that in itself is fraught with uncertainty’ (clearly increasing in relation to the futurity of the 

event). Citing the 2008 crisis, he emphasises that ‘central banks took unprecedented actions 

that would have been difficult to anticipate, as would the effects of those actions’ (Bookstaber 

2012, p. 4). (This view can be easily amplified: In the years preceding the 2008 crash, the 

1999 repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act, the rise of subprime ‘robo-lending’, and the invention of 

credit default swaps were all without precedent, and likely contributed to the event. There is a 

burgeoning literature on these machinations. For an irreverent insider account, emphasising 

credit default swaps, see Lewis (2010). For an apologia regarding the repeal of the Glass-

Steagall Act, see Binder (2013, pp. 266-267). Accordingly, Bookstaber and his group endorse 

an ABM model, linked to a network approach, which could identify, and possibly avert, a crisis 

at its inception. Rather than predicting it well in advance – the weakness of EWS approaches 

– the model can ‘trace the path a shock follows as it propagates through the financial system ’ 

(Bookstaber et al., 2014, p. 4). Moreover, shocks can be artificially induced as a means of 

policy testing.  

 The defining attribute of an ABM is the individual actor or agent which is a computer 

program or, more commonly, a distinct part of a program, which can represent a person, a 
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household, a firm, or even a nation (Gilbert, 2007). Agents exchange information both directly 

and indirectly, as well as within and between levels; they modify their behaviour with regard to 

what they have learned. Expressed somewhat differently, each agent is assigned a set of 

updatable rules which regulate its changing responses to the inputs from other agents.  In the 

case of individuals, the rules might be simple heuristics; for a bank or investment firm, they 

may be formal policies adhered to in a stable economy, but modified or even abandoned in 

the event of a financial crisis. As this artificial economy evolves, it will often display emergent 

properties, i.e. features that arise from a system of interacting agents, but are not present in 

any agent within the system. This remarkable natural process is also encountered in actual 

economies (see the special issue of the Journal of Economic Behavior & Organization, 82, 

May 2012 devoted to ‘Emergence in Economics’). Thus Paul Templet has shown that the 

diversity of industrial economies emerges over time from the number of energy flows which 

circulate through energy-consuming sectors and from the allocation of energy use across 

those sectors (Templet, 2004).  

The Bookstaber ABM is focused on hedge-fund investing, but its underlying concepts 

could be readily applied to other scales, including that of the global economy. Indeed, similar 

approaches have been used to analyse ‘housing and mortgage prepayments, payment 

systems, market microstructure, and macroeconomics’ (Bookstaber, 2012, p. 11). The model 

is comprised of three types of agents:  

1) Hedge funds (HF), financial vehicles which pool the capital of individuals and 

institutions to invest in a wide range of assets using risk-management techniques. This focus 

is defended as immediately relevant to crisis modelling because significant HF leverage – its 

borrowed capital and cash which is used for investment – combined with increasing investor 

redemptions, can lead to an HF funding risk during a sudden economic downturn.  

2) Cash provider (CP), a funding source which pools the investors’ assets. The CP 

agent may be an asset manager, or a range of financial institutions; e.g., a pension fund, an 

insurance company or, most often, a money-market fund. The latter typically provides only 

short-term funding which, importantly, may be redeemed in the event of a financial crisis, 

thereby increasing the vulnerability of the HF.  

3) Banker/dealer (BD), a hub in the HF network, comprised of multiple sub-agents 

(e.g., financial desk, trading desk, derivatives desk), which coordinates flows of funding and 

collateral between the HF and the CP. Agents and sub-agents in the model are described by 

decision rules that govern their responses to inputs; e.g., CP constraints on the amount that 

will be lent to the finance desk in the BD system. The ABM, as described, is subjected to a 

price shock, and – in what is arguably the most innovative feature of the model – the 

spreading destabilisation is depicted in a series of snapshots via a complementary graphic 

network (GN), which receives periodic output from the ABM. In this approach, agents are 

represented as nodes, and their interactions are edges (links). A coloured area within a node 

depicts the amount of capital; an empty node represents a default; the thickness of an edge 

denotes the intensity of the impact of one node (agent) upon another. The Bookstaber GN, 

when put into motion, pictorially expressed spreading financial disorder. Dramatically falling 

prices forced a default of HF and BD, resulting in the near-collapse of funding within the 

system. Importantly, conventional stress analyses (e.g., Value-at-Risk, or VaR methods) 

would have identified only the early stages of the crisis. (For an overview of VaR, see 

Linsmeier and Pearson, 2000). 

The architecture of Bookstaber’s prototype could be made even more informative if 

linked to a BN, and in turn expressed as a complexity metric. Each picture in the GN would 

have its mathematical equivalent. It would be possible, through such an approach, to identify 

a ‘tipping point’ in the GN progression where a change in one or more nodes (e.g., a massive 
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HF liquidation) may be sufficient to generate chaos. A BN, introduced briefly above, is 

comprised of a set of components or nodes {𝜎1, 𝜎2, … 𝜎𝑛} which can assume only two values, 

ON (1) or OFF (0) corresponding, respectively, to the active or inactive state of the variable, 

or to its above- or below-threshold value. Nodes are linked by a wiring diagram in a first 

approximation which may be somewhat speculative, especially if the variables are not yet 

well-understood (Helikar et al., 2011). The binary output of each node is specified by logical 

operations utilising AND, OR, and NOT; the input-output relations, or Boolean functions {B1, 

B2,. . .Bn}, are represented in a ‘truth table’. Under the best of conditions – i.e., when educated 

guesswork is minimal – the BN approach may be regarded as an approximation technique in 

which successive applications of updated model variants frequently yield a result with high 

predictive power. On a fundamental conceptual level, BNs would appear to have a strong 

affinity with ABMs: In both approaches computational objects interact via simplified rules 

relating to incentives or information. Converting the output of the ABM-based GN into a BN 

model would therefore be plausible but, like any BN application, would require trial-and-error 

manipulation (of the wiring diagram, the truth table, and the choice of node values (0,1) during 

multiple simulations) until BN activity would correspond to the GN picture.  

 How does the BN yield a signature of risk? Ilya Scmulevich’s team developed a 

method for quantifying the dynamic state of a BN through the Lempel-Ziv (LZ) metric 

(Schmulevich, 2005; Lempel and Ziv, 1976). The approach was developed by Abraham 

Lempel and Jacob Ziv in 1976, and first used in the informational sciences as a data-

compression algorithm. Variations in LZ were subsequently developed, including one by Terry 

Welch (1984) for use in high-performance computing. Compatible with BN modelling, LZ has 

been applied in molecular biology (Schmulevich et al., 2005), medicine (Zhou et al., 2011), 

evolutionary studies (Yu et al., 2014), and a variety of other sciences. (There are several 

complexity metrics in addition to LZ which may prove potentially useful for evaluating 

economic systems. The state of the art is fluid, and new methods are emerging all the time. 

For an overview, see Lloyd, 2001). 

The mathematical basis of LZ is given in Lempel and Ziv (1976), which those wishing 

a formal presentation are urged to consult. This article offers instead an illustration of the 

algorithm by means of an example (Schmulevich et al., 2005; Wallace, 2015). Consider a 

finite and binary alphabet in which complexity is defined as the number of unique substrings, 

with the possible exception of the last one (which may not be unique), as the sequence 

evolves from left to right. Importantly, in the version of LZ presented here, the search for 

previous occurrences of a substring may bridge previously seen substring boundaries. Thus, 

in the sequence 01100101101100100110, the first digit, 0, is new; it has not been 

encountered before. The (evolving) LZ value is therefore 1. Proceeding to the next digit, 1, it 

is clear that this digit is also new. Thus the LZ value increases to 2. Continuing from left to 

right, the next (third) digit is 1, which has been previously encountered.  Therefore, the length 

of the substring is increased by one digit (i.e., the fourth digit, 0), yielding a new substring 10, 

and an evolving LZ value of 3.  Next, beginning with the fifth digit, 0, and continuing to move 

from left to right, the next new substring is 010, yielding an evolving LZ value of 4. The 

process is continued until the sequence is parsed as follows: 0-1-10-010-1101-100100-110, 

where dashes indicate the boundaries between substrings. The LZ complexity of this 

sequence is thus 7. It should be noted that in this LZ variant, the final substring 110, although 

it was counted, was not new (the reader should bridge the second dash; recall that, in this 

variant, bridging is permitted).  

In applying this method to a BN, LZ values are calculated for binary time-series 

readouts at clocked moments as the BN simulation is running. The LZ values of the 

successive BN snapshots are then displayed as a probability distribution. The latter is then 
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compared with three probability distributions of LZ values for Random Boolean Networks 

(RBNs) representing ordered, critical, and chaotic states. In an RBN, inputs to nodes are 

randomly chosen, and ‘each node is assigned an update function that prescribes the state of 

the node in the next time step, given the state of its input nodes. The update function is 

chosen from the set of all possible update functions according to some probability distribution ’ 

(Drossel, 2008). Although simple visual examination of superposed actual and random LZ 

probability distributions could itself be informative, several mathematical approaches exist for 

evaluating their similarity. We may represent the LZ probability distribution corresponding to 

actual data as 𝑃 =  [𝑝1, … , 𝑝𝑚] and each of the RBN mock-data probability distributions as  

𝑄 =  [𝑞, … , 𝑞𝑚]. The Euclidean distance, a similarity measure, is then given by  

 

    𝐸(𝑃, 𝑄) = (∑ (𝑝𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖)
2)𝑚

𝑖=1
1/2

, 

 

and the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence or relative entropy, an alternate measure, is given 

by  

 

               𝐷 (𝑃, 𝑄) =  ∑ 𝑝𝑖
𝑚
𝑖=1 log (𝑝𝑖/𝑞𝑖) 

 

In a comparison, the more different the distributions of 𝑃 and 𝑄, the larger will be the values of 

the Euclidean and KL measures. (It follows that if the 𝑃 and 𝑄 probability distributions are 

identical, 𝐸(𝑃, 𝑄)  =  𝐷(𝑃, 𝑄)  =  0.) Thus, in an economic application, if the modelled system 

were approaching a meltdown (e.g., the subprime market shortly before the fall), 𝐸 and 𝐷 

values for successive comparisons between the actual distribution 𝑃 and the RBN distribution 

𝑄 for a critical regime would increasingly approach 0. Schmulevich et al. (2005) recommend 

that more than one metric be applied to insure that ‘the results do not depend on the 

particular measure used’ (p. xx). Consistent with this view, the continuing development of new 

complexity metrics and related divergence measures, as documented by Lloyd (2011) should 

reduce the likelihood of artefacts. 

 

 

5.  Conclusion 

 

Economists, generations hence, will likely regard this period as a difficult time in their science: 

an uneasy historical juncture between the inadequate and the untried. But the episode is not 

without precedent. It is useful to remember that neoclassical economics, against which the 

critical mood is predominantly directed, itself began as a conscious reaction against the 

passions of its day. The austere and elegant theories of Léon Walras and his school were 

intended to overcome the acrimonious, and occasionally violent, confrontations within and 

between Political Economists, Marxists, anarchists, and Romantics, themselves a philosophic 

reflection of the wider social disorder (Tuchman, 1966; Burleigh, 2006). No less disorderly is 

our own era. Yet there is an important difference: Today’s global marketplace is linked by 

information technology which can propagate economic crises in hours or sometimes minutes 

(Edmunds, 1997). Moreover, financialisation, not only of the US economy, but of much of the 

industrial world (e.g., OECD countries), deploys this same technology, thus propagating 

unemployment, negative growth, and inequality (Kus, 2012). The development of novel 

approaches in computational economics for identifying crises and responding with effective 

policies – essentially matching speed with speed – is thus far more crucial today than it was in 

Walras’ era. The stakes are global, not regional. In this time of competing persuasions, ABM 

and BN models show promise primarily because they are both inductive strategies. At the 
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onset of a crisis, it is surely reckless to be guided by preconceived formulae which, in turn, 

are correlated with an inadequate theoretical view. On the other hand, there is relative safety 

in an exploratory approach. The Procrustean temptation is made more difficult when no one – 

not even, in many cases, the modellers themselves – can predict the simulation, even though 

the initial rules have been precisely specified (Amigoni and Schiaffonati, 2008). This would 

amount, nontrivially, to a scientific shift:  structured but unpredictable, ABM and BN models 

would not only be representations (Morgan and Morrison, 1999). They would occupy centre 

stage in computational discovery procedures, perhaps bringing economics closer to the 

elusive understanding of risk.  
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Abstract  

 

This paper challenges Tony Lawson’s account of the relationship between mainstream economics and 

ideology along two key axes. First off, we argue that Newtonian physics has been the primary version of 

pro-science ideology within mainstream economics, rather than mathematics per se. Secondly, we 

argue that the particular uses of mathematics within mainstream economics have always been 

ideological in the pro-capitalist sense of the term. In order to defend these claims we develop a line of 

argument that Lawson has thus far strategically avoided. Namely, we view mainstream economic theory 

as an integrated theoretical paradigm with intrinsic links to the capitalist economy. Viewed in this way, it 

becomes clear that Lawson’s (trans) historical account of ideology is too general to capture the 

complexity of the relationship between natural science, mathematics and mainstream methods. Having 

briefly outlined Lawson’s central argument, we highlight the non-mathematical methods underpinning 

Classical Political Economy. Thereafter, we assess the nature of the mathematics associated with the 

Marginal Revolution of the 1870s and the Formalist Revolution of the 1950s. 

 

Keywords: mainstream economics, mathematics, science, ideology, apologetics 
 

* In the review process for this paper we have become aware of a similar set of ideas being developed 

completely independently by Dimitris Milonakis. In ‘Formalising Economics: Social Change, 

Mathematics and Ideology in Economic Discourse’, Dimitris comes to very similar conclusions to us via 

a different route. This only came to light when Dimitris was asked to review our paper. Dimitris’ work, 

which is under review in another journal and part of a book project, should be viewed as complimentary 

to this paper, although not reliant on it in any way. The same applies to our paper. We therefore wish to 

acknowledge a case of parallel discovery in this case. Moreover, we believe that Dimitris’ work 

strengthens our critique of the Lawsonian perspective and vice versa.  

 

 

 

1. Introduction  

 

In Mathematical Modelling and Ideology in the Economics Academy Tony Lawson makes a 

number of important assertions. At the outset, he makes the familiar claim that mainstream 

economics is irretrievably flawed as a scientific paradigm. Thereafter, he posits two rival 

explanations of the mainstream’s failings which are presented in more or less dichotomous 

terms. According to Lawson, mainstream economics consistently fails either because of its 

substantive apologetics or because of its use of inappropriate techniques.
1 

To investigate the 

merits of these alternative explanations, Lawson develops a novel taxonomy of ideological 

categories.  

                                                        
1
 Near the end of the paper, Lawson actually does acknowledge some pro-capitalist influences flowing 

from mainstream methods. Despite this, however, the main thrust of his argument is clearly designed to 
contest the ‘mainstream as ideology thesis’ on the basis of his own methodological thesis. 
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Ideology1 is defined as a form of society-wide cultural blindness which ensures that 

theorists often unwittingly import non-scientific techniques/procedures into economics. 

Ideology2 is defined as a form of conscious concealment by apologists who are determined 

to use economic theory to mask and/or mystify economic reality. Ideology2 is quickly 

dismissed on the basis of current practices and opinions from within the mainstream project 

(Lawson, 2012, p. 9). Ideology1 is adjudged to be similarly defective as a form of pro-

capitalist cultural bias, however Lawson does find an alternative version of cultural blindness 

that is rife within the economics academy. Drawing on analysis developed over many years, 

Lawson argues that the problems of mainstream economics reside in a complete disjunction 

between its object of enquiry and its methods of analysis (Lawson, 1997, 2003). The social 

world is characterised by ontological depth, processual change and internally-related 

structured relationships. Despite this, mainstream methods pre-suppose atomistic entities,  

a-temporal dynamics and deterministic (closed system) states (Lawson, 2012, p. 4). This 

results in a Sisyphean enterprise, as methods are employed that will never do the jobs 

expected of them. To explain this phenomenon, Lawson develops an analysis of the historical 

role of mathematics in economics. In most of his published writings, Lawson has delimited his 

analysis to the formalist economics of the post-war era. In this paper he takes a different tack, 

however, developing a novel account of ideology which is rooted in the long sweep of 

economic history. Specifically, Lawson argues that Western society is so enthralled by the 

use of mathematics that many economists wrongly presume that anything genuinely scientific 

must be couched in mathematical form. This is where the novelty of his paper emerges, as 

Lawson uses this sense of a long-standing cultural blindness to counterpose his own version 

of ideology1 to the ‘mainstream as apologetics thesis’.  

As advocates of the latter thesis, we wish to dispute Lawson’s analysis of ideology on 

two main fronts. Firstly, we reject the idea that mathematics has been the dominant form of 

pro-science ideology1 within economics. Indeed, if ideology1 is defined as a set of 

background conceptions that decisively influence theoretical output, then Newtonian science 

is a far better candidate for this role in economics than mathematics per se. Prior to the 

establishment of Newtonian physics, economic theory – in the form of Mercantilism – was 

more of an art than a science (Roll, 1992, p. 52). Instead of investigating the fundamental 

structures of the capitalist economy, mercantilist thought occupied itself with the particular 

needs of merchant traders. Newton’s influence on economic theory was to prove decisive in 

this regard (Skinner, 1999, p.12). It was through the application of Newtonian methods that 

Classical Political Economy (CPE) gained its scientificity, and yet, this was achieved without 

the use of complex mathematics (O’Boyle and McDonough, 2016, p.221). For roughly 100 

years from 1776, CPE was both the dominant economic paradigm and the highpoint of 

Newtonian economics. Despite this, it was expressly non-mathematical in its analytical 

procedure. This causes a significant problem for Lawson’s account of ideology as it was 

simply not true that ‘ever since Newton succeeded in uniting heaven and earth in equations… 

the programme of mathematising economics has been underway’ (Lawson, 2012, p. 16). For 

the first century of scientific economics, the use of mathematics was intermittent at best, 

suggesting that Lawson’s explanation of ideology1 cannot be sustained on the basis of 

detailed historical and conceptual analysis.
2
  

                                                        
2
 In Mathematical Modelling and Ideology in the Economics Academy Lawson states that he is once 

again focused on specifically academic economics, particularly its mainstream manifestation (Lawson, 
2012, p. 1, 11). However, in order to explain the weaknesses in this deductivist system he relies on an 
analysis of ideology1 that stretches back to at least the Enlightenment. This allows us to challenge his 
analysis of ideology1 with our own look at economics since the 18

th
 century. See his subsection 

Explaining the Ideology of Mathematical Techniques in Modern Economics (Lawson, 2012, p. 15) for 

more details.
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Moreover, the rise to dominance of mathematical economics was in no way 

automatic. Rather, mathematical formalism came into economics in a particular historical 

juncture, to play a particular conceptual role. This brings us to our second claim, which is that 

the particular uses of mathematics in mainstream academic economics have always been 

ideological in the apologetic sense of the term. 

To appreciate this, it is worth remembering that the Marginal Revolution of the 1870s 

was a totalising paradigm shift involving every facet of the discipline. From a class analysis of 

capital accumulation, the discipline was transformed into a static analysis centred on 

individualistic resource allocation.  

Marginalism proved so successful precisely because it developed an entirely new 

conception of the economic problem (Schumpeter’s Economic Vision), a new set of a priori 

assumptions, a new set of substantive questions and a new set of analytical techniques 

(O’Boyle and McDonough, 2016, p. 224). In order to achieve its objectives, marginalism made 

a strong appeal to Newton’s cosmology (a natural and ordered capitalist universe) at the 

same time as it severed Newtonian mathematics from his scientific methodology (O’Boyle, 

2015, p. 26). Indeed, it was only once the latter had been achieved that the mathematics of 

the calculus could be deployed in order to ‘prove’ an identity between individual utility 

maximisation and free market capitalism (Jevons, 2013, p. 140). This suggests a complex 

admixture of ideology1 (Newtonian science) and ideology2 (pro-capitalist, non-science), 

wrapped up in the legitimating symbols of mathematics. It also suggests that Lawson is wrong 

to pose his analysis in terms of either/or categories, as he thereby misses the pro-capitalist 

ideology residing within the mathematisation of the mainstream itself. 

To corroborate this argument further, we turn to the role of mathematics in the 

Formalist Revolution of the 1950s. Lawson has correctly noted that it was only in the period 

after World War II that mathematics truly rose to dominance within economics (Lawson, 2003, 

p. 273), but his narrative misses the crucial conceptual shift that had previously been made 

during the transition to Marginalism. Ever since the 1870s, mathematical economics has 

consistently been tied to a particular cosmology, wherein the various atoms of the economic 

universe are brought into mechanical alignment through the universal forces of natural self-

interest. This has generally been the organising cosmology of the mainstream discipline and it 

was dutifully retained even as Newtonian physics lost much of its previous authority. 

In the face of undeniable empirical evidence, the genuine sciences abandoned  

Newtonianism from the turn of the 20
th
 century onwards. Once Eddington had confirmed 

Einstein’s predictions about the bending of light near massive objects, most physicists 

abandoned the Newtonian cosmology in favour of new problems and new mathematics. In 

stark contrast, the mainstream economics profession steadfastly ignored these developments 

in order to sustain their Newtonian (pro-capitalist) cosmology. To justify this manoeuvre, the 

high-priests of neoclassicism relied on a Platonic / Bourbakian conception of ‘doing 

mathematics entirely for its own sake’ (Lawson, 2003, p. 271). Yet, once we accept that 

Newtonianism initially came into economics precisely in order to confer scientificity (physics 

envy), the retention of Newtonianism can be seen as part of an apologetic move to defend the 

legitimacy of free-market capitalism. After all, why else would a discipline dedicated to 

explaining reality move away from reality in order to uphold the mathematical forms of a 

superseded science? To explain this more fully, we need to see the apologetic functions of 

the mainstream discipline as being inextricably tied to their particular uses of mathematics. 

Before this, however, we briefly assess the central tenets of Lawson’s argument. 
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2. Lawson’s Methodological Thesis 

 

Lawson begins his analysis by positing two versions of ideology which he claims are 

representative of those found in the extant literature. These are, 

 

1) Ideology1: a relatively unchallenged set of (possibly distorted or misleading) 

background ideas that every society or community possesses, which forms the basis of, 

or significantly informs general opinion or common sense, a basis that remains somewhat 

invisible to most of society’s members appearing as ‘neutral’. A consequence is that 

viewpoints significantly out of line with these background beliefs are intuitively seen as 

radical, nonsensical or extreme no matter what may be the actual content of their vision. 

 

2) Ideology2: a set of ideas designed, or anyway intentionally employed, in order to 

justify, preserve or reinforce some existing state of affairs, where this state of affairs is 

preferred perhaps because it facilitates or legitimates various advantages for some 

dominant or privileged group and where these ideas mostly work by way of intentionally 

masking or misrepresenting the nature of reality’ (Lawson, 2012, pp. 6-7). 

 

Having defined these alternatives, Lawson moves quickly to refute the potential for 

mainstream apologetics. His central argument rests on the inability of pro-capitalist ideology 

to explain the generalised failings of the discipline across all of its output over many years 

(Lawson, 2012, p. 9). Presumably the best way to assess this potential would be to hone in 

on mainstream economic categories, particularly those that are deemed to be axiomatic. If its 

foundational categories carry a form of pro-capitalist ideology within them, there is every 

potential that most, if not all, of the resulting output could be tainted by association. 

Unfortunately, this kind of structural / conceptual analysis is exactly what Lawson fails to 

deliver. Instead, he offers a shallow empiricism based on a selection of current practices and 

opinions from within the mainstream itself. On the basis of this selective ‘evidence’, Lawson 

insists that it is one thing to accept that most mainstream thinkers accept capitalism as normal 

and natural, quite another to assume that mainstream theorists are predominantly engaged in 

issues to do with political economy (Lawson, 2012, p. 8). The idea that they are all somehow 

‘motivated to demonstrate’ that capitalism is characterised by efficient markets is an even 

bigger stretch, according to Lawson (2012, p. 8). 

The truth is, that capitalism as a social system is barely even considered within the 

mainstream discipline. On the contrary, most mainstream theorists are busy doing highly 

specific, partial analysis, often centred on micro behaviour (Lawson, 2012, p. 9). As for those 

theorists who are (or were) engaged in general equilibrium analysis, Lawson presents a quote 

from Frank Hahn to the effect that it is never permissible to draw policy conclusions from 

abstract theory. Finally, Lawson claims that seemingly pro-capitalist categories such as 

‘rational expectations’ and ‘general equilibrium’ are actually better understood in terms of their 

technical effects in modelling procedures, and that the substantive discipline is far too 

fractured to ever assume a conscious conspiracy amongst knowing apologists. 

How to respond? In a previous paper we pointed out that Lawson consistently sticks 

to the surface appearances of the mainstream project rather than delving into its structural 

nature (O’Boyle and McDonough, 2011, p. 10).
3
 This matters, moreover, as the idea that one 

                                                        
3
  Although Lawson references our earlier work to the effect that ‘following his particular critique of the 

mainstream is to relinquish the tools that are needed to uncover the anatomy and ideological function of 
orthodoxy’ (O’Boyle and McDonough quoted in Lawson 2012, p. 5), he continues to argue in the overly 
subjectivist and empiricist manner that we then accused him of. This frames his opponents in a way that 
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can refute ‘apologetics’ by invoking practices and opinions from within the mainstream itself is 

not credible for two reasons. Firstly, if a pro-capitalist version of ideology1 is doing its job, 

then the intentions, motivations, and subjective opinions of mainstream economists can surely 

be considered under its sway. When asked, mainstream thinkers may well dispute the links 

between their work and pro-capitalist ideology, but this will not decide the matter unless we 

assume that they are perfectly aware of their cultural blindness. Meanwhile, the key theorist 

that Lawson actually does invoke to defend his case, makes it quite clear that ‘equilibrium 

analysis is easily convertible into an apologia for existing economic arrangements and it is 

frequently so converted’ (Hahn quoted in Lawson, 2012, p. 9). This assertion is particularly 

important given the links between rational expectations (RE), general equilibrium (GE) 

analysis and the Washington Consensus (Backhouse, 2009; Mirowski, 2013). Whether Hahn 

was overtly political or not, thinkers such as Robert Lucas, Milton Friedman and Gary Becker 

most certainly were (Backhouse, 2009, p. 23) It is obviously true that the assumptions 

underpinning RE and GE models have been employed in their technical capacities, but to 

miss their political role in the development of neoliberalism is to let mainstream apologetics 

completely off the hook.  

Secondly, the fact that mainstream economists are specialising in fields far removed 

from political economy is not a measure of their distance from apologetics, but a measure of 

the fact that once the normal (potentially pro-capitalist) parameters for a paradigm have been 

defined, it is essential for specialisation to begin to occur. Indeed, normal science (in the 

Kuhnian sense) predicts this specialisation as the mainstream paradigm is extended in all 

manner of acceptable ways. What is important in this respect is that an investigation of 

rational behaviour within the system has replaced analysis of the system itself, thereby 

foreclosing any sense of real alternatives. Thus when Lawson asserts that ‘in truth, the social 

system that is capitalism, is qua social system, barely even considered’ he unwittingly 

strengthens the case of his opponents. What better way to defend the interests of the status 

quo than to delimit all ‘legitimate’ analysis to within its parameters. The way out of these 

dilemmas is to engage in the kinds of detailed historical and conceptual analysis that Lawson 

has so far failed to deliver – except when it comes to mainstream methodological techniques. 

  Be that as it may, one gets the sense that Lawson’s real energy is being held in 

check for his own analysis of ideology1. Indeed, the category is tailor made to fit with the key 

ideas in Lawson’s previously published output (see e.g. Lawson, 2003, Chapter 10). In an 

argument heard many times before, Lawson roots the problems of the mainstream discipline 

in an incessant use of closed system modelling techniques. Given that the world is open and 

relational, these techniques will never (and can never) do the jobs expected of them. This 

ensures that mainstream modellers pursue their craft in good faith, only to be ultimately 

undermined by the tools of their trade. Why would anyone persist in the face of such repeated 

failure? Here Lawson relies on a cultural identification of scientific progress and mathematics 

that supposedly goes back over 2,000 years (Lawson, 2012, p. 15). Although Lawson’s work 

has generally focused on academic economics, here he relies on an account of ideology that 

goes back at least as far as the Enlightenment. Indeed, he explicitly argues that ‘a large part 

of the explanation [for the weakness in mainstream methods] is simply that mathematics has 

been so successful in the history of human endeavour and especially within (non-social) 

natural science that its centrality to all science… is taken as an article of faith’ (Lawson, 2012, 

p. 15). This leaves us with an alternative version of ideology1, wherein the blindness is to do 

with a set of analytical techniques rather than the social system in which economists work and 

                                                                                                                                                               
is functional for his own arguments rather than meeting them on their own terms. We elaborate on this 
point below. 
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live. It also makes it permissible to look at the longer sweep of economic history – including 

classical political economy – in a way that Lawson has strategically avoided.  

The first thing to notice about his narrative here is its trans-historical quality. Instead 

of tying the emergence of (political) economics to the capitalist society that actually produced 

it, Lawson goes all the way back to the ancient Babylonians (Lawson, 2012, p. 15). This 

makes his subsequent analysis far too general, with the inevitable corollary that he is proven 

wrong when it comes to specifics. The second thing to notice, is Lawson’s continual 

separation of economic theory from economic methods. Instead of seeing mainstream theory 

as an integrated paradigm consisting of concepts and methods, Lawson fractures the 

discipline illegitimately (O’Boyle and McDonough, 2016, p. 219). This compounds the trans-

historical weakness by presenting an account of the rise of mathematical economics which 

leaves out the attendant conceptual transformations associated with the Marginal Revolution. 

To rectify these deficiencies, we will investigate three crucial turning points in the 

development of the mainstream discipline. Specifically, our analysis will argue that, 

 

(1) In its classical phase, mainstream political economy relied on Newton’s scientific 

methods without the use of his mathematics. 

(2) In its neoclassical phase, mainstream economics relied on Newton’s cosmology 

alongside the use of his mathematics. 

(3) In its formalist phase, mainstream economics held onto Newton’s cosmology whilst 

justifying it on the basis of Bourbakian mathematics.
4
 

 

Outlining these key phases will also allow us to make two assertions that directly contradict 

Lawson’s ideological thesis. Namely, that (1) Newtonian science has historically been the 

paradigmatic version of mainstream pro-science ideology1 and, (2) that mainstream 

mathematics came into the discipline to play a role in justifying capitalism (a complex 

interaction of pro-capitalism ideology1 and ideology2).  

 

 

3. The Newtonian Roots of Classical Political Economy 

 

The links between natural science, mathematics and capitalism are extremely important. By 

providing the wherewithal to understand and control nature more successfully, science and 

mathematics gave the bourgeoisie crucial advantages in their battles with the established 

order. From the outset, capitalists realised that costs could be significantly reduced through 

the right technologies and that many new lines of business could be opened with an 

understanding of natural forces (Humphreys, 1955 p. 421). This inevitably made them strong 

defenders of 17
th
-century natural philosophy. It would be too crude to tie the achievements of 

Galileo or Targatalia solely to the needs of the newly developing merchant economy, but 

there can be little doubt that much of the wider cultural respect for the natural sciences flowed 

from their role in economic advancement. In the realm of abstract mathematics, Descartes’ 

development of analytical geometry was extremely important in laying the foundation for a 

deeper understanding of physical reality (Struik, 1936, p. 85). Newton’s seminal contribution 

was to put these mathematics into the service of his laws of motion / gravitation.  

                                                        
4
 One advantage of our taxonomy is the ability to explain the nature of the mathematics actually adopted 

by mainstream economic theory. In Lawson’s account, deductivist methods ‘just happen to be those that 
economists (so far) find easiest to wield or otherwise more convenient’ (Lawson, 2012, p. 11 emphasis 
added). In our account, the use of deductivist methods is tied to a distorted use of Newtonian science 
and to a pro-capitalist theoretical procedure that deduces laissez faire capitalism from the axioms of 

choice. In this sense the use of the mathematics is far more determined than Lawson admits. 
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It would be hard to overstate the status of Newtonian physics throughout the late  

17
th
 and 18

th
 centuries. More than a century after the Copernican Revolution, Newton’s laws 

were widely believed to have finally unlocked the secrets of nature, with the supreme proof 

coming by way of (capitalist) industrialisation. Newtonian physics thereby represented a 

unique combination of scientific achievement and capitalist advancement, which helped to 

transform them into a paradigmatic version of ideology1. Gascoigne writes that Newtonianism 

actually ‘set the intellectual boundaries within which much of eighteenth-century natural 

philosophy was conducted’ (Gascoigne, 2003, p. 289). White Beck fundamentally agrees, 

arguing that ‘the eighteenth century as a state of mind began in any country when the leaven 

of Newton was brought to it’ (White Beck, 1966, p. 5). 

  More important than even his results, was Newton’s development of trustworthy 

scientific procedures. Thanks to his undoubted successes, Enlightenment thinkers came to 

believe that they ‘finally stood on firm ground which could never again be shaken by any 

future revolution in science’ (Cassirer, 1979, p. 44). The power of the Newtonian method lay 

in its unmatched ability to bring together empirical observations, creative leaps of imagination, 

powerful mathematico-deductive logic and skilled induction. Real-world observation was 

absolutely crucial, as was the move from empirical effects to underlying causes. To begin a 

scientific investigation, the various phenomena that were to be explained had to be 

meticulously observed, recorded and otherwise investigated. This entailed a process of 

analytical resolution which ended with a creative leap to the causal connections potentially 

underlying empirical phenomena. Once this was achieved, a whole series of further 

implications could be logically deduced through a synthesis of mathematico-deductive logic, 

empirical verification techniques and inductive inferences. As the scientist moves to explain 

ever more (seemingly) disparate phenomena, there is a dialectical interplay between one’s 

reasons for accepting the efficacy of the postulated force/mechanism and increasing empirical 

knowledge of the world around us. Newton summarises his method in the following terms, 

 

‘From Effects to their Causes, and from particular Causes to more general 

ones… This is the Method of Analysis: And the Synthesis consists in 

assuming the causes discover’d and establish’d as Principles, and by them 

explaining the Phenomena proceeding from them, and proving the 

Explanations’ (Newton, 1979, pp. 404-05). 

 

It was into this Newtonian ground that Adam Smith pitched his Inquiry into the Nature and 

Causes of the Wealth of Nations (Montes, 2003, p. 723). Starting with important empirical 

phenomena such as productivity and the division of labour, Smith posits commodity values as 

the ultimate regulator of the capitalist economy, before moving back to assess the ways that 

prices are constructed. Having looked at the explosion of output associated with private 

production and social exchange, Smith uses his chapter on value to highlight an important 

disjunction between the way the capitalist system necessarily appears and the way the 

system actually functions. Although the nominal (empirical) prices of commodities are 

determined by the amount of labour embodied within them, labour values can scarcely be 

seen by the casual observer. Capitalist markets seem to be moved exclusively by supply and 

demand, meaning that ‘though labour be the real measure of the exchangeable value of all 

commodities, it is not that by which their value is commonly ascertained’ (Smith, 1999,  

p. 134). For Smith, genuine economic science necessitates moving beyond these surface 

phenomena to the causal mechanisms that bring order to our observations. He writes that 

natural philosophy ‘is the science of connecting principles that can introduce order into the 

chaos of jarring and discordant appearances’ (Smith, 1982, p. 45). Having outlined the key 
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parameters of his value analysis, Smith therefore moves back towards more visible 

phenomena such as rent, profits and wages. This process didn’t prove internally consistent, 

but there is nevertheless a clear attempt to apply the Newtonian method of analysis and 

synthesis (Smith, 1982, p. 46). 

On this basis there are clear grounds for arguing that Newtonian science was the 

most important version of pro-science ideology1 in Classical Political Economy, particularly 

given Smith’s influence on Jean Baptiste Say, Thomas Malthus and David Ricardo. Like these 

authors, moreover, Smith’s methods were expressly non-mathematical, posing an important 

dilemma for Lawson’s assertion that mathematics envy has dominated science since the 

Enlightenment (Lawson, 2012, p. 16). Throughout the 18
th
 and 19

th
 centuries there were 

undoubtedly instances of individual theorists applying the calculus to economic questions 

(Cournot in France comes to mind). By and large, however, the first embodiment of 

Newtonian political economy was self-consciously (and often expressly) non-mathematical. 

Lawson has sought to address this anomaly in the case of Walras’ reception in the late  

19
th-

century French academy (Lawson, 2003, Chapter 10). He has yet to offer a plausible 

explanation as to why the predominant school of British Political Economy eschewed 

mathematics so resolutely, however. Surely the kind of cultural blindness that he relies upon 

in the 20
th
 century would have been even more prevalent in the 18

th
 and early 19

th
 centuries? 

Despite this, there was little push to mathematise political economy prior to the Marginal 

Revolution of the 1870s. 

Acknowledging this necessitates making two important adjustments to Lawson’s 

thesis. The first relates to Lawson’s trans-historical sequence, which is simply not specific 

enough to take account of a prominent non-mathematical school of Political Economy. This 

means that contra Lawson, mathematics has not always been assumed culturally necessary 

for economic science. The second flows from the pro-capitalist ideology which comes from 

CPE’s inadvertent naturalising of what were historically specific forms of social relationships. 

There are essential links between (uncritically) using natural scientific methods and 

naturalising capitalist social relations which ensure that, contra Lawson, there has always 

been a version of pro-capitalist ideology1 built into mainstream economic methods. In line 

with his wider Newtonianism, Smith uncritically assumed that his search for the laws of the 

capitalist system must be rooted in the universal laws of (human) nature (Clarke, 1989. p. 

600). Instead of investigating the social and historical influences on human behaviour in a 

capitalist society, Smith therefore makes bourgeois social institutions expressive of our 

natural proclivities. Epistemologically, this illegitimately reversed the arrow of causation 

leaving Smith with the assumption that human nature was the bedrock of capitalist society. 

Ideologically, it produced a form of capitalist apologetics, as every impediment to bourgeois 

society had to be removed in the name of natural progress. Rubin captures the nature of this 

pro-capitalist ideology exceedingly well, 

 

‘The Classical economists took the socially-conditioned and historically 

changing nature of the commodity producer and elevated it into being the 

naturally-conditioned and immutable nature of man in general… And as the 

new bourgeois social institutions are a necessary condition for the complete 

manifestation of the invariable nature of the individual, they thereby take on 

the character of eternal, “natural” forms of economy’ (Rubin, 1979, pp. 168-9). 

 

As far as Smith was concerned, successful science had to rest on natural foundations, with 

the immutable laws of natural self-interest mirroring the immutable laws of motion/gravitation. 

Our natural proclivities were expressed in the hustle and bustle of capitalist markets with the 
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division of labour becoming a consequence of a ‘certain propensity in human nature… to 

truck, barter and trade one thing for another’ (Smith, 1999, p. 117). If Lawson’s account of 

ideology1 is reserved for background ideas that are overwhelmingly hegemonic, then 

Newtonian science fits the bill perfectly. Convinced of the need to explain phenomena through 

Newtonian methods, Smith naturalised what were historically specific social relations, before 

positing policy prescriptions that were solely in the interests of the ruling classes. 

Contradictions and conflicts were theoretically eradicated and the behavioural characteristics 

of property holders became imbued with an authority that rendered them immutable. Despite 

this, it is important to remember that capitalist society became eternalised as the best of all 

possible worlds, not because Smith set out to defend sectional class interests, but because 

these interests were genuinely believed to be those of humanity. 

A combination of pro-science and pro-capitalist ideology1 was central to everything 

that was subsequently produced, with considerable advances and elementary errors 

attributable to this strategy. By rooting his economic laws in the behaviour most characteristic 

of a capitalist society, Smith was able to deliver foundational insights into the workings of the 

system, at the same time as he mystified and naturalised them (Marx, 1968; 1978). All-the-

while, Smith was working under the influence of unchallenged background beliefs that 

Newton had discovered the scientific method. By investigating the conceptual structure of 

Classical Political Economy we have identified a resolutely non-mathematical version of pro-

capitalist ideology1. Next we turn to the Marginalist Revolution to expose a resolutely 

mathematical version of pro-capitalist ideology2. 

 

 

4. The Mathematisation of Mainstream Economics – Phase One (the Marginal 

Revolution) 

 

If Classical Political Economy (CPE) was a genuine attempt to root the workings of the 

capitalist economy within human nature, Marginalism was the elevation of this nature into the 

primary object of economic investigation. For William S. Jevons and Leon Walras it was 

imperative to begin with a thorough understanding of human behaviour and this resulted in a 

fundamentally novel set of analytical procedures. First off, actually existing capitalist relations 

were to be replaced with a logical analysis rooted in axioms of human behaviour. Thereafter, 

the laws of social interaction were to be presented via a combination of utilitarian metaphysics 

and Newtonian mathematics. Jevons explains this new method in the following terms, 

 

‘In this work, I have attempted to treat Economy as a calculus of Pleasure 

and Pain, and have sketched out, almost irrespective of previous opinions, 

the form which the science, as it seems to me, must ultimately take. I have 

long thought that as it deals throughout with quantities, it must be a 

mathematical science in matter if not in language… The Theory of Economy 

thus treated presents a close analogy to the Science of Statical Mechanics… 

The nature of Wealth and Value is explained by consideration of indefinitely 

small amounts of pleasure and pain, just as the theory of statics is made to 

rest upon the equality of indefinitely small amounts of energy’ (Jevons, 2013, 

p. xxix). 

 

What is most striking in this statement is the systematic transformation of economic theory 

being proposed. The introduction of marginalist categories was to be a totalising paradigm 

shift in every sense of the term. Each facet of the discipline was to be utterly transformed, 
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with mathematics helping to legitimise the process through being deployed to solve a static 

allocation problem (Maas, 2013, p. ix). In the event, the so-called Marginal ‘Revolution’ was a 

more drawn out affair than is commonly realised, but there can be little doubt that the new 

paradigm was tailor made for the use of – a certain kind of – mathematics. As indicated 

above, marginalism uses the machinery of the calculus to prove an isomorphism between the 

equilibrium attained in energy systems and the equilibrium attained through optimising 

market-based decision making. It is vitally important to situate the rise of mathematical 

economics within this overarching paradigm shift and in-so-doing a number of important 

questions present themselves. The first is whether or not marginalist theoretical procedures 

were genuinely scientific and specifically, whether or not their mathematics were deployed in 

an analogous way to their physical science counterparts? The second is whether or not their 

particular uses of marginalist mathematics were ideological in the pro-capitalist sense of the 

term. 

To start with their own intentions, it is clear that the marginalist pioneers genuinely 

believed that scientific economics must become a psychical mechanics. When Wilhelm 

Wundt proclaimed that ‘mechanics is the beginning and the foundation for all explanatory 

natural science’ he might well have been speaking for Jevons or Walras (Wundt in 

Georgescu-Roegen, 1979, p. 320). Edgeworth’s Mathematical Psychics (1909) also explicitly 

claimed the mantle of Newton, whilst Walras repeatedly sought to prove an identity between 

his psychic-mathematics and the classical mechanics (Walras, 1909, p. 5). Assessing this 

output in its entirety, it is clear that we are dealing with a form of pro-science ideology1 

centred on Newtonian mechanics. 

The marginalists evidently believed themselves to be placing economics onto a 

scientific footing, and yet the way that they actually constructed their analysis was deeply 

non-Newtonian (and non-scientific). Why was this? The first thing to notice is the utter lack of 

empirical investigation in the marginalist paradigm. In the Newtonian sciences, ongoing 

observations of external reality are central to the entire investigation. Newton famously 

disputed the Cartesian vortex for example, on the basis that it was not compatible with real 

world observations (Snow, 1924, p. 551). More to the point, his own analysis of gravitation 

relied upon empirical accounts of comets, satellites, planets and moons (Newton, 1995,  

p. 349). 

For Newton, even abstract mathematics had its ultimate roots in practical activity, 

which always took precedence in any enquiry, 

 

‘In mathematics we investigate quantities of forces with their proportions 

consequent upon any conditions supposed, then we enter upon physics, we 

compare those proportions with the phenomena of nature… and this 

preparation being made, we argue more safely concerning the physical 

species, causes and proportions of forces’ (Newton, in Boas and Hall 1959, 

p. 170, emphasis added). 

 

In stark contrast, Jevons admits that his own science will begin (and end) with principles that 

are entirely non-empirical (Jevons, 2003, p. 18). Instead of investigating the social relations of 

an external economy, Jevons begins with behavioural laws found immediately through 

introspection (Jevons, 2013, p. 18). What is more, his mathematical analysis never 

investigates the congruence between the abstract laws of human consumption and the actual 

state of a market economy. For all his talk of investigating human nature ‘as it actually is’ 

(Jevons, 2013, p. 38), Jevons’ analysis is never put to the test of empirical evidence. Walras’ 

analysis is even more idealistic, explicitly relying on a Platonic philosophy that glorifies 
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universal forms rather than empirical particulars (Walras, 2003, p. 71). Indeed, Walras’ 

system of General Equilibrium is entirely a priori from the founding axioms right the way 

through to the theorems and the proofs (Walras, 2003, p. 71). 

This matters, because it opens up the possibility that the use of mainstream 

mathematics may well have been ideological in the pro-capitalist sense of the term. Put 

another way, although the marginalists invoked the same mathematics as many physicists, 

their non-empirical theoretical procedures meant that their particular deployment of the 

calculus was fundamentally different. Instead of using mathematics to unearth the workings of 

natural phenomena, marginalist mathematics were entirely subservient to an ideological 

utilitarianism. To get a handle on this, it is useful to think about whether or not the deductive 

results that the marginalists achieved could be squared with the reality of Victorian capitalism. 

In the final decades of the 19
th
 century, capitalism was subject to a growing level of 

working class militancy which was exacerbated by economic crises for much of the period. 

The final resolution of these problems relied upon a wave of mergers and acquisitions which 

definitively transformed capitalism into an oligopolistic system around the turn of the 20
th
 

century. Any fair assessment of the period would have had to contend with (1) growing levels 

of working class militancy, (2) recurrent economic crises and, (3) increasing monopolisation of 

the means of production (Henry, 1990, p. 176). Despite this, the axioms built into marginalist 

doctrine presupposed (1) perfectly harmonious social interactions (2) market equilibrium and 

(3) perfect competition. When Wisman states ‘it is ironic that toward the end of the nineteenth 

century, when the [free] market… was proving to be increasingly socially unviable, economic 

thought received its fullest mechanistic expression’ (Wisman, 1979, p. 311), he understates 

the case entirely. 

Capitalism was moving in exactly the opposite direction to the assumptions built into 

marginalist models which could hardly be classified as empirical science under any 

reasonable definition of the term. Rather than functioning as an investigative aid, the 

marginalists separated mathematics from the wider logic of scientific enquiry in order to prove 

an identity between the natural laws of Newtonian cosmology and the natural laws of 

capitalist exchange (O’Boyle and McDonough, 2016, p. 221). Neoclassicism thereby 

maintained its claim to scientificity by redefining what it is to do science (O’Boyle and 

McDonough, 2016, p. 225). Walras substantiates our claim in the following remarks, 

 

‘From the viewpoint of pure science, all that we needed to do, and all that we 

actually have done… was to treat free competition… as an hypothesis, for it 

did not matter whether or not we observed it in the real world, since strictly 

speaking it was sufficient that we should be able to form a conception of it. It 

was in this light that we studied the nature, causes and consequences of free 

competition. We know now that these consequences may be summed up as 

the attainment within certain limits, of maximum utility… the equations we 

have developed do show [that] freedom procures the maximum utility; and 

since factors that interfere with freedom are obstacles to the attainment of 

this maximum, they should… be eliminated as completely as possible 

(Walras, 2003, pp. 255-6). 

 

Pro-capitalist ideology is built into the very fabric of Walras’s Pure Economics, as a 

metaphysical defence of capitalist society is presented as the endpoint of a scientific 

deduction. Walras’s belief in mathematical psychics may have been genuine, but his uses of 

algebra and geometry were entirely ideological in the apologetic sense of the term. A 

particular version of mathematics came into economics in a particular historical juncture in 
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order to play a particular theoretical role. Yet instead of investigating the nature of this role 

conceptually, Lawson severs formalism from the initial period of mathematisation at the same 

time as he separates deductive methods from substantive content. 

Neither of these moves are permissible once we realise that (1) the fundamental 

conceptual shift that facilitated mathematical economics took place as part of the Marginal 

Revolution and, (2) that mainstream methods have always been internally related to the forms 

of content that could subsequently be developed (Chick and Dow, 2001, p. 719). Contra 

Lawson, mathematics came into economics as part of a totalising paradigm shift in which 

utilitarian metaphysics were predominant. Once the outlines of the new discipline had been 

properly secured, moreover, it was entirely permissible for mainstream economists to apply 

these categories without any knowing apologetic intent. What really mattered was the prior 

transformation of the hard core of the discipline around individual utility calculations. 

 

 

5. The Mathematisation of Mainstream Economics – Phase Two (The Formalist 

Revolution) 

 

Having argued that the conceptual facilitation of mathematics occurred during the 1870s, it is 

important to acknowledge the subsequent drive to formalise economics that took place after 

WWII. Reflecting on this process, Backhouse writes that ‘between the 1930s and the 1970s 

economics became mathematised in the sense that it became the normal practice for 

economists to develop their arguments and to present their results… using mathematics’ 

(Backhouse, 2002, p. 237). Mark Blaug is even more specific, arguing that the widespread 

formalisation of economics really took place during the 1950s (Blaug, 2003, p. 145). 

This shift towards formalism can be considered significant in-so-far as the project 

brought David Hilbert’s programme of axiomatic mathematics into economics. The 

centrepiece of this project was Arrow and Debreu’s formal demonstration of General 

Equilibrium (GE), which quickly took pride of place within the discipline (Blaug, 2003, p. 146). 

The influence of GE theory has since declined, but Lawson is convinced that the prioritisation 

of mathematical form over economic content has been the lasting legacy of the shift towards 

axiomatics. Indeed, having neglected the period around the Marginal Revolution, Lawson 

stresses the shift into formalism as the surest way to defend his overarching methodological 

perspective. 

To explain this rise of axiomatic-deductive methods, Lawson uses a Darwinian 

evolutionary analysis, wherein changes in the immediate academic environment interacted 

with wider political changes to provide the conditions for a sustained growth in 

mathematisation. According to Lawson, the classical reductionist programme which had 

sought to reduce everything to the model of physics (particularly mechanics) fell into disarray 

in the wake of moves towards Relatively Theory and Quantum Mechanics. Around the same 

time, Hilbert sought to move mathematics away from any sense of real-world application / 

interpretation (Lawson, 2003, p. 271). Many physicists had been openly sceptical about their 

models being applied in economics and Hilbert’s project offered a way for mathematically-

inclined economists to pursue their analysis more or less for its own sake. Debreu 

paradigmatically argued that his sole allegiance was to conceptual rigour, for example, 

insisting that his axiomatic analysis was entirely separate from any interpretation that could 

subsequently be given to it (Debreu, 1959, p. 5). 

Meanwhile, the external environment also changed as this kind of abstract formalism 

suddenly became lauded in the context of Cold War McCarthyism (Lawson, 2003, p. 274). 

The nature of economic output became a particularly sensitive issue after WWII, making a 
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project based on empty symbols attractive in American universities (Lawson, 2003, p. 274). 

America also became the centre of the academic universe, meaning that there were important 

transmission mechanisms working within and without the discipline. Lawson quotes Reinert to 

the effect that, 

 

‘McCarthyism and the Cold War [wanted] a kind of economics that 

mechanical versions of neo-classical economics and Austrian economics 

could both provide. The Neoclassical utopia of market clearing harmony and 

factor price equalisation was an important counterweight to the communist 

utopia and its omnipotent state that promised to wither away… The pure 

neoclassical techniques in which economic harmony is solidly built into the 

basic assumptions… was the kind of theory that was ideologically and 

politically in demand’ (Reinert in Lawson, 2003, p. 275). 

 

In responding to this narrative, the first thing to notice is Lawson’s implicit acceptance that 

prior to the 1950s it was physics, and specifically the mechanical model, that was 

predominant within economics. The move into axiomatic mathematics relied on moving away 

from Newtonian science suggesting that it is wrong to separate economic methods from 

economic content as historically the two came into the discipline together. Indeed, Lawson 

has accepted as much in some of his earlier writing. In 2003, for example, he wrote that ‘the 

nature of the (potential) content is always constrained by the method’ (Lawson 2003, p. 276). 

In addition, he has recently highlighted the links between atomistic deductive methods and 

the elimination of crucial social scientific categories such as ‘power, discrimination, 

oppression and conflict… [which are] effectively masked… or hidden, or at best trivialised’ 

(Lawson, 2012, p. 17). We wholeheartedly accept the merits of the latter assertions, whilst 

thereby arguing that there seems to be little merit in upholding Lawson’s predominantly 

methodological thesis as a rival for apologetics.
5
 Instead it is better to see the methods as 

working alongside the content to construct the defence of free-market capitalism that Reinert 

so accurately describes. 

The second thing to notice is the inherent applicability of Lawson’s thesis to the 

history of capitalist society more generally. Michel De Vroey rightly points out that ‘in a class 

society the ruling class cannot be indifferent to the types of social science developing in the 

society in which it holds power’ (De Vroey, 1975, p. 416). If the American ruling class were 

anxious to select pro-capitalist economic analysis in the context of the Cold War USA, then 

presumably all capitalist ruling classes would be similarly motivated in the context of their 

general struggle with the working classes. In the early phase of capitalist development the 

newly rising bourgeoisie had an inherent interest in scientifically understanding the laws of 

their system. Classical Political Economy was the highest expression of this material need, 

setting out to expound the way that capitalist relations actually function. 

By the 1870s, however, Classical Political Economy no longer served the interests of 

the bourgeoisie. Ricardo’s scientific forthrightness meant that he honestly illuminated the 

distributional conflicts associated with capitalism that were seized upon by the Ricardian 

Socialists and later by Marx and Engels. This latter development was particularly threatening 

given the increasing crises besetting the system and the attendant rise in working-class 

militancy referenced above. In these circumstances, it is not at all surprising that the ruling 

                                                        
5
 Jamie Morgan has remarked that apologetics and deductive methods should be seen as 

complimentary problems rather than explanatory rivals. We accept this characterisation so long as the 
methods themselves are seen as being full of pro-capitalist ideological resonance, even if those wielding 
them are often unaware of this (personal communication). 
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classes would prefer neoclassical theory to political economy. Indeed, the great merit of the 

marginalist paradigm was its ability to package a version of bourgeois ideology as natural 

scientific progress. Meanwhile, the professionalisation of the discipline provided the perfect 

institutional context for the Marginal Revolution. The fact that Lawson references pro-capitalist 

forces for the post-war period makes it regrettable that he hasn’t generalised them for the 

entirety of capitalism.  

The third thing to notice is the highly unusual way that mainstream theory reacted to 

the breakdown of its preferred metaphysics. Once the empirical evidence for Quantum 

Mechanics and Relativity Theory had been sufficiently corroborated, most physicists 

abandoned the Newtonian paradigm in favour of new problems and new mathematical 

techniques (Riemannian geometry for example). This was necessary in a discipline dedicated 

to exploring reality, and yet it contrasts sharply with the response of the economic mainstream 

to the breakdown of Newtonianism. There is a deep elective affinity between the Hidden Hand 

of Newtonian Cosmology and the Hidden Hand of Free Market Capitalism that was unlikely to 

ever be relinquished. Instead of moving with their physicist counterparts, the high priests of 

neoclassicism therefore abandoned reality altogether (Martins, 2012, p. 31). 

Once the laws of physics had been significantly reconceptualised, neoclassical theory 

abandoned these laws in favour of formalised manipulation of (supposedly) empty symbols. 

This suggests that alongside the extra-theoretical pressures that Lawson has identified, the 

discipline itself worked hard to hold onto its utilitarian credentials. Perhaps a case could be 

made for mathematicians pursuing axiomatic analysis purely for its own sake. Pure 

mathematics has often led in fruitful directions, but presumably a subject previously dedicated 

to upholding the precepts of the natural sciences would be loath to relinquish all claims to 

empirical adequacy. 

Be that as it may, the search for immutable axiomatic foundations had itself been 

discredited by the time that Arrow and Debreu came to do their seminal work. In their 

Principia Mathematica, Bertrand Russell and Alfred Whitehead came to the conclusion that if 

mathematics was to become rigorously consistent, then all traces of ‘self-reference’ would 

have to be eliminated. Unfortunately for them, Kurt Gödel (1931) subsequently proved that 

mathematics could always be mapped onto itself, effectively ending all aspirations towards 

closing axiomatic systems consistently (Winrich, 1984 p. 993). Gödel’s work had a lightning 

rod effect in mathematics, but has been dutifully ignored by the economic mainstream 

(Winrich, 1984, p. 994). Instead, the discipline continues to cling to its pro-capitalist (atoms in 

General Equilibrium) metaphysics even if that means hitching its star to a manifestly 

unsuccessful project in mathematics. 

One final point is important. When Lawson speaks about the influence of the US 

military industrial complex on post-war economics he doesn’t go nearly far enough. In the 

early 1950s, military planners in the US Department of Defence believed that game theory, 

GET and linear programming could be useful in their struggle with the Soviet Union. To this 

end, the US army lavished major funding on graduate programmes at the Universities of 

California, Harvard, Stanford, Yale, Chicago, Columbia and Princeton (Fullbrook, 2007, p. 4). 

Over time this funding became the catalyst for a battery of technically-trained economists at 

the highest levels of policy making in the global economy. Of the 800 economists recently 

employed at the World Bank for example, more than half received their training at one of 

these seven universities (Fullbrook, 2007, p. 4). Little wonder that Phillip Mirowski has 

recently highlighted the links between the Neoliberal Thought Collective and orthodox 

economics (Mirowski, 2012, p. 245). After all, the links between general equilibrium models, 

neoliberalism and the Washington Consensus have been extremely well documented (see 

Mirowski, 2013; Hart-Landsberg, 2006; Marangos, 2002). 
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Over time, a functional division of labour has emerged, as mainstream theorists build 

their models without regard to empirical validity, whilst their technicist counterparts invoke the 

scientificity of these models in their concrete programmes. Since the 1970s, economists at 

the IMF and the World Bank have regularly relied on computable general equilibrium models 

to foist structural adjustment policies onto ‘Third-World’ countries (Hart-Landsberg, 2006,  

p. 4). Similar processes were rolled out in the economies of Eastern Europe two decades 

later with ‘the neoclassical model often adopted as the only solution to the “transition problem” 

by…the IMF and the World Bank’ (Marangos, 2002, p. 260). The development of Rational 

Expectations models has, meanwhile, been no less political. Over the last 30 years neoliberal 

ideologues have set about burying all forms of Keynesian interventionism on the basis of 

perfect foresight by market participants. Milton Friedman famously led the way with his 

particular mix of right-wing populism and mainstream theory. Friedman’s enormous influence 

on policy makers was premised on his reputation as a technical economist, and yet, his 

political role in inspiring Thatcherite monetarism and Pinochet’s neoliberal coup has been well 

documented (Palley, 2015, p. 28). Besides Friedman, a host of other Chicago-based 

members of the Mont Pelerin society made their reputations by linking rational expectations 

models to neoliberal policy interventions.  

From the 1980s, Robert Lucas’s New Classical Macroeconomics proved highly 

influential both in mainstream theory and in government policy circles (Backhouse, 2009,  

p. 21). Over the same period, Gary Becker has had a similar influence on micro-modelling 

techniques across the academy (Backhouse, 2009 p. 21). Assessing the extent of their 

ideological functions, Colin Hay has suggested that ‘rationalist assumptions and stylized 

models proved crucial to the popular articulation of normative neoliberalism’ (Hay, 2004,  

p. 514). Bresser-Pereira fundamentally agrees, arguing that ‘in the latter half of the 20th 

century neoclassical economic science turned the model of general equilibrium into an 

“idealist-realist” image of the capitalist system, while at the same time the macroeconomic 

theory of rational expectations demonstrated that no policies were needed to counter 

economic cycles’ (Bresser-Pereira, 2009, p.16). 

All of this makes it extremely regrettable that Lawson continues to highlight the purely 

technical aspects of GE and RE for abstract modelling. Despite their patent un-realism, strict 

rationality postulates are now firmly embedded in the hard-core of a mainstream project that 

continues to push free-market orthodoxy in every direction (Backhouse, 2009, p. 22). More 

than any other discipline, academic economics has been implicated in the drive to 

neoliberalise the institutions of the global economy, all the while hiding behind abstract 

aloofness and technical finery. 

 

 

Conclusion  

 

According to Lawson, neoclassical economics has caught itself in trap of its own making. 

Essentially, it has imported a great deal of mathematical modelling into its practices out of 

respect for the role of mathematics in the physical sciences and in search of the validation 

that the parallel use of these scientific techniques might bring. This, Lawson contends, is one 

of the chief defining features of neoclassical economics as a school (Lawson, 2013, p. 947). 

The irony, Lawson observes, is that the use of mathematical techniques suitable to 

investigating potentially closed physical systems firmly sacrifices the possibility of generating 

scientific knowledge of open systems like the economy. 

It is undoubtedly true that ‘scientism’ is a powerful force within the neoclassical 

school. It is equally true that a realist approach to social science debars a primary emphasis 

on mathematical modelling. Nevertheless, these undeniable elements of the Lawsonian 
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critique do not exhaust the sources of mainstream economics’ lack of scientificity. There is 

plenty of room left for distortions and obfuscations which are due to ideology rather than the 

misguided application of mathematics. Lawson contends that the ideological elements in 

neoclassicism are neither strong nor salient, and that such an argument diverts attention from 

the more important problems surrounding the school’s illegitimate use of mathematics. We 

have contended on the contrary that the very manner of the deployment of mathematics 

within the neoclassical school is an instance and evidence of its ideological character. 

We develop this argument through examining the relationship between the 

mainstream in economic thought and the main currents of physical science, most particularly 

the reception of Newtonian science. Classical Political Economy adopted Newtonian scientific 

procedures but did not uncritically import Newtonian mathematics. Indeed, the main lines of 

classical economic thinking relied very little on the application of mathematics. This matters, 

as it reveals a post-Enlightenment science not in the thrall of Lawson’s purported long-

standing cultural blindness. The Marginal Revolution of the 1870s came with a new set of 

analytical techniques as mathematical formalism arrived with a vengeance in economics in 

the latter part of the 19
th
 century. This formalism accompanied the importation into economics 

of Newton’s cosmology which was facilitated, in an ironic move, by the renunciation of the role 

of empirical observation in his scientific method. 

In the neoclassical universe, isolated individuals are moved in a utilitarian process 

through the attractive and repulsive effects of pleasure and pain to reach an equilibrium 

attained by optimising decisions. This vision is obtained, not through observation, but through 

an introspectively justified set of first principles, from which further conclusions could then be 

derived. The mathematisation of this procedure in Newtonian fashion conferred the great 

physicist’s prestige on the programme at the same moment as establishment economics 

covertly abandoned his scientific method. Mathematics arrives in full force in economics in the 

service of an analysis of utility maximisation by self-interested individuals interacting in 

unfettered markets – that is, in service of a utopian conception and defence of capitalist 

society. From the Marginal Revolution onwards, mathematics serves in the economic 

mainstream as an under-labourer for an ideological conception of the social reality. It is only 

after this under-labouring had occurred, that mathematical formalism in economics begins to 

wreak the damage to the analysis of inherently open and processural social systems that 

Lawson so eloquently describes.  

Subsequently, this under-labouring role has served as a winnowing criterion for which 

forms of mathematics are allowed into the economist’s tool kit. Set theory is fine for example, 

but chaos theory must be resolutely ignored. No mathematical model of the economy can be 

allowed which cannot be turned to a defence of capitalism and no wholesale revision of 

textbook economics can be contemplated in the absence of a new formulation which can 

undertake this essential ideological function, no matter how mathematically sophisticated. 

Lawson is correct that mathematical modelling is potentially a problem in any form of social 

analysis. In the case of neoclassical economics, mathematical modelling is this, and also so 

much more. 
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Abstract  

 

The so-called Ricardian trade model of contemporary economic textbooks is not a rational 

reconstruction of Ricardo’s famous numerical example in chapter seven of the Principles. It differs from 

the latter in terms of the definition of the four numbers, relevant cost comparison, rule for specialisation, 

assumptions and theoretical implications. Thus, the widespread critique regarding the unrealistic 

assumptions of the textbook trade model does not apply to Ricardo’s original proof of comparative 

advantage. 
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1. Introduction 

 

‘“Classic”. A book that people praise and don’t read’ (Mark Twain). 

 

The so-called Ricardian model of comparative advantage, or simply the Ricardian trade 

model, has been a main target in recent publications criticising the mainstream case for free 

trade.
2
 The selection of this target by opponents of free trade is perfectly understandable. 

After all, this basic international trade model featuring two countries, two products and one 

factor of production (labour) is said to explain, all by itself, the virtuous of free trade and the 

optimal pattern of international trade. Comparative advantage has indeed been the 

economists’ favourite argument against protectionism during the last 150 years. 

Despite the unrelenting popularity of the Ricardian trade model within the economic 

profession, the relatively small but growing faction of critics of this trade model does not have 

to fear a fierce backlash from their colleagues. After all, most economists are willing to 

concede that it is built upon some unrealistic assumptions. Not surprisingly, the critics’ main 

line of attack has centred precisely on this weak spot.
3
 They argue that the conclusions 

extracted from the trade model are only valid within the narrow confines of its unrealistic 

                                                        
1
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3
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assumptions. In the real world, however, the potential gains suggested by the trade model 

may well prove illusory. A few critics have gone as far as recommending the dismissal of the 

whole theory of comparative advantage, which they consider out-dated and deeply flawed.
4
 

It is not my intention here to come to the rescue of the Ricardian trade model. In fact, 

I mostly agree with the critique directed against this trade model in recent years. My 

contention is rather that the critique has been unfairly extended to Ricardo, because most 

scholars do not distinguish accurately between the numerical example in chapter 7 of his 

magnum opus On the Principles of Political Economy and Taxation (1817) and the trade 

model of contemporary economic textbooks. Indeed, most critics do not make any distinction 

at all between the two.
5
 A few others, while acknowledging some minor differences, fail to 

realise that Ricardo’s original proof of comparative advantage does not require any of the 

unrealistic assumptions of the textbook trade model.
6
 A third group of scholars wrongly claim 

that at least a few of the criticised assumptions can also be found in the Principles.
7
 

The prevalent practice of designating the textbook trade model as Ricardian stands in 

the way of an accurate distinction between the two.
8
 This misnomer has certainly misled 

many economists into thinking that the textbook trade model they encountered during their 

undergraduate studies was a sort of modern translation or rational reconstruction
9
 of the 

famous numerical example in the Principles. Most of them still cling to this. 

I am aware that the chances of altering the mainstream interpretation of a famous 

theory are slim. It is a challenging task even for a Nobel-laureate economist like George 

Stigler, who once offered the following explanation for the difficulty of correcting the 

widespread misinterpretation of Ricardo’s labour theory of value:  

 

‘The basic reason Ricardo’s theory is often misinterpreted is that it was often 

misinterpreted in the past. If a theory once acquires an established meaning, 

each generation of economists bequeaths this meaning to the next, and it is 

almost impossible for a famous theory to get a fresh hearing’ (Stigler 1958,  

p. 367).  

 

The very same can be said with respect to Ricardo’s famous numerical example. Only that in 

this case the likelihood of getting a fresh hearing might be even slimmer, since the proposed 

correction to the theory of comparative advantage affects the main building blocks of 

international trade theory (Faccarello, 2015, p. 754). Many scholars even consider 

comparative advantage as one of the crown jewels of the economic profession (Rodrik 1998, 

p. 3). Looking at the growing number of critics of the textbook trade model, though, it is 

imperative to submit the mainstream interpretation of comparative advantage to a thorough 

review. The most famous numerical example in the economic science seems to be in 

desperate need of a fresh hearing. 

                                                        
4
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5
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6
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7
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9
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Luckily, the present paper is not the first in recognising that the textbook trade model 

differs from Ricardo’s numerical example.
10

 Well-known popularisers of the correct 

interpretation of the four numbers in the Principles – like Roy Ruffin and Andrea Maneschi – 

have already highlighted some differences regarding the terms of trade (Ruffin, 2002), the 

calculation of the gains from trade (Maneschi, 2004) and the degree of specialisation 

(Maneschi, 2008). John Pullen (2006) also preceded this paper in making a comparison 

between Ricardo’s statement of comparative advantage and the Ricardian trade model, which 

he refers to as the ‘modern version of the law of comparative advantage’. Although I agree 

with Pullen’s conclusion that Ricardo did not conceive the comparative-advantage proposition 

as an economic law that determines international specialisation and the geographical location 

of industries,
11

 I disagree with his interpretation of the purpose and content of the numerical 

example in the Principles. Neither of the two propositions Ricardo announced and proved 

there – the non-appliance of the labour theory of value in international exchanges and 

comparative advantage – were intended as a practical guide or a piece of commercial advice 

for commodity traders, as Pullen (2006, p. 60) suggests. 

Notwithstanding these occasional recognitions of some important differences 

between Ricardo’s numerical example and the textbook trade model, most economists still 

consider the latter as an accurate, rational reconstruction of the former. Even Ruffin and 

Maneschi hold tenaciously to this view. Ruffin (2002) declared in his influential paper that ‘it is 

important to begin with a modern statement of Ricardo’s law of comparative advantage to fully 

appreciate Ricardo’s own statement’ (p. 729), while Maneschi (2008) suggested that Ricardo 

would have explained comparative advantage quite differently had he known the standard 

tools and graphical techniques of neoclassical economics. Both seem to be more interested in 

reconciling Ricardo’s original proof of comparative advantage with modelling assumptions and 

analytical results of neoclassical trade theory than in highlighting the significant differences 

and incompatibilities with respect to the textbook trade model.
12

 

A central purpose of this paper is to end the mistaken association of Ricardo with 

neoclassical assumptions and analytical results by demonstrating that the textbook trade 

model cannot be considered as an accurate rational reconstruction of his original numerical 

example. To fundament this assertion, I will highlight some essential differences between 

them, putting emphasis on the distinct set of assumptions. The highlighted differences have 

been overlooked until now because of the enduring practice of interpreting Ricardo’s 

numerical example almost exclusively through the lenses of the textbook trade model. In a 

deliberate break with this tradition, the paper will take as point of departure what he wrote in 

the Principles, while putting aside as much as possible the features associated with the 

mainstream notion of comparative advantage. Furthermore, I will explain how the 

misinterpretation of the relationship between comparative advantage and the labour theory of 

value led to crucial reformulations of Ricardo’s original proof during the 1920s and 1930s. 

This novel methodological approach allows for a sharper distinction between the numerical 

example in the Principles and the textbook trade model, which is perhaps the most important 

accomplishment of the present paper with respect to its predecessors. 

The paper is structured as follows. It starts with a summary of the original purpose 

and content of Ricardo’s numerical example. The next section is devoted to highlighting the 

main differences between the numerical example in the Principles and the textbook trade 

model of comparative advantage. Besides the diverging definitions of the four numbers, they 
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also feature different rules for specialisation, which in some cases suggest opposing 

conclusions regarding the beneficial nature of an exchange. The following section shows that 

three well-known assumptions of the textbook trade model are not required in Ricardo’s 

original proof of comparative advantage. After briefly mentioning a few commonalities, the last 

section before the conclusions analyses the main advantages of Ricardo’s numerical example 

over the textbook trade model. 

 

 

2. An Accurate Interpretation of Ricardo’s Numerical Example 

Ricardo announced in chapter seven of the Principles that ‘the same rule which regulates the 

relative value of commodities in one country, does not regulate the relative value of the 

commodities exchanged between two or more countries’ (Vol. 1, p. 133). Thus, he explicitly 

limited the validity of his labour theory of value to exchanges within national borders. A few 

paragraphs later, Ricardo proceeded to illustrate this proposition with a simple numerical 

example featuring the exchange of English cloth and Portuguese wine. In accordance with the 

announced proposition, he stated:  

 

‘The quantity of wine that she Portugal shall give in exchange for the cloth 

of England, is not determined by the respective quantities of labour devoted 

to the production of each, as it would be, if both commodities were 

manufactured in England, or both in Portugal’ (Vol. 1, pp. 134-135). 

 

The four numbers in the famous example should be correctly interpreted as the quantity of 

men working for a year required to produce some unspecified amounts of cloth and wine 

traded between England and Portugal.
13 

This accurate interpretation of the four numbers 

debunks charges of logical inconsistency and incompleteness made by scholars who 

misinterpreted them as quantities of labour necessary to produce a single unit of cloth and 

wine in the two countries.
14

 

Moreover, Ricardo selected the four numbers quite smartly so he could also 

demonstrate that ‘this exchange might even take place, notwithstanding that the commodity 

imported by Portugal could be produced there with less labour than in England’ (Vol. 1,  

p. 135). England saves the labour of 20 men working for a year by importing the wine from 

Portugal instead of producing it internally, while Portugal gains the labour of 10 men by 

importing the cloth. Therefore, each country has an interest, completely independent from the 

other, in the featured exchange. With an astonishingly simple numerical example, thus, 

Ricardo managed to prove that a country might import a certain quantity of a commodity 

although it could produce it internally with less amount of labour time than the exporting 

country, and that such an exchange would be beneficial for both trading partners. In close 

correspondence with what is written in the Principles, the term ‘comparative advantage’ will 

be used as a shorthand expression for this proposition throughout the paper. 

Undoubtedly, Ricardo’s numerical example became so famous afterwards because of 

this ingeniously simple proof of comparative advantage. Notwithstanding, strong evidence 

suggests that Ricardo himself considered the proposition regarding his value theory as the 

                                                        
13

 In recent years Ruffin (2002) has been quite successful in spreading the correct interpretation of the 
four numbers, after previous attempts were largely ignored by most scholars. Back in 1930 Sraffa 
already presented a table in which Ricardo’s four numbers were defined as ‘number of men whose 
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14
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main insight he wanted to illustrate with the exchange of English cloth and Portuguese wine. 

First, the so-called comparative-advantage section
15

 in the Principles actually starts with the 

value proposition, and approximately half of the section is dedicated to explain the 

assumption of relative capital-immobility between countries, which Ricardo identifies as the 

main cause for the non-appliance of the labour theory of value in international exchanges;
16

 

second, this interpretation offers a plain explanation for why Ricardo only compared labour-

time requirements in the numerical example; third, immediately after illustrating that the 

relative value of commodities exchanged between two or more countries is not regulated by 

the respective amounts of labour time necessary for their production, Ricardo announces a 

rule for price-determination in international transactions;
17

 and last but not least, it would have 

been simply impossible for him to prove the comparative-advantage proposition in a mutually 

beneficial exchange without contradicting his labour theory of value.
18

 

I have already illustrated the last affirmation in a previous paper using specific 

numbers.
19

 Since the role of the value proposition in Ricardo’s numerical example is still the 

subject of debate among scholars,
20

 it might be necessary here to demonstrate in a more 

general way – that is, for any combination of numbers – that one cannot prove the 

comparative-advantage proposition in a mutually beneficial exchange within the framework of 

the labour theory of value. For this purpose, let us reformulate Ricardo’s numerical example 

using parameters as labour-time requirements instead of specific numbers. England is 

exporting a certain amount of cloth to Portugal in exchange for a certain amount of wine. The 

parameters Ce, We, Cp and Wp indicate the number of men working for a year required to 

produce these unspecified amounts of cloth and wine traded in the respective countries. 

 

Table 1 A general formulation of Ricardo’s numerical example. 

 

 Cloth Wine 

England  Ce We 

Portugal Cp Wp 

 

For England to be interested in importing a certain quantity of wine from Portugal in exchange 

for some quantity of cloth, the exchange must satisfy the classical rule for specialisation.
21

 

This rule stipulates that the amount of labour time embodied in the quantity of cloth exported 

                                                        
15

 According to Sraffa, (Vol. 1, Introduction, xvii), this section starts in page 133 (third paragraph) and 
ends in page 137 (first paragraph). 
16

 See also Ruffin (2002, p. 734). 
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 He stated: ‘Cloth cannot be imported into Portugal, unless it will sell there for more gold than it cost in 
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18
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of 100 Englishmen cannot be given for that of 80 Englishmen, but the produce of the labour of 100 
Englishmen may be given for the produce of the labour of 80 Portuguese, 60 Russians, or 120 East 
Indians. The difference in this respect, between a single country and many, is easily accounted for, by 
considering the difficulty with which capital moves from one country to another, to seek a more profitable 
employment, and the activity with which it invariably passes from one province to another in the same 
country’ (Vol. 1, pp. 135-136). 
19

 See Morales Meoqui (2011, pp. 754-755). 
20

 See, for example, Faccarello (2015, pp. 762-764). 
21
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by Viner (1937, p. 440). 
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(Ce) should be less than the amount of labour time required for the internal production of the 

imported quantity of wine (We), or Ce < We. For Portugal also to gain from this exchange, the 

condition Wp < Cp must be fulfilled. For the featured international exchange to continue over 

a prolonged period, the classical rule for specialisation must be fulfilled in both countries 

simultaneously. 

If the labour theory of value would regulate the relative value of these commodities, 

the amount of labour time embodied in the respective quantities of cloth and wine traded 

would have to be the same, or Ce = Wp. Making the corresponding substitutions in the two 

inequalities mentioned in the above paragraph, we obtain Wp < We and Ce < Cp. 

To prove the proposition that Portugal would import a certain quantity of cloth from 

England even though it could produce the cloth internally with less labour time, however, it 

must be that Cp < Ce. Therefore, if both countries were to gain from this exchange, Ricardo 

could not have proven the comparative-advantage proposition without contradicting his value 

theory. Thus, the proposition about the non-appliance of the labour theory of value in 

international trade is indeed crucial for the logical construction of Ricardo’s numerical 

example. 

Contrary to what many believe nowadays, Ricardo’s insights do not refute the notion 

that a foreign commodity must be cheaper than a domestic commodity of similar quality to get 

imported. This intuitive notion remains valid, as Ricardo himself stated: ‘The motive which 

determines us to import a commodity, is the discovery of its relative cheapness abroad: it is 

the comparison of its price abroad with its price at home’ (Vol. I, p. 170). The confusion in this 

respect may have originated because most explanations of comparative advantage in today’s 

economic textbooks completely omit to mention Ricardo’s proposition about the non-

appliance of the labour theory of value in international exchanges. If the law of value would 

regulate international exchanges, the English cloth embodying the labour time of 100 men 

would have to have a higher exchange value, and presumably also superior money costs of 

production, than the Portuguese cloth – which contains the labour of only 90 men. In that 

case, however, the pricier English cloth would not be exported to Portugal. Since the law of 

value does not apply to exchanges between countries, though, one cannot presume that 

higher labour-time requirements necessarily imply superior money costs of production. 

This summary of the purpose and content of Ricardo’s numerical example follows 

rather closely what is written in the Principles. Notwithstanding, some aspects of this resume 

may sound quite unfamiliar to those who have learned the concept of comparative advantage 

from contemporary economic textbooks instead of the original source. The significant 

differences between Ricardo’s numerical example and the textbook trade model are the result 

of a debate among economists about the content and validity of the theory of comparative 

advantage during the 1920s and 1930s. This debate was very much influenced by crucial 

misinterpretations of the numerical example in the Principles, which led the participants to 

propose significant alterations to Ricardo’s original proof of comparative advantage, as the 

following section will show. 

 

 

3. Three Major Differences Between Ricardo’s Numerical Example and the Ricardian 

Trade Model 

 

3.1 Diverging Definitions of the Four Numbers 

 

The most obvious difference between Ricardo’s numerical example and the typical textbook 

trade model is of course the definition of the four numbers. They are defined in the textbook 
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trade model as the quantities of labour required for producing a single unit of cloth and wine in 

the respective countries. During the 1920s and 1930s many influential economists 

erroneously believed that this definition of the four numbers also corresponded to the famous 

example in the Principles.
22

 

Taking unit labour-time requirements as basis for the numerical proof of comparative 

advantage has an immediate implication: one must assume that they remain constant 

irrespective of the amounts of commodities produced. Otherwise, it would be impossible to 

calculate the respective quantities of labour time embodied in the commodities exchanged, 

since countries usually trade more than a single unit of any commodity in a typical trade 

bundle. Without this calculation, though, one cannot estimate the gains from trade to 

ascertain whether a country should import a certain quantity of a commodity rather than 

produce it internally. 

The assumption of constant unit labour-time requirements ended up being wrongly 

attributed to Ricardo because of the longstanding and widespread misinterpretation of the 

four numbers in the Principles. As I have already argued in previous occasions,
23

 though, this 

unrealistic assumption is completely alien to Ricardo’s economic theory. In fact, he explicitly 

indicated in the Principles that the alterations in the quantity of labour necessary to produce 

commodities are often of daily occurrence. This is precisely why he considered the great 

variations in the relative value of commodities to be produced mostly – although not 

exclusively – by the greater or less quantity of labour which may be required from time to time 

to produce them (Ricardo, Vol. 1, pp. 36-37). 

 

3.2 Different Rules for Specialisation 

 
In the numerical example in the Principles it is clear which numbers Ricardo compared to 

determine whether the featured exchange of cloth and wine is in the best interest of each of 

the participating countries. For that purpose, he made an internal comparison of labour-time 

requirements, comparing the quantity of labour embodied in the commodities that a country 

must export to pay for the imported commodities, and the estimated quantity of labour 

required to produce the imports internally. Whenever the former is less than the latter, the 

exchange would be beneficial for the country. This explains why he proclaimed England’s 

interest in exporting cloth and importing wine before even mentioning Portugal’s labour-time 

requirements (Vol. 1, p. 135). 

Ricardo did not invent the above rule for specialisation. It was repeatedly used for 

determining the beneficial nature of a barter trade well before the publication of the Principles, 

and continued to be used for this purpose after 1817 as well. To highlight its prominent role 

throughout the heyday of classical political economy, I have proposed to call it the classical 

rule for specialisation. This rule, though, is less conclusive for determining the beneficial 

nature of a barter trade when the four numbers are defined as unit labour-time requirements, 

and the exchange rate between cloth and wine is not specified, as it is often the case in 

textbook trade models. The mere fact that in England it may require less quantity of labour to 

                                                        
22

 Gottfried von Haberler (1936), for example, begins his analysis of the theory of comparative cost by 
asserting the following: ‘In chapter VII of his Principles he [Ricardo] gives the following celebrated 
example: In England a unit of cloth costs 100 and a unit of wine 120 units of labour; in Portugal a unit of 
cloth costs 90 and a unit of wine 80 units of labour’ (p. 128). Jacob Viner (1937, p. 445) presents a table 
containing the same four numbers, described as the amounts of ‘labor required for producing a unit’ of 
cloth and wine in UK and Portugal. This misinterpretation of Ricardo’s numbers proved to be quite 
enduring, since Samuel Hollander (1979) defined Ricardo’s numbers more than 40 years later as 
follows: ‘Input per unit of cloth and wine respectively – in terms of labour for one year – are supposed to 
be 100 and 120 in England; and 90 and 80 in Portugal’ (p. 462). 
23
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produce a single unit of cloth than a bottle of wine is hardly a sufficient criterion for making the 

cloth there rather than importing it, unless one also assumes that the exchange ratio between 

the two commodities is always 1:1.
24

 

Therefore, the misinterpretation of Ricardo’s numbers made it necessary to find a 

new way of determining a country’s comparative advantage. Echoing Haberler (1930, p. 352) 

and others, Viner argued that one should not compare costs but ‘…ratios between costs, and 

it is unessential whether the cost ratios which are compared are the ratios between the costs 

of producing different commodities within the same countries, or the ratios between the costs 

of producing the same commodities in different countries’ (Viner 1932, p. 357). Thus, the 

comparison of cost ratios led to a legitimation of the external cost comparison, although 

Ricardo regarded the latter as irrelevant for determining the beneficial nature of a barter trade 

between countries.
25

 

From that moment on until the very present, the comparison of cost ratios has been 

the predominant method for determining the comparative advantage of a country in the 

economic literature.
26

 Under this method England must know Portugal’s labour-time 

requirements to find out its own comparative advantage, and vice versa. This is also 

expressed quite clearly in the corresponding rule for specialisation derived from the 

comparison of cost ratios. According to this rule, each country ‘exports the good in which it 

has the smallest absolute disadvantage or the largest absolute advantage’ (Ruffin 2005,  

p. 718). Likewise, Felipe and Vernengo (2002, p. 51) stated: ‘The first nation should 

specialize in the production and export of the commodity in which its absolute disadvantage is 

smallest (this is the commodity in which it has a comparative advantage) and import the 

commodity in which its absolute disadvantage is greater (this is the commodity of its 

comparative disadvantage).’ Like in the case of other exclusive features of the textbook trade 

model, this rule for specialisation ended up being wrongly attributed to Ricardo.
27

 

At first sight, it seems that the substitution of the classical rule used by Ricardo in the 

numerical example with the textbook rule for specialisation derived from the comparison of 

cost ratios has no practical consequences for the determination of comparative advantage 

and the beneficial pattern of trade, because both rules yield the same result when applied to 

the original four numbers in the Principles. Portugal has indeed a greater advantage in the 

production of wine – a 40 men advantage in wine compared to only 10 men in cloth – 

whereas England has a smaller disadvantage in cloth. Thus, the textbook rule coincides with 

the recommendation made by the classical rule for specialisation that Portugal should 

produce the wine and England the cloth traded. 

Despite this coincidence, both rules cannot be considered as logically equivalent for 

the determination of comparative advantage and beneficial trade patterns, since their 

respective recommendations may differ under a different set of numbers. To illustrate this with 

the least possible alteration to Ricardo’s original numerical example, let us suppose that 

England discovers a process of making wine that reduces the quantity of men working for a 

year required to produce the amount of wine traded from 120 men to just 95 men. Portugal’s 

labour-time requirements remain the same, as it is shown in table 2.  

 
  

                                                        
24

 Viner (1932, p. 363) indeed believed that Ricardo set the exchange ratio at one cloth for one wine. 
25

 See Ricardo (Vol. 2, p. 383). 
26

 According to Maneschi (2008), ‘the fact that 80/120 < 90/100 shows that Portugal has a comparative 
advantage in wine and hence will exchange wine for cloth when trade begins’ (p. 1168). 
27

 According to Reinert (2007), ‘Ricardo attempted to prove that it could still be mutually beneficial for 
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Table 2: A modified version of Ricardo’s numerical example 

 

 Cloth Wine 

England 100 95 

Portugal 90 80 

 

 

Portugal can still produce both the cloth and wine traded with less quantity of labour than 

England, and continues to be interested in the export of wine to this country, irrespective of 

whether one applies the classical rule for specialisation (90 – 80 = 10) or the comparison of 

cost ratios suggested by the textbook trade model (80/95 < 90/100). England’s disadvantage 

is still smaller in the production of cloth, but is it in her interest to import the wine from 

Portugal, as the textbook rule for specialisation suggests? Ricardo would surely disagree, 

because England could save the labour of 5 men by starting to produce the wine internally. 

I decided to modify England’s labour-time requirements for producing wine because 

Ricardo himself wrote about this possibility in the Principles.
28

 
 
If one increases the quantity of 

labour required to produce the wine in Portugal to 95 men while leaving the other three 

original numbers in the Principles unchanged, the country would still have a greater 

advantage in the production of wine (120 – 95 = 25 men) compared to cloth (100 – 90 = 10 

men) with respect to England. The comparison of cost ratios would also show that  

95/120 < 90/100, so according to the textbook rule, Portugal should import the cloth from 

England. This recommendation, though, is clearly at odds with the one derived from the 

classical rule for specialisation. Ricardo would consider this exchange to be detrimental to 

Portugal, because she could save the labour of five men by starting to produce the cloth 

internally instead of importing it from England. 

As has been shown above, thus, the rule for specialisation championed by the 

textbook trade model may recommend a different pattern of specialisation than the classical 

rule used by Ricardo in the numerical example. The importance of this new finding cannot be 

overstated. It means that the notion of comparative advantage currently propagated by the 

textbook trade model is different from Ricardo’s. 

Moreover, this finding deals a deathblow to the widespread belief that the textbook 

trade model is merely a modern version of the original numerical example. To counter this 

finding, though, defenders of this view may refer to a well-known footnote in the Principles 

which states: 

 

‘It will appear then, that a country possessing very considerable advantages 

in machinery and skill, and which may therefore be enabled to manufacture 

commodities with much less labour than her neighbours, may, in return for 

such commodities, import a portion of the corn required for its consumption, 

even if its land were more fertile, and corn could be grown with less labour 

than in the country from which it was imported. Two men can both make 

shoes and hats, and one is superior to the other in both employments; but in 

making hats, he can only exceed his competitor by one-fifth or 20 per cent., 

and in making shoes he can excel him by one-third or 33 per cent.;– will it not 

                                                        
28

 See Ricardo (Vol. 1, p. 137). Thus, the legitimate critique regarding the static approach of the 
textbook trade model of comparative advantage cannot be extended to Ricardo. As a matter of fact, his 
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be for the interest of both, that the superior man should employ himself 

exclusively in making shoes, and the inferior man in making hats?’ (Vol. 1, 

p. 136n.) 

 

The above footnote should not be considered as Ricardo’s best claim for having formulated 

the principle of comparative advantage, as Aldrich (2004, p. 389) erroneously states. It rather 

owes its popularity to the fact that it is one of the few passages of the Principles that can be 

cited in support of the claim that the textbook notion of comparative advantage is similar to 

Ricardo’s. This is precisely why some prominent supporters of this claim tend to overstate its 

importance.
29

 The alleged link between the footnote and the textbook trade model is not in the 

first sentence, as Pullen (2006, p. 66) indicates, but in the second sentence, starting with 

‘Two man can…’, and where Ricardo appears to suggest that one should specialise in the 

production of the commodity in which one enjoys the greatest productivity advantage. Let us 

try to answer Ricardo’s rhetorical question with the help of a numerical example. 

 

Table 3: A numerical example based on Ricardo’s footnote 

 

 1 hat 1 pair of shoes 

Adam 4 hours 2 hours 

David 5 hours 3 hours 

 

According to the numbers in Table 3, Adam has a 20% (1-4/5) productivity advantage over 

David in making hats, and a 33% (1-2/3) productivity advantage in making shoes. Should 

Adam specialise in the production of shoes then? One cannot answer this question without 

knowing the relative value of hats and shoes. If Adam still requires two hours for producing a 

second pair of shoes, but must give more than two pairs of shoes to obtain one hat, he would 

be saving some labour time by making the hat instead of buying it from David. 

Besides this footnote, there is not a single passage in the Principles that suggests 

that Ricardo pretended to abandon the classical rule for specialisation in favour of a new rule 

for international specialisation. If this were indeed his intention, then why would he relegate 

such an important announcement to a mere footnote? Ricardo believed that domestic and 

international exchanges are regulated by different value rules – not different rules for 

specialisation. 

The original purpose of the footnote seems to be a different one. Ricardo probably 

anticipated that it would be quite difficult to convince some of his readers that it is indeed in 

Portugal’s interest to import cloth although she could produce it with less quantity of labour 

than England. Thus, he wanted to indicate that one could already find traces of this 

proposition in the Wealth of Nations. Indeed, the first sentence of the footnote seems to refer 

to a paragraph (WN, I.i.4, p. 16) where Smith talks about the possibility that England might 

import some amount of corn from Poland despite having a productivity advantage over the 

latter in the production of corn. Smith explains this counterintuitive fact by pointing out that the 

productivity advantage of England over Poland is greater in manufactures than in agriculture, 

because the nature of agricultural production does not admit the same degree of subdivisions 

of labour than manufacturing. Therefore, Polish corn might compete in quality and cheapness 

with the corn from England or France, but Poland cannot aspire to compete with English or 

French manufactures, at least if the manufactures suit the soil, climate, and situation of the 

richer countries. The second sentence of Ricardo’s footnote refers to Smith’s example of the 
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shoemaker and the tailor (WN, IV.ii.11, pp. 456-457), as Sraffa already indicated in his edition 

of the Principles. 

Ironically, the very same footnote which is so highly regarded by those who cling to 

the idea that the notion of comparative advantage propagated by economic textbooks is 

similar to Ricardo’s, contains another significant difference between the two. The textbook 

trade model normally implies complete specialisation by each trading partner according to its 

comparative advantage, except for the special case when a country is relatively small and 

does not have the production capacity to satisfy the demand of its larger trading partner.
30

 Yet 

Ricardo explicitly refers in the above footnote to partial specialisation. Even if a country were 

much more advanced in manufacturing than its neighbours, it might still satisfy part of its 

national demand for corn by internal production. 

Explicit references to partial specialisation can also be found in the main text of the 

Principles. In page 134, for example, Ricardo states that ‘if Portugal had no commercial 

connexion with other countries, instead of employing a great part of her capital and industry in 

the production of wines, with which she purchases for her own use the cloth and hardware of 

other countries, she would be obliged to devote a part of that capital to the manufacture of 

those commodities, which she would thus obtain probably inferior in quality as well as 

quantity’ (Vol. I, p. 134; emphasis added). A few pages later Ricardo hints again at partial 

specialisation when he states: ‘Now suppose England was to discover a process for making 

wine, so that it should become her interest rather to grow it than import it; she would naturally 

divert a portion of her capital from the foreign trade to the home trade; she would cease to 

manufacture cloth for exportation, and would grow wine for herself’ (Vol. I, p. 137; emphasis 

added). 

While complete specialisation might be a theoretical possibility in a very simple trade 

model where two countries exchange only two types of commodities, it is of course 

impossible once the trade model considers all the various articles which are normally traded. 

Complete specialisation by each trading partner means that every country would specialise in 

the production of a single type of commodity, for example cloth, and import all the other goods 

demanded by its residents. Thus, complete specialisation is a very unlikely outcome of free 

trade under realistic circumstances. Ricardo did not envision this analytical result of 

neoclassical trade theory, nor did he ever recommend it. 

 

3.3 Comparative Advantage Determined by Opportunity Costs 

 

Despite the importance that Ricardo attributed to the non-appliance of the labour theory of 

value in international exchanges in the original numerical example, there is usually no 

reference to this proposition in the typical textbook trade model. The reason for this glaring 

omission is worth analysing here briefly. 

During the 1920s several scholars claimed that Ricardo’s theory of comparative 

advantage had to be rejected because of its alleged reliance on the labour theory of value, 

which they considered out-dated.
31

 As an indication of this presumed dependency, they refer 

to the fact that Ricardo stated the costs in his numerical example as units of labour-time. In 

this context, Austrian economist Gottfried von Haberler tried to tackle the criticism – which he 

considered to be valid – by replacing Ricardo’s labour-time requirements with opportunity 
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costs (Haberler, 1930). According to Haberler’s reformulation, a country is said to have a 

comparative advantage in the commodity whose production entails lower opportunity costs.
32

 

Bearing in mind the accurate interpretation of Ricardo’s numerical example from the 

previous section, it is clear now that all the participants in this odd debate – both Haberler as 

well as the critics – were wrong. The actual relationship between comparative advantage and 

the labour theory of value is in fact the opposite of what they presumed. Ricardo formulated 

his numerical example to illustrate that his value theory is not valid for international 

exchanges. As I have shown before, under the postulates of the labour theory of value it is 

impossible to prove the comparative-advantage proposition if the featured exchange had to 

be also mutually beneficial. Therefore, Baldwin (1982) and Bernhofen (2005) have wrongly 

portrayed Haberler as the economist who freed the theory of comparative advantage from its 

association with the labour theory of value. Haberler’s alleged accomplishment was in fact a 

flawed response to an unfounded critique of the original proof of comparative advantage. 

Over time, the specific reason and context that led to the reformulation of Ricardo’s 

four numbers in terms of opportunity costs, was of course forgotten. And since the 

reformulated numerical example continued to be named after Ricardo, it was almost 

inevitable that the determination of comparative advantage based on opportunity costs ended 

up being associated with him.
33

 Among the many misconceptions surrounding the famous 

numerical example today, this erroneous association is particularly ludicrous. It overlooks the 

fact that the opportunity costs approach was originally developed by Austrian economist 

Friedrich von Wieser as part of his marginal theory of value. Wieser explicitly conceived his 

value theory as an opposing view and main alternative to Ricardo’s labour theory of value. It 

says a lot about the current state of the economic science when nowadays one of the most 

influential thinkers in the history of economic thought is mostly remembered for an 

international trade model that is based on a rival conception to his own theory of value. 

 

 

4. Three Diverging Assumptions 

 

Ricardo’s numerical proof of comparative advantage is based on a different logical 

construction and theoretical foundation than the textbook trade model. It is therefore not very 

surprising to find out that his proof does not require most of the model’s assumptions. 

Unfortunately, this fact is often overseen by those who do not distinguish properly between 

the two. Therefore, they often censure Ricardo for making unrealistic assumptions that belong 

rather exclusively to the textbook trade model. Since these assumptions are nowhere to be 

found in the Principles, the critics often suggest that Ricardo made them rather implicitly.
34

 

The truth of the matter is that he simply did not need them. In the previous section I have 

already mentioned that Ricardo neither assumed constant unit labour-time requirements, nor 

did he argue that a country would end up completely specialised in the production of a single 

type of commodity. In this section I will refer briefly to three additional assumptions of the 

textbook trade model which are wrongly attributed to Ricardo. Since the list of assumptions of 
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the textbook trade model is quite long, it is not possible to analyse here every single one of 

them. Instead, I will concentrate on the most popular ones. 

 

4.1 Zero transportation costs 

 

It is widely acknowledged, for example, that the textbook trade model assumes zero 

transportation costs.
35

 This is indeed a necessary assumption if one takes unit labour-time 

requirements as basis for the numerical proof of comparative advantage, and further assumes 

that they remain constant. Taking transportation costs into account would infringe this 

assumption, since the cost of carriage per unit usually decreases the more commodities are 

transported in a single lot. To assume that the transportation costs per unit also remain 

constant would defy the most elementary notion of reality. Ricardo’s proof of comparative 

advantage is not affected by these problems, though, since he did not assume constant unit 

labour-time requirements. 

The attribution of the zero-transportation-costs assumption to Ricardo seems to rely 

on the claim that he allegedly did not mention them in the numerical example. This claim is 

false, since he does in fact mention the cost of conveyance in page 136, and at least twice in 

the rest of the chapter On Foreign Trade.
36

 Since the cost of transportation is usually 

accounted for in the respective values of the commodities exchanged in the barter trade, 

there was no need for Ricardo to keep mentioning them on every occasion. This means that 

he succeeded in integrating the cost of carriage between England and Portugal into the 

numerical example without any of the complications that Viner (1932, p. 373ff.) referred to. 

 

4.2 Full-Employment of the Factors of Production 

 

Another well-known assumption of the textbook trade model refers to the full employment of 

the factors of production. This assumption, for example, would preclude the existence of 

unemployed labour.
37

 It was introduced by Haberler’s reformulation of the four numbers as 

opportunity costs, since it is an essential part of this approach. It is not required, though, in 

Ricardo’s proof of comparative advantage.  

For demonstrating the absurdity of the claim, let us suppose for a moment that 

Ricardo assumed that no English and Portuguese labourers were unemployed when the 

exchange takes place. He should have noticed then that neither England nor Portugal would 

have had the required number of labourers available for producing internally the quantities of 

cloth and wine traded. The 100 English men which are currently making cloth for exportation 

could be reassigned to the wine production, but England requires 120 men to produce the 

demanded quantity of wine. Portugal requires 90 men for producing the cloth but had only 80 

men available. Under the assumption of full employment, thus, both countries would have had 

no option but to procure the demanded quantities of cloth and wine from abroad. 

Even if there were 10 Portuguese men unemployed, it would make no sense from an 

economic point of view to start producing cloth in Portugal with the labour of 90 men if it can 

be purchased from England with the exportation of wine that requires the labour of only 80 

men. Instead of employing them in the production of cloth, why not deploy 10 additional men 

in the production of the wine exported to England? Because it would be inefficient to use the 

labour of 90 men when only 80 men are required? Well, it is equally inefficient to make cloth 

that can be procured with less quantity of labour from abroad. After all, trade is just an indirect 
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method of production. Portugal can only increase the number of goods and services available 

for consumption by deploying the 10 men in other occupations. 

The same can be said of course about the 20 men’s labour saved in England. In fact, 

more than 100 years before Ricardo published the Principles, the English journalist Henry 

Martyn
38

 had already argued in his Considerations on the East-India Trade (1701) that it is not 

wise to produce with the labour of many what can be procured from abroad with the hands of 

a few. To refute the mercantilists’ argument that England was losing employment 

opportunities by importing cloth from India, Martyn formulated theoretical examples in which 

he applied the classical rule for specialisation to show that no productive employment would 

be lost by this exchange. 

The claim that Ricardo assumed full employment of capital is equally ludicrous, 

considering his definition of the term ‘capital’ in the Principles. For Ricardo, ‘capital is that part 

of the wealth of a country which is employed in production, and consists of food, clothing, 

tools, raw materials, machinery, &c. necessary to give effect to labour’ (Vol. 1, p. 95). In 

correspondence with this definition, commodities can only turn into capital when they are 

employed in the production process. This means of course that Ricardo would not consider 

them as capital if they remain idle. Therefore, the claim that he always considered capital to 

be ‘fully employed’ is both formally correct but completely redundant. It is rather a perfect 

example for a neoclassical assumption that makes no sense whatsoever in classical political 

economy. 

 

4.3 Perfect Internal Mobility of the Factors of Production 

 

Ricardo’s numerical example does not require another well-known assumption of the textbook 

trade model: that of perfect internal mobility of the factors of production. Like the previous 

one, this assumption was also introduced by Haberler’s redefinition of the four numbers as 

opportunity costs. To provide some legitimacy to such an unrealistic assumption, though, it 

has often been attributed to Smith or Ricardo. A careful consultation of the Wealth of Nations 

and the Principles proves that neither of them assumed perfect internal mobility of capital and 

labour. On the contrary, they were quite concerned about the negative consequences of any 

sudden short-term adjustment in international trade. Both recognised that in that case capital 

owners may have sunk (irrecoverable) costs and workers may find it hard to get new jobs at 

equivalent pay. Thus, they advocated in favour of granting protection on a temporary basis in 

order to spread the expected negative impact on certain groups over a longer period of time. 

Ricardo stated these views quite clearly in chapter XIX of the Principles titled ‘On Sudden 

Changes in the Channels of Trade’. 

Despite their concern about the negative impact that any sudden change in the 

general conditions of trade might have on some capital owners and workers, both Smith and 

Ricardo remain staunch supporters of free trade. After all, capital owners may retrieve most of 

their capital from the affected sectors, and many displaced workers might find employment 

elsewhere. To assume perfect internal immobility of the factors of production, that is, all 

capital is lost and every displaced worker remains unemployed forever, would be as 

unrealistic as the opposite assumption of perfect mobility. 
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5. A Few Commonalities between Ricardo’s Numerical Example and the Textbook 

Trade Model 

 

Given the significant differences between Ricardo’s numerical example and the textbook 

trade model highlighted so far, one might wonder at this point if there are any common 

features at all. There are indeed a few. It goes without saying, for example, that both offer a 

numerical proof for the proposition that a country might import some quantity of a commodity 

even though it could produce it internally with less amount of labour time than the exporting 

country. It is also true that both only refer to labour time requirements. Finally, both Ricardo’s 

numerical example and the textbook trade model assume at least some degree of 

international capital immobility. But even among these common features one can find 

significant nuances between the two. 

It has been often criticised that the textbook trade model only takes one factor of 

production – labour – into account. This critique, though, does not apply to Ricardo. There 

are, in fact, plenty of references to capital in the paragraphs surrounding the numerical 

example in the Principles. Ricardo even explains the non-validity of the labour theory of value 

in international exchanges by the relative immobility of capital between countries. Since the 

main purpose of the numerical example was precisely to illustrate this value proposition, it 

made perfectly sense for him to only compare the labour-time requirements in the respective 

countries. The formulation of an international trade model with two commodities, two 

countries and labour as the sole factor of production is Haberler’s invention – not Ricardo’s 

(Gehrke, 2015). 

Unlike the textbook trade model, Ricardo does not assume perfect international factor 

immobility. He merely refers to the ‘difficulty with which capital moves from one country to 

another, to seek a more profitable employment, and the activity with which it invariably passes 

from one province to another in the same country’ (Vol. I, pp. 135-136). The assumption that 

capital is less mobile across country borders than within these borders seems to be quite 

reasonable even nowadays.  

Moreover, Ricardo’s current critics often forget to mention that he explicitly referred to 

the expected consequences of a greater international factor mobility when he stated:  

 

‘It would undoubtedly be advantageous to the capitalists of England, and to 

the consumers in both countries, that under such circumstances, the wine 

and the cloth should both be made in Portugal, and therefore that the capital 

and labour of England employed in making cloth, should be removed to 

Portugal for that purpose. In that case, the relative value of these 

commodities would be regulated by the same principle, as if one were the 

produce of Yorkshire, and the other of London: and in every other case, if 

capital freely flowed towards those countries where it could be most profitably 

employed, there could be no difference in the rate of profit, and no other 

difference in the real or labour price of commodities, than the additional 

quantity of labour required to convey them to the various markets where they 

were to be sold’ (Vol. I, p. 136).  

 

Ricardo believed, thus, that if one day capital and workers could move as easily between 

countries as within political borders, the relative value of commodities produced in different 

countries would be regulated by the same principle as if they were produced in the same 

country, namely by the amount of labour time required for their production and conveyance. 
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6. Main Advantages of Ricardo’s Numerical Example over the Textbook Trade Model 

 

Taking into consideration all the crucial aspects in which the typical textbook trade model 

departs from the original numerical example in the Principles, one must conclude that the 

former is neither an accurate reproduction nor a rational reconstruction of the latter. Instead, 

the textbook trade model should be viewed as a genuine neoclassical trade model which 

offers an alternative way of proving the proposition that a country might import some amount 

of a commodity even though it could produce it internally with less quantity of labour than the 

exporting country. 

Which of the two alternative methods for proving this proposition should be given 

preference, then? Ricardo’s numerical example has several advantages over the neoclassical 

textbook trade model. It offers, for example, a simpler way of calculating the gains from trade. 

Moreover, it does not rely on any of the unrealistic assumptions that have been so harshly 

criticised in the literature. As a response to this critique, various scholars have invested a 

considerable amount of time and effort in trying to relax some of these assumptions. It seems 

to me, though, that these efforts amount to a misallocation of valuable intellectual resources, 

since one can easily avoid relying on any of the criticised assumptions by simply using 

Ricardo’s proof of comparative advantage. 

Moreover, the textbook trade model explains the commodity composition of 

international trade by persistent differences in labour productivity among countries. This is 

indicated in the trade model by the fact that labour-time requirements per unit usually differ 

among countries and are assumed to remain constant. Differences in labour productivity 

presumably result from employing different production technologies, and are thus 

exogenously given. 

The model’s assumption of persistent technological differences among countries is 

problematic, to say the least. It implies either that there are socioeconomic and cultural 

barriers that preclude the inhabitants of developing countries from copying, assimilating or 

even improving the productive techniques invented in the advanced countries, or that the 

latter can effectively prevent the erosion of their technological advantages. Both explanations 

for the persistency of technological differences among countries may seem more or less 

plausible in the short term, but they are not particularly convincing in the long term. There are 

plenty of historical examples where a less developed country initially copies and later 

improves the production technologies of advanced countries. Japan and South Korea are two 

well-known examples of this catching-up process in recent economic history. China seems to 

be a sure bet for a similar development in the coming decades. 

Moreover, a trade model which explains international exchanges only by referring to 

persistent technological differences, has an important limitation: it is unable to explain 

exchanges between economies with similar levels of economic development. This important 

limitation of the textbook trade model is another blatant departure from Ricardo’s theory of 

international trade. Following his intellectual mentor Adam Smith, Ricardo explicitly mentions 

in the Principles several sources for having a relative facility in the production of certain 

commodities. Like Smith, Ricardo also believed in the inherent benefits of specialisation and 

the division of labour. Their common approach explains the benefits of trade between 

countries irrespective of their relative level of economic development.
39

 

Finally, Ricardo’s numerical example is also superior to the neoclassical textbook 

trade model in terms of empirical validity. As already stated, the latter predicts that countries 

will specialise in different economic activities based on their relative productivity differences. 

In case of complete specialisation, though, proving this prediction empirically imposes a key 
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challenge, since the imported commodities will not be produced in the importing country. 

Consequently, in most cases the key explanatory variable of this trade model – differences in 

labour requirements – cannot be directly observed.
40

 

In comparison, it does not require a lot of empirical research to realise that the 

propositions Ricardo announced and fully proved in the famous numerical example remain as 

valid today as they were 200 years ago. It is an easily observable fact that in current 

international exchanges the relative value of commodities is not determined by the amount of 

labour-time required for their production. Goods produced in China with substantial quantities 

of labour, for example, are exchanged for European or US goods whose production requires 

less amount of labour-time. Contrary to the postulates of the labour theory of value, the 

Chinese goods are generally cheaper and have a lower relative value than the ones from 

Europe and the US. The latter countries import inexpensive goods from China, although they 

could produce them internally with less quantity of labour. Thus, Ricardo’s propositions can 

only be considered as obsolete by those who ignore economic reality or do not understand 

what he intended to prove in the numerical example. While it is unquestionable that nowadays 

capital crosses country borders more expeditiously than during Ricardo’s lifetime, the same 

cannot be said about labour. It seems that both capital and labour have to be internationally 

mobile for the labour theory of value to determine the exchange value of commodities. 

 

 

7. Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

This paper is meant as a sort of amicus brief in favour of Ricardo amid the current wave of 

criticism in the economic literature towards the textbook trade model of comparative 

advantage. An unprejudiced reading of the famous numerical example in the Principles 

absolves him from this critique. 

The current formulation of the textbook trade model has been the result of two 

important misinterpretations of Ricardo’s original proof of comparative advantage. The first 

misinterpretation consists in the definition of the four numbers as the quantities of labour 

required to produce a single unit of cloth and wine in England and Portugal, while the second 

misinterpretation concerns the alleged reliance of Ricardo’s proof of comparative advantage 

on the labour theory of value. These two misinterpretations led to significant breakpoints 

between the numerical example in the Principles and the textbook trade model. Besides the 

differences in terms of assumptions and implications, the textbook trade model proposes an 

alternative rule to the one used by Ricardo for determining the beneficial nature of an 

exchange. As has been shown here, in some cases the textbook rule may suggest that the 

exchange is beneficial for a country, while Ricardo’s rule may suggest the opposite. In this 

sense one can affirm that numerical example in the Principles and textbook trade model 

convey diverging notions of comparative advantage. 

Taking all these differences into account, it seems clear now that the textbook trade 

model can no longer be considered as an accurate reproduction or rational reconstruction of 

Ricardo’s numerical example. It is, in fact, quite difficult if not impossible to grasp the original 

purpose of the numerical example in the Principles by looking at it through the lenses of the 

textbook trade model. To truly understanding Ricardo’s numerical example, one should read 

the primary source without prejudgment. 

Furthermore, the ongoing and widespread custom in the economic literature of 

referring to the neoclassical model of international trade based on opportunity costs as 

‘Ricardian trade model’, cannot be sustained. This blatant misnomer seems to me as absurd 
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as naming an Earth-centred model of the universe after Nicolas Copernicus or Galileo Galilei. 

Moreover, it is utterly misleading because it suggests a high degree of continuity and 

compatibility between Ricardo’s trade theory and the textbook trade model, when in fact they 

have very little, if anything, in common. To avoid further misunderstandings and facilitate a 

clear distinction between the two alternative notions of comparative advantage in the future, it 

is necessary to find a new denomination for the textbook trade model. It might be called, for 

example, the Constant Unit Labour Costs model (CULC), to highlight the two most 

distinguishing attributes of the model’s numbers. If one prefers to name it after an economist 

instead of this catchy acronym, it would be certainly more accurate to refer to it as Haberler’s 

trade model, since he was the one who originally proposed the reformulation of comparative 

advantage in terms of opportunity costs. 

Ricardo’s numerical example and Haberler’s trade model constitute two alternative 

methods for proving the same proposition, namely that a country might import some quantity 

of a commodity even though it could produce it internally with less quantity of labour than the 

exporting country. Ricardo’s proof of this proposition, though, is clearly superior in terms of 

elegance and simplicity. Moreover, it has the additional advantage that it does not rely on any 

of the unrealistic assumptions associated with Haberler’s trade model, like constant unit 

labour time requirements, zero transportations costs, full-employment and perfect internal 

mobility of the factors of production. These assumptions limit considerably the validity of 

Haberler’s trade model. Ricardo’s two interlinked propositions, on the other hand, remain as 

valid today as they were 200 years ago. 

Finally, I support the critics’ claim that Haberler’s trade model should be removed 

from the central position it currently occupies within international trade theory. The expected 

effect of this removal on the current political and academic debate about free trade and 

globalisation, though, would be quite different from that which the critics are hoping for. The 

current reliance of the mainstream case for free trade on a theoretic trade model with utterly 

unrealistic assumptions has given the opponents of free trade an easy target to rally against. 

Consequently, its eventual removal would rather strengthen the case for free trade, bringing it 

more in line with the one originally formulated by Smith, Ricardo and other representatives of 

the classical school of economic thought. 
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Abstract  

 

Recently developed theory using directed graphs permits simple and precise statements 

about the validity of causal inferences in most cases. Applying this while reading econometric 

papers can make it easy to understand assumptions that are vague in prose, and to isolate 

those assumptions that are crucial to support the main causal claims. The method is 

illustrated here alongside a close reading of the paper that introduced the use of settler 

mortality to instrument the impact of institutions on economic development. Two causal 

pathways that invalidate the instrument are found not to be blocked by satisfactory strategies. 

The estimates in the original paper, and in many that have used the instrument since, should 

be considered highly suspect. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The need to measure causal effects without experiments arises often for economists, and 

econometric theory may justly be said to contain some of the clearest statements of when and 

how this can be done.
1 In practice, however, we are rather forgiving as to whether applied 

work quite fulfils the theoretical requirements. Rightly so, perhaps: hyperfastidiousness would 

leave much potentially valuable work unpublished. But the dissonance between theory and 

practice makes our rhetorical tradition less clear than it could be. I believe a body of theory 

developed outside of economics can help; I also believe this theory provides an easier way to 

teach much econometrics, but the latter point is relevant to this discussion only in that the two 

beliefs share a common source. This lies in the use of a mathematical language that is 

unambiguously causal (as algebraic equations are not) alongside the algebra required for 

parametric statements. Causal assertions are most naturally encoded in directed graphs, as 

represented by diagrams with variable names linked by arrows. Many econometricians have 

drawn such diagrams to give an idea of what they have in mind, without being aware that the 

drawing often contains in full the information needed to answer important questions about the 

causal interpretation of statistics. The theory governing this interpretation has been under 

development by computer scientists, philosophers and statisticians beginning in the late 

                                                        
1
 I refer in particular to the work associated with the Cowles Commission efforts just after the World  

War II, as exemplified by Tinbergen (1940); Haavelmo (1943, 1944); Marschak (1950); Koopmans et al. 
(1950). 
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1980s (Glymour et al., 1987; Pearl, 1988; 1995; Spirtes et al., 2000, inter alia) and is now, in 

several important ways, quite mature. 

Economists have not entirely ignored this work, but those who have applied it have 

chiefly been drawn to its most exotic branch, known as ‘inferred causality’.
2 It is this branch 

that promises a truly new type of conclusion, ideally taking the form of a probability for the 

existence of each arrow possible in the causal graph linking observed variables. To infer 

causality is to let the data answer questions that generally must be answered theoretically, 

and it is remarkable that this is ever possible. It is thus no surprise that this branch has 

attracted most attention. 

My argument here is for graphs in more conventional analysis, where statistics are 

given causal interpretation conditional on assumptions dictated by theory. The results I will 

discuss are part of a non-parametric generalisation of the structural equations approach 

tracing back at least to Haavelmo (1943; 1944) and they have close analogues in established 

econometrics. The graphical requirements for causal interpretation of linear models are 

equivalent to the orthogonality, rank and order conditions from the Generalised Method of 

Moments. And without linearity, results of a graphical analysis can be translated into the 

‘conditional ignorability’ conditions invoked when matching estimators are viewed in the 

‘Potential Outcomes’ framework associated with Jerzy Neyman (1923) and Rubin (1990, 

2011).
3
 

So why bother? Why learn new ways to derive known results, a new mathematical 

language in which to conduct conversations we are already having? 

What I aim to show is that graphical language inhibits a sort of ambiguity now 

common in econometric writing. The conventional mix of algebra and prose, with no clear 

algebraic representation of causality, makes that ambiguity easy; and the prestige gained 

from strong causal claims based on sophisticated methods makes it tempting. This is but one 

of the dangers of which the readers of econometric papers ought to beware of. Deirdre 

McCloskey has catalogued many such dangers in her study of economic rhetoric, and to this 

end imported the art of ‘close reading’ developed in the humanities (McCloskey, 1998). In 

brief, this means close inspection of the language, taking note of the devices by which 

authors seek to persuade. For the student of McCloskey’s rhetoric, my point can be concisely 

expressed as follows: graphs are a good tool for the close reading of econometric papers. 

They help readers form a thorough, concise and organised set of observations to structure 

their judgment of the paper’s claims. 

It is not just that drawing a directed graph is a concise way of recording causal 

assertions, although that simple observation might be enough to justify the effort made below. 

The graphical theory brings to the fore some simple and important points that are easily lost 

when causal assumptions are mixed with parametric and statistical assumptions in 

conventional presentations of structural equation models. Perhaps the most important 

example – simple enough that I will state the result in full in the brief overview below – is the 

question of when adding a variable to a regression (or controlling on it non-parametrically) 

can increase bias rather than decrease it. (I do not mean where omission of one variable 

compensates some other source of bias by happenstance.) 

                                                        
2
 Perhaps most prominently Swanson and Granger (1997) built on early work by Glymour et al. (1987), 

Pearl and Verma (1991) and Pearl et al. (1991) to devise tests for the contemporaneous causal ordering 
of shocks in a vector autoregression. Kevin Hoover has developed this further with several co-authors 
(Hoover, 1991; Demiralp and Hoover, 2003; Hoover, 2005), and David Bessler and co-authors have 
applied related methods to ask such questions as whether some regional markets are causally prior to 
others and whether credit booms cause recessions (Babula et al., 2004; Haigh and Bessler, 2004; 
Zhang et al., 2006) Other examples include Wyatt (2004); Bryant et al. (2009); Kima and Besslerb 
(2007); Queen and Albers (2008); Tan (2006); White (2006); Wilson (1927); Eichler (2006). 
3
 The translation is illustrated in Pearl (2009) Ch. 3. 
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Although the example I develop here deals with a linear model, the larger advantage 

comes when non-parametric estimation is feasible. I noted above that the results of a 

graphical analysis can often be translated into the conditional ignorability assumptions 

typically invoked to introduce some sort of matching analysis (say, with propensity scores). 

This is quite different from saying that the two analyses proceed by the same assumptions. In 

the graphical case, the assumptions are structural equations – statements about the 

mechanisms that determine endogenous variables. In a potential outcomes analysis, one 

states assumptions in terms of the joint distribution of hypothetical variables. This means, for 

example, defining 𝑌𝑖(0) as the health of subject 𝑖 if she does not take medication at a 

particular moment and 𝑌𝑖(1)  as the same person’s health if she does take medication at the 

same moment; and then proclaiming that the probability – conditional on some set of 

covariates – of getting medicated at that moment is independent of, say, 𝑌𝑖(1) − 𝑌𝑖(0).  

This is a fairly natural way to generalise from the intuition of a truly randomised 

experiment, for the distinguishing feature of such an experiment is that one can say with great 

confidence that the probability of treatment is independent of everything except the 

experimenter’s coin flip. But for the kind of applications most of interest to economists, this 

calls on us to think in rather awkward terms. My own enthusiasm upon discovering the 

graphical approach was due largely to the fact that equally rigorous results could be obtained 

using the more intuitive idea of causality familiar from structural equations. I had become 

quite sensitive to the issue after both producing and consuming analyses using propensity 

score matching when it was still fairly exotic. No very clear idea of why the conditional 

ignorability assumptions should be believed – why this particular set of covariates was chosen 

– was being required of us. And when we did dedicate time to that matter, it always came 

down to intuition about the mechanisms causing treatment and outcome. A directed graph is 

the clearest expression of such intuition. 

The research method advocated by Pearl (2009) is to begin with a graph encoding 

assertions about what causes what and derive as results that some statistical expressions 

measure the strength of causal impacts (or that no such measure can be made). In turning 

this into a method of close reading, I am in a sense reversing the order. 

The idea is quite simple. While reading an econometric paper, graph the assumption 

set crucial to support each causal claim of interest. As you examine the prose being used to 

defend the approach, refer back to your graph and ask whether the right questions are being 

addressed. I have found it most useful to sketch what I call the ‘fatal graph’ representing the 

causal links which, if present, would invalidate the paper’s claims. It is a way of doing more 

systematically (and perhaps alone) what economists have traditionally done haphazardly in 

seminars. 

In general it is wrong to think of close reading as a way of undermining the papers 

examined. Not all rhetoric is cheap tricks; much of the analysis in McCloskey (1998) leaves us 

feeling that classic arguments are persuasive for good reasons we had not previously 

appreciated. But here I do aim to cast doubt on an influential paper: of the several works to 

which I have applied this method, I have chosen for illustration one that seems, upon close 

reading, to have attained unwarranted and potentially dangerous influence. 

The paper is Daron Acemoglu, Simon Johnson, and James A. Robinson’s (2001) 

‘Colonial Origins of Comparative Development’, hereafter referred to as ‘AJR’. Their 

fundamental argument is that the mortality of settlers centuries ago can be used as an 

instrument to measure the extent to which the income of ex-colonies around the year 2000 

has been determined by such enduring features as how well the legal system protects private 

property. They find the influence of these features to be large. The paper is singled out for 

praise by Angrist and Pischke (2010) as an example of the ‘credibility revolution’ in 
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macroeconomics and had been cited more than 9,200 times according to Google Scholar by 

the end of 2016. Prominent among those papers are several that make use of the purported 

instrument to draw conclusions that may guide policy aimed at expanding opportunity for the 

world’s poorest people. I will argue that those conclusions are profoundly unreliable. 

Beyond demonstrating a close reading method and undermining AJR, I aim to 

support the criticism Chen and Pearl (2012) aimed at econometric textbooks for their 

equivocal treatment of the causal interpretation of regression models. This case is dispersed 

throughout the text; the reader will find several quotations, each roughly expressing a valid 

point about causal inference, but through imprecision buttressing a claim of dubious validity. 

The imprecision is conventional econometric language, in which we speak of variables being 

correlated with vaguely defined ‘error terms’, where the graph theorist makes plainer 

statements about how variables are linked in causal networks. The econometric tradition is 

not wrong – the graphical methods are entirely generalisations of Haavelmo (1944), 

Koopmans et al. (1950) and Marschak (1950), not corrections, and this intellectual debt is 

much honored (Pearl, 2009). What Chen and Pearl (2012) denounce is the hedged language 

in which these methods are now taught. They argue that this results from a sort of taboo on 

causal language that came to dominate statistical science in the generation after those great 

econometricians. Whether or not that is the reason, much of the language of econometric 

theory equivocates about causality. The examples below will substantiate that this remains a 

source of obfuscation even at a very high level, even in the hands of authors whose causal 

intuition is deep. 

Finally, I hope to provide a gentle introduction to the whole field of causal graphs. I 

thus give the minimum necessary theory in the next two sections. I then review the crucial 

background in development economics in Section 4. All that can be skipped by a reader with 

the needed expertise. The original part, the close reading itself, is contained entirely in 

Section 5, which is followed by a few final remarks. 

 

 

2. The  Necessary Background 

 

The philosophical treatment of causality – from what it is to how we might learn of it – is quite 

vast, and I am going to make no attempt at a thorough review. This is a paper for economists: 

we have practical questions in front of us, and would rather not be distracted by epistemology 

at all, except that we keep accidentally coming to conclusions that aren’t true. I will describe 

just one branch of this work, Judea Pearl’s non-parametric generalisation of the econometric 

structural equation tradition. This is known, for reasons that will become evident, as the ‘𝑑𝑜-

calculus’. 

To the subtle question of what ‘cause’ means Pearl gives a simple answer: it is about 

manipulation. To say that 𝑋 causes 𝑌 means that anyone who can get control of  𝑋, who can 

set it to a chosen value, can thereby alter the value of  𝑌. There may be other causes of 𝑌, 

and some of them may be unobservable, so in most cases such a manipulator could never 

know what 𝑌 value would result. But perhaps she could learn how her manipulation affects 

the probabilities of each 𝑌 value. The act of manipulating the variable 𝑋 to a specific value 𝑥 is 

denoted 𝑑𝑜(𝑋 − 𝑥). By the causal effect of 𝑋 on 𝑌, we mean the probability distribution 

resulting from such manipulation 𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑋 = 𝑥), 𝑊 = 𝑤) – i.e., a function giving the 

probability 𝑌 takes on each value 𝑦, given the manipulation 𝑑𝑜(𝑋 = 𝑥), in an environment 

where the set of variables 𝑊 takes on the (vector) value 𝑤. Often, the more compact form 

𝑃(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑥), 𝑤) is unambiguous, in which case we use it. The 𝑑𝑜-calculus is all about the 

relation between this causal effect and the observable distributions familiar from statistics, 
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such as 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥, 𝑤). The latter is a function giving the probability 𝑌 takes on any value 𝑦 given 

we observe 𝑋 =  𝑥 rather than manipulating it. Operators which have meaning in terms of a 

conventional probability distribution have the obvious meanings in terms of the manipulation 

distribution, e.g. 

 

𝐸(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑥), 𝑤) = ∑ 𝑦𝑃(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑥), 𝑤)𝑦  (if 𝑌 is discrete). 

 

This is perhaps the place to proclaim my eternal neutrality in a plethora of philosophical 

discussions, chief among them whether this manipulation metaphor is adequate to cover the 

whole of what we mean by ‘cause’. (See Spohn (2000) and Cartwright (2007) if interested.) 

Certainly, the metaphor does not exhaust the set of useful observations we have made about 

causality. Most notably, a set of equilibrium conditions each of which is in itself symmetrical 

(and thus not causal) can obtain a causal ordering when combined; and the causal ordering 

of variables present in any given equation can change depending on what other equations are 

included in the system. This subtle point has been given consequential econometric treatment 

by Simon (1977), which is by now quite well known.
4
 Outside of economics, Dawid (2000) has 

argued that all useful causal questions can be answered without reference to anything so 

‘metaphysical’ (which means roughly unobservable even in theory) and Robins (1986; 2003) 

argues for a narrower concept which would disallow manipulating simultaneously two 

variables that in reality cannot be decoupled.
5
 

For present purposes it is really not important whether these subtle points can be 

treated within the confines of a manipulation-based concept of causality; what is important is 

that a great number of causal points can be, and quite naturally. Although Pearl has engaged 

in the philosopher’s debate with great vigour, he is again very much in the economist’s 

tradition here. This was how Marschak (1950) understood his structural equations. It is also 

how Wold (1954) defined causality: ‘The relationship is then defined as causal if it is 

theoretically permissible to regard the variables as involved in a fictive controlled experiment,’ 

i.e. if the cause can be hypothetically manipulated.
6
 

The idea of a hypothetical intervention is almost the same as the potential outcomes 

at the foundation of the Rubin causal model, but the two frameworks encourage different 

ways of thinking. In Rubin’s model, each of the potential outcomes is a distinct variable – for 

example, 𝑌𝑖(1) is person 𝑖’s health had he served in the military, and 𝑌𝑖(0) is the same 

person’s health had he not served (Angrist et al., 1996). In the graphical approach these are 

thought of as two values of the same variable, but translation is straightforward: a hypothetical 

intervention that put someone in the military, but left him otherwise quite the same person, 

                                                        
4
 Wyatt (2004) gives it an interesting graphical treatment, in which the constituent relations are not 

symmetric but there are rules for reversing causality, which suggests that this too may be folded into the 
𝑑𝑜-based theory. 
5
 The word has also been used to refer to entirely different concepts, most notably by Granger (1969): 

‘𝑌𝑡 is causing 𝑋𝑡 if we are better able to predict 𝑋𝑡 using all available information than if the information 

apart from 𝑌𝑡 had been used’, where ‘better’ prediction meant lower variance, end of story. I am not 

alone in wishing he had used some other word to describe that useful concept, but by now we are used 
to saying ‘Granger-cause’ and knowing it does not refer to our usual idea of causality. 
6
 More recently, it is Ed Leamer’s definition; or, at least, the definition Sherlock Holmes, as written by 

Leamer, proclaimed to Dr Watson: ‘The word “cause” is a reference to some hypothetical intervention, 
like putting a gun to the head of the weather forecaster and making her say “sunny”. If we actually 
carried out this experiment, we could get some direct evidence whether or not weather forecasts cause 
the weather’ (Leamer, 2008, p. 176). But Holmes constricts things rather more than Pearl when he 
insists that the intervention must actually be possible. For Holmes (and Leamer?) the claim that reduced 
spending on homes caused a recession requires we have in mind that the spending reduction itself is 
caused by something controlled by actual people, something like taxes or Presidential jawboning. For 
Pearl, it is only required that we be able to make coherent hypothetical statements: ‘Suppose everyone 
suddenly chose to spend less on homes, for reasons quite unrelated to all their other choices...’ 
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would shift his future health from 𝑌𝑖(0) to 𝑌𝑖(1). And both frameworks allow for randomness in 

the determination of the outcomes: Rubin works with distributions over the two (or more) 

variables, say 𝑃𝑟 (𝑌𝑖(0)) and 𝑃𝑟 (𝑌𝑖(1)); Pearl with 𝑃𝑟(𝑌|𝑑𝑜(𝑥)). 

Again, I want to evade the question of whether one framework is superior, embracing 

only the lesser burden that 𝑑𝑜, which is nearly unknown, deserves a place. But I will say I find 

the graphical approach more in line with my causal intuition, which is fundamentally about 

mechanisms. The statement, ‘If my name were Michelle, I would have been born a girl’ fits the 

potential outcomes formalities just as well as does ‘Had I been born a girl, my parents would 

have named me Michelle.’ This generality can sometimes be convenient. But it seems rather 

dangerous, and more so as we move into the subtleties of economic theor, where intuition is 

so often far from obvious. The second statement conveys clearly the causal mechanism that 

renders the first statement coherent: we know parents choose names considering a baby’s 

gender. In every context I have ever thought about, if you can’t tell the difference between 

these two orderings, you are missing something crucial about the mechanism under study; 

and if you can tell the difference, you can state your assumptions in a graph, and thus convey 

more about them to your readers. 

More generally, I noted above that a graphical statement of identifying assumptions 

can be translated into a conditional ignorability statement; but the reverse is not always the 

case. The graph may have many variables, with every present and every missing link stating 

something about the mechanism causing each. The conditional ignorability statement drops 

most of this information, and just proclaims one feature of the several potential outcomes. 

This is of course, in some cases, a strength: the identifying assumptions are stated in their 

most general form. What I am arguing is that sometimes – actually, often – it is valuable to 

link these statements to precise claims about causal beliefs. 

Directed graphs provide the most natural language in which to express such claims. 

Formally, a directed graph is defined as a set of nodes and a set of directed edges, each of 

which consists of an ordered pair of nodes. For our purposes, the nodes are variables and the 

edges denote causation. A graph is most conveniently represented in a diagram, with variable 

names for the nodes and arrows connecting two nodes for the edges. 

Several conventions are useful to note. 

First, as already used (and as in Bayesian custom) if a capital letter denotes a  

variable, then the corresponding lower-case letter denotes a particular value. Thus if we  

might write 𝑃(𝑌 = 3|𝑑𝑜(𝑋 = 1)) to specify a particular aspect of the causal effect, to  

denote the whole thing we write 𝑃(𝑌 = 𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑋 = 𝑥)) or simply, 𝑃(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑥)). This can also 

represent continuous variables, where a specific value would be something like 

𝑃(𝑌 ∈ (2.9, 3.1)|𝑑𝑜(𝑋 = 1)). The convention extends straightforwardly to allow a capital letter 

to represent a set of several variables, with the lower case then a vector. 

Second, in a diagram a two-headed, dashed, curved arrow, known as ‘confounding 

arc,’ represents some set of variables that cause both those connected which the analyst has 

chosen not to represent explicitly. One can always replace such an arc with, say, 𝑈 for an 

unobserved set of variables. The use of the arc simply announces that 𝑈 will not be used in 

any computations. 

Finally, placing a symbol (or perhaps a more complex algebraic expression) next to 

an arrow indicates the corresponding causal effect is assumed linear. The symbol is then the 

coefficient in the algebraic representation of the structural equations. (If all the edges have 

symbols and graph has no cycles, then we can apply Sewall Wright’s methods of ‘Path 

Analysis’ (Wright, 1921).) 

A ‘path’ in a graph consists of a sequence of edges (some of which may be con-

founding arcs) such that each has a node in common with the edge just before and after it in 
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the sequence. The ordering of edges that defines the path has nothing to do with the direction 

of the arrows. There are thus three types of edge adjacency possible in a path. Figure 1 

contains one of each: a fork at 𝑋 (edges pointing away from the shared node); a chain at 𝑌 

(one points in, one away); and a collider at 𝑍 (both point in). 

 

Figure 1  

𝑋 

 

 

    𝑌       𝑍 

 

Figure 1 shows a simple directed graph representing a system of three structural equations 

𝑥 = 𝑢𝑥 , 𝑦 = 𝑓𝑦 (𝑥, 𝑢𝑦) and 𝑧 = 𝑓𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑢𝑧)  where the 𝑢𝑖 indicate unrepresented ancestors 

assumed to be unconnected in the full causal network. This unconnectedness assumption is 

represented by the absence of confounding arcs. 

Here is the first key definition. We say that a set of nodes 𝑍 ‘blocks’ (or ‘d-separates’) 

𝑋 from 𝑌 if there is no path between 𝑋 and 𝑌 that does not contain either a member of 𝑍 or a 

collider; and if there is no member of 𝑍, or ancestor of a member of 𝑍, that is itself a collider. 

This is the central concept needed to validate the use of covariates to calculate causal effects 

from observational data. 

The intuition is this. A path between two variables in a causal network will give rise to 

a correlation between those variables unless the path contains a collider; and if it does 

contain a collider, than it gives rise to conditional correlation (i.e., conditional on the collider 

variable). Thus, suppose 𝑌 and 𝑍 are only connected by a fork or chain through 𝑋. Then there 

will be a statistical association between 𝑌 and 𝑍 – i.e, knowledge of a unit’s 𝑌 value (given 

knowledge of the system) will strengthen prediction of 𝑍 and vice versa. But in a sample 

chosen to have only a single 𝑋 value, this association disappears. In the contrary case, if 𝑌 

and 𝑍 are connected only by a collider, there is no unconditional association; but if we chose 

a sample to have limited range of the collider variable then values of 𝑌 causing an increase in 

the collider variable will tend to be associated with values of 𝑍 causing a decrease. 

In the case of a linear system with 𝑍 and 𝑌 linked only by a non-collider 𝑋, regression 

of 𝑍 on 𝑌 or vice versa will reveal an association corresponding to the product of the 

correlations of each variable with 𝑋, while a regression including 𝑋 as covariate will indicate 

(for an infinite sample) zero conditional correlation between 𝑍 and 𝑌. If, as in Figure 1 there is 

also an arrow from Y to 𝑍, the regression with 𝑋 included will measure the causal effect of 𝑌, 

while one without 𝑋 will measure instead the sum of the correlations induced by the two paths 

– i.e., it will be confounded. 

That much is a graphical representation of matter well understood by most 

econometricians. One of the things that graph theory makes clearer than conventional 

treatments is the circumstance in which including a regressor can create bias. This is the 

other half of the definition of ‘blocking’. In Figure 1 regression of 𝑌 on 𝑋 measures the causal 

effect of X, while inclusion of Z confounds causal interpretation. In this case, the error would 

be avoided by the simple advice not to include a variable influenced by the outcome, but 

subtler cases exist (one is shown in Figure 7(b) below). 

I have reminded the reader that one must control on a latent common cause in order 

to give a measure of association causal meaning; and one must not control on a common 

causal descendent. It is natural to ask what set of conditions are necessary and sufficient to 

insure that a set of potential controls validates causal interpretation. 

In the case where the graph has no cycle (i.e., no sequence of edges that can be 

followed forward to where it began) a set of three fairly simple rules has been shown to be 

‘complete’: applying them can always prove whether a conditioning set is acceptable (Huang 
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and Valtorta, 2006). Although we will use only a fraction, I include the whole set of three rules 

here as inspiration: this is all you need to know to determine what causal effects are non-

parametrically identifiable once you have expressed causal assumptions in a graph. 

 Let 𝐺𝑇 denote the graph constructed from 𝐺 by removing arrows out of 𝑇; let  

𝐺𝑍  denote that constructed by removing arrows into 𝑍; and 𝐺 the combination. The notation 

(𝑇 ⊥  𝑌|𝑊)𝐺 is read ‘𝑊 blocks all paths between 𝑇 and 𝑌 on graph 𝐺’. A causal effect can be 

non-parametrically identified if and only if it can be transformed to a 𝑑𝑜-free expression by 

applying the following three rules: 

 

Rule 1 (removal or insertion of conditioning nodes): if (𝑌 ⊥  𝑊|𝑇, 𝑍)𝐺𝑇
 

  𝑃(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑡), 𝑤, 𝑧) = 𝑃(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑡), 𝑧)  

 

Rule 2 (replacement of action with conditioning): if (𝑌 ⊥  𝑇|𝑊, 𝑍)𝐺
𝑍𝑇

 

  𝑃(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑡), 𝑑𝑜(𝑧), 𝑤) = 𝑃(𝑦|𝑡, 𝑑𝑜(𝑧), 𝑤) 

 

Rule 3 (removal or insertion of action): if (𝑌 ⊥  𝑇|𝑊, 𝑍)𝐺
�̅�𝑍(𝑊)

 

  𝑃(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑡), 𝑑𝑜(𝑧), 𝑤) = 𝑃(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑡), 𝑤),  

 

where 𝑍(𝑊) is the set of all nodes in Z that are not ancestors of any W node in 𝐺�̅�. 

 

Each of these rules allows you to consult your causal graph and determine whether a 

particular step can be taken. If in a sequence of such steps you are able to derive an equation 

with a 𝑑𝑜 expression on one side and no 𝑑𝑜 expression on the other, than you have shown 

that causal effect is measured by an observable statistical distribution. What statistical 

treatment to give – a series of conditional means, linear regression, Probit, or what have you 

– is a subsequent question, subject to exactly the considerations governing a purely 

descriptive discussion of associations, but with its causal interpretation now assured 

(conditional on the graph, of course). If there is not a set of steps that result in such an 

equation, the causal effect cannot be identified from the assumptions about causal ordering 

alone (Huang and Valtorta, 2006). In that case, turn to Matzkin (2008) for the more general 

(and much more difficult) theory which can allow identification conditional on 

parameterisations, for example, linearity, sign restrictions, etc. 

The aspect of the above rules most used, and perhaps the most intuitive aspect, is 

known as the ‘back-door’ criterion, which is implicit in Rule 2. A back-door path between a 

treatment and outcome is one containing an arrow into the treatment. The idea behind the 

terminology is that such a path allows an association to enter through the ‘back door’ – i.e., 

through the causes of the treatment. What we want is to be able to pretend that the treatment 

has no causes, as though it were an experiment, so the key thing we need is to eliminate is 

any association between treatment and outcome that arises from this back door. This is done 

by including as controls a set of variables that blocks all back-door paths. In the linear case 

this means using them as covariates in the regression, in other cases – matching or binning. 

The back-door criterion has been shown valid beyond the acyclic case. 

This brief discussion is, of course, intended to give the gist, not to convince anyone or 

to convey the whole result; see Pearl (2009) for a thorough treatment. For present purposes 

the most important aspect of the graphical approach is that, as the following discussion will 

illustrate, graphs capture our usual causal intuition at its simplest; the development of rigorous 

methods with graphical foundations spares us from dangerous imprecisions that easily arise 

in the language of traditional econometrics, in which causal concepts often seem awkwardly 

added to statistical theory. 
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3. Instrumental Variables in Graphs and Econometrics 

 

The method of instrumental variables is a core tool of modern econometrics. It lies at the 

heart of all claims to measure causal relations among variables that need be seen as 

simultaneous outcomes. The classic example is the relation between the amount of some 

good sold in a competitive market and its price. These two variables are taken to be jointly 

determined in the observed system – the ‘market’ – but price is supposed to cause quantity in 

each of the subsystems (‘supply’ and ‘demand’) composed of the decisions of particular 

agents. An instrumental variable is one that enters these subsystems in such a way as to 

allow these causal impacts to be measured. 

The method was first developed by economist Phillip Wright, influenced, if not 

assisted, by his son Sewall (Stock and Trebbi, 2003). Sewall Wright was the biologist who 

developed path analysis, which is one of the sources from which the modern graphical theory 

of causality descends. One might, then, expect the two methods to have evolved together and 

econometricians to have benefited from the clarity of Sewall’s graphical language. That is not 

what happened. 

Instead, Phillip Wrights’s work was largely ignored, and after the World War II the 

method of instrumental variables was rediscovered independently by Cowles Commission 

researchers. Although Haavelmo (1943), Marschak (1950) and Koopmans et al. (1950) were 

quite clear about causality in prose, they eschewed graphs in favour of an algebraic language 

in which causal equations looked just like equilibrium conditions. In subsequent decades 

statisticians came to shun causal concepts entirely, and econometric theorists (if not 

practitioners) uneasily followed suit. 

Thus, for example, the subject of instrumental variables was introduced in my 

graduate school econometrics text with the following language: 

 

‘Suppose that in the classical model 𝑦𝑖 = 𝐱𝑖
′𝛽 + 𝜖𝑖, the 𝐾 variables 𝐱𝑖 may be 

correlated with 𝜖𝑖. Suppose as well that there exists a set of 𝐿 variables 𝐳𝑖, 

where 𝐿 is at least as large as 𝐾, such that 𝐳𝑖  is correlated with 𝐱𝑖 but not  

with 𝜖𝑖. We cannot estimate 𝛽 consistently by using the familiar least squares 

estimator. But we can construct a consistent estimator of 𝛽 by using the 

assumed relationships among  𝐳𝑖 , 𝐱𝑖, and 𝜖𝑖 ’ (Greene, 2003, p 75). 

 

Few of us knew just what it meant that a variable was ‘correlated with 𝜖𝑖 ’ except that one was 

not then allowed to use 𝐸(𝐱ϵ) = 0  to simplify subsequent expressions as was permitted in the 

contrary case. Sometimes it seemed that 𝜖 was standing for the causal influence of all the 

unobserved variables, but even then it was unclear just what was being assumed by asserting 

that this summary of the unobserved was uncorrelated with some explanatory variable. And in 

many cases 𝜖 seemed just to be a technical convenience required by the fact that the 

regression line cannot be a perfect fit. Indeed, it is exactly that in the many non-causal 

applications of regression, as in exploration and forecasting. 

Some of our teachers, and some applied papers, spoke more plainly: 𝑍, they might 

say, can be an instrument for the effect of 𝑋 on 𝑌 if 𝑍 causes 𝑋, but is not for any other reason 

correlated with 𝑌. But correlation and causality coexisted uneasily in the formal treatments of 

the textbooks and theoretical papers. So we learned to write in hedged and ambiguous 

language which, as will become clear below, still misleads some of our best practitioners. 

 In the plain causal language of directed graphs, 𝑍 can serve as an instrument if all of 

the following hold in any graph 𝐺 of the true causal network (Pearl, 2009, p. 248): 
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• There is no unblocked path from 𝑍 to 𝑌 that does not contain an arrow into 𝑋. 

• 𝑍 and 𝑋 are not causally independent – i.e., there exists an unblocked path between 

them. 

• The relations among 𝑍, 𝑌 and 𝑋 are all linear. 

 

Figure 2 illustrates the two alternative assumption sets that can justify the use of 𝑍 as an 

instrument. Recall that the algebraic symbols beside each path denote causal linearity. Thus, 

for example, 𝑑𝐸(𝑦|𝑑𝑜(𝑥))/𝑑𝑥 = 𝛽. (To emphasise, the 𝑑𝑜 means we are talking about the 

derivative of the structural equation, here  𝑦 =  𝛽𝑥. There are other valid meanings of  𝑑𝑦/𝑑𝑥, 

such as the whole association including that induced by the confounding arc.) By a 

convention going back to Wright (1921) which sacrifices no generality, the variables are 

measured in standardised form (difference from mean over standard deviation) so the 

structural equations have no constant terms. 

 Consider panel (a). The covariance between 𝑍 and 𝑌 is due only to the path through 

𝑋, and is the product of two causal effects, that of 𝑍 on 𝑋 and that of 𝑋 on 𝑌, labelled 𝛼 and 𝛽. 

That is, 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑍𝑌)  =  𝛼𝛽. (The linearity assumption means that these are scalar constants.) 

Since 𝛼 is the covariance between 𝑍 and 𝑋, the causal impact of 𝑋 on 𝑌 can be measured as 

 

𝛽 =
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑍𝑌)

𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑍𝑋)
 

 

The alternative assumption set (b) is using essentially the same logic, but with 𝑍 standing in 

as a proxy for the unnamed common ancestor represented by the confounding arc. 

 

Figure 2 Alternative conditions for 𝑍 to be a valid instrument to measure the effect of 𝑋 on 𝑌 

 

 

 

As is generally true, some of the most important assumptions are represented by the arrows 

that are not present. For the purpose of close reading, I find it useful to represent these 

explicitly as in Figure 3. I call this the ‘fatal graph’ for the proposed instrument, since the 

presence of any of the represented links kills the claim that the instrument is valid. The links in 

the fatal graph can be crossed out as we read, whenever we are convinced by an argument 

that the link is absent or blocked. If any remains when we are done, we ought not to believe 

the paper’s claims. 
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Figure 3 Fatal graph for the use of 𝑍 as instrument to measure the effect of 𝑋 on 𝑌. If any of 

these links is present, 𝑍 is not a valid instrument for measuring the impact of 𝑋 on 𝑌. 

 

 
 

This is perhaps the place to note that such analysis might be taken much further. If instead of 

crossing out links, one were to mark each with a number representing the subjective 

probability of its absence, opinions from very diverse parts of one’s intuition, and indeed from 

the intuitions of diverse people, could be combined into far from obvious but completely 

transparent calculations of the probable strength of causal effects. But I will not pursue such 

analysis here. 

 

 

4. Some Background on Development Economics 

 

The paper I have chosen for the example is profoundly influential. I presented some evidence 

of its prestige in the introduction, but one needs an idea of the background arguments to see 

how important the issues are. 

Here is how the matter is characterised by Dani Rodrik – something of a gadfly, but 

one of our most prominent development economists – writing in the Journal of Economic 

Literatures: 

 

‘Daron Acemoglu, Simon Johnson, and James A. Robinson’s (2001) 

important work drove home the point that the security of property rights has 

been historically perhaps the single most important determinant of why some 

countries grew rich and others remained poor. Going one step further, 

Easterly and Ross Levine (2003) showed that policies (i.e., trade openness, 

inflation, and exchange rate overvaluation) do not exert any independent 

effect on long-term economic performance once the quality of domestic 

institutions is included in the regression’ (Rodrik, 2006). 

 

It is a discouraging conclusion, for ‘institutions’ in this context means almost by definition 

things that are difficult to change and nearly impossible to change quickly. To economists, 

institutions are the rules of economics games, and they don’t really change except as part of 

a game-theoretic equilibrium including widespread beliefs (North, 1994). A mere constitutional 

amendment may sometimes be called ‘institutional change’, but the change is not really 

considered to have happened until enforcement is widely credible. 

The security and clarity of property rights are institutional in this sense of the word. In 

the United States these rights are codified in constitutional provisions prohibiting governments 

from seizing private property even should it be the case that all elected representatives 

believe some people have too much of it; and this ‘formal institution’ is backed by a 

widespread belief in the legitimacy of private property rights and of the idea of limiting 

government. The latter, ‘informal’ part of that institutional arrangement is widely shared 

among the English-speaking nations, and it has long been speculated that this accounts for a 

large part of the prosperity characterising those nations. Where property is thus secured, it is 
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argued, people are more willing to invest in the improvement of land, the building of factories, 

the organising of business, and other such productive ventures which, in other societies, 

might be taken by politicians or neighbouring mobs once they proved valuable. 

Such institutions were the central focus in AJR. The institutional variable on which 

they concentrate is ‘protection against expropriation risk’, measured by a firm called ‘Political 

and Risk Services’ for the benefit of global investors. They argue that this is also the best 

available measure of property rights security for domestic agents. (Some alternative 

institutional measures are considered as ‘robustness checks’.) The main causal effect they 

seek to measure is that of protection from risk around 1990 on GDP per capita in 2000. 

This may at first seem quite odd. The biological metaphor embedded in the phrase 

‘economic growth’ encourages us to think of a national economy as something that must be 

constructed, like a growing plant or population, from the energies of its own constituent parts. 

And this is how models in the Solow (1956) tradition work: the population saves some part of 

current income and turns it into ‘capital’ such as factories and roads. More capital per person 

allows more income per person. Such a process leads naturally to exponential growth – that 

is, a kind of speed limit expressible as a fraction of current income. Thus, it may seem natural 

to think that countries that were poor centuries ago should still be relatively poor, even if all 

policies and institutions were everywhere the same, rather than viewing relative income today 

as ‘current performance’. 

In Solow’s model, however, income differentials do not persist. This is because each 

addition to a nation’s capital stock adds less to its income than did earlier additions – that is, 

there are decreasing returns to capital. The result is that if nations have the same rates of 

population growth and technical progress and the same propensity to save, those which are 

poorer just because they are further behind in the capital accumulation process will grow 

faster. Incomes ought to converge. Parameterised versions of the Solow model indicate that 

the poorest countries should converge to near equality with the rich in just a few decades, if 

indeed all these other things are equal (Dowrick and Rogers, 2002). Further, a poor country 

can achieve faster technological progress by learning from the rich (Durlauf et al., 2005). 

Consider as well that countries are part of a world economy. If they wall themselves 

off from the rest that is a policy decision, or perhaps an institutional outcome – in any case, 

not a fundamental natural limit. And if they are not somehow walled off, then there is no 

reason their capital stock growth should be limited to what they can save. Quite the opposite: 

in a world of perfect markets, a nation with lots of labour and land will be a very attractive 

location for those thinking to build factories and roads – the return on capital investment will 

be higher than elsewhere – and capital should flood in rapidly until that return has fallen to the 

prevailing global level. If labour and land are the same everywhere, that rapid flow will 

continue until the prices of all inputs to production are everywhere equal. In particular, wages 

will be equal. Capital will flow in as fast as investors can organise themselves until GDP per 

capita in the countries starting poor is just as high as in those countries starting rich. Such 

equilibration ought not to take many decades. If this is indeed the whole burden of the past, 

then it is only the slow-to-change nature of institutions that prevents a nation from leaping all 

the way from poor to rich in a few decades. And historically there are cases of unusually fast 

institutional change followed by growth that at least doubled income in a decade: Chile after 

democracy was restored under a constitution giving unprecedented protection to property, or 

China after Deng Xiaping decollectivised agriculture and opened industry to private firms. The 

economy of Shenzhen, a city designated for the most ambitious reform experiments, grew a 

thousand-fold in 30 years, and almost seven-fold per capita. 

Such notions are in the background of AJR: current levels of GDP per capita are 

thought of as the ‘current performance’ of the economy, influenced by current institutions. 
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That ‘current’ is a long-run concept encompassing the final decades of the 20
th
 century, or 

perhaps even the whole time since WWII. The informative data are the cross-section of 

national income levels. Take that for the moment as given, and accept also that institutions 

such as protection from expropriation risk are likely important causes of that performance. 

Generations of work by economic historians and economists debating the limits of the Solow 

growth model tradition render this at least a reasonable point of departure. And accept (for the 

whole of this discussion) that to measure ‘institutional quality’ as a number is meaningful 

(although this seems unlikely to stand up to sceptical reading) and the variables used in AJR 

measure it accurately. It is then tempting to interpret the correlation between performance and 

institutions as measuring the causal effect of interest. 

For two reasons that is unacceptable. The first is that institutional quality itself is likely 

to be strongly affected by economic performance. This effect could go in either in direction, 

although positive is the usual concern. ‘It is quite likely that rich countries choose or can afford 

better institutions’ is how it is phrased in AJR (p. 1369). Of course, not all that is good is 

protective of property and it certainly is not out of the question that social welfare motivations, 

an unwillingness to massacre protesters and honest elections could lead the propertied to feel 

insecure. But whether wealth causes growth-enhancing or growth-retarding institutional 

change, the implied reverse causality means that correlation does not measure the impact of 

institutions. So too do the many reasons institutions and income may have common causal 

ancestors. 

Both problems are overcome by a valid instrument. The heart of AJR is the claim that 

the mortality rate of settlers in early European colonies will serve. The core argument is that 

where many colonists were killed by disease, European powers set up ‘extractive’ institutions 

to transfer resources rapidly to Europe, whereas in healthier environments they settled and 

recreated the institutional environment of the home countries. The latter included more secure 

property rights as well as some other desirable features within the category we have come to 

call ‘institutional’. Thus, they argue, the early mortality rates serve as a randomising agent to 

measure the impact of an institutional measure on long-run economic performance. This is 

the claim we must scrutinise as we give the paper a close reading, a task to which I now turn.  

 

 

5. Reading ‘Colonial Origins’ 

 

Start as with any close reading: the role of graphs will be stressed, but the goal is to unpack 

all the language, prose too, and be clear about what to believe. 

‘What are the fundamental causes of the large differences in income per capita 

across countries?’ So begins ‘Colonial origins’. Economists often motivate regressions with 

such questions, even though they do not correspond well to econometric theory. Instrumental 

variable methods, unlike ordinary least squares, are about causality, but they are not 

designed to determine what is a cause and what is not. Rather, the analyst is supposed to 

know the causal structure (at least as analytical fiction), and then measure the strength of the 

causal effects. The motivating question as posed would seem to call for methods under 

development in the tradition of Spirtes et al. (2000). 

The appearance of the word ‘fundamental’ in that opening sentence provides 

ambiguity that rescues the work from what would otherwise be misuse of econometric 

method. They shall, we may infer, measure causal effects conditional on causal assumptions 

as authorised by the textbooks; and then characterise some of those effects as large enough 

to be ‘fundamental’, thus allowing us a take-home message easier to memorise than the 

whole set of estimates. 
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That this is indeed the mission is made clear in the following paragraphs. Institutional 

variables will be the central focus; their importance ‘receives some support from cross country 

correlations’, but ‘we lack reliable estimates of the effects’. Attention is then drawn to the 

problems of simultaneous causation and common causal ancestry that disallow interpretation 

of the cross-country correlations as causal measures (text quoted in last section). 

This is the place to start graphing. Let 𝑌 be income (actually, log income per capita, 

but in the graphical view such details are put aside) and 𝑅 the institutional variable. We have 

been told the problems to be solved included two-way causality, as seen in the bottom part of 

Figure 4(a); and common causal ancestry, represented by the confounding arc. 

 

Figure 4 Minimal graphs for AJR identification strategy: the assumed causal structure (a) and 

corresponding fatal graph (b). 𝑀  is settler mortality, 𝑅 is protection against appropriation and 

𝑌 is log per capita GDP around 2000/ 

 

 
  

Using the conventional language of econometricians, the authors point out that ‘we need a 

source of exogenous variation in institutions’ in order to estimate the impact of 𝑅 on 𝑌. As 

noted above, in graphical terms this suggests a variable from which an arrow points into 𝑅, 

which is not linked to 𝑌 directly or by any unblocked back-door path. 

The language with which AJR begin to justify these missing arrows is classic 

econometric jargon. ‘The exclusion restriction implied by our instrumental variable regression 

is that, conditional on the controls included in the regression, the mortality rates of European 

settlers more than 100 years ago have no effect on GDP per capita today, other than their 

effect through institutional development.’ Here an indisputably causal phrase, ‘no effect on’, is 

blurred by a clause with only statistical meaning, ‘conditional on the controls included in the 

regression’. Crucially, this blurring helps to understate the strength of the assumptions that 

need to be accepted, and this understatement will be repeated several times. 

Figure 4 makes it rather simpler to see what needs to be justified. A graph 

representing justified causal assumptions must be reducible to one rather like (a) – more 

precisely, one in which all of the arrows in the fatal graph (b) are either absent or blocked.
7
 It 

may be granted without much discussion that neither GDP in 2000 (𝑌) nor property rights 

protection circa 1990 (𝑅) caused settler mortality (𝑀), which is mostly from before 1848. Thus 

the two upward pointing arrows in Figure 4(b) may be swiftly crossed out. What remains is a 

close reading of the language in which they claim that the remaining two arrows are absent or 

blocked. 

The description in AJR emphasises the absence of the arrow 𝑀 →  𝑌. The possibility 

of blocking the confounding arc between 𝑀 and 𝑌 is apparently what they meant by stating 

that the direct effect of 𝑀 must not exist ‘conditional on the controls’. 

                                                        
7
 To reduce a graph while retaining the needed causal content, proceed as follows: when a node A is 

removed, all the children of A became children of all of the parents of A, unless there were no parents of 
A represented, in which case the children are linked to each other with confounding arcs. Repeat until 
only the desired nodes remain. 
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But to say that an effect is conditional may mean something quite different. The effect 

of a trigger pull on the lifespan of a rabbit is conditional on the presence of a shell in the 

shotgun, on the hunter’s aim, etc. If this is what AJR had in mind, they simply forgot the 

danger of the confounding arc altogether. 

Of course, that is not the problem. Despite the fuzziness of the language, these 

authors (and many other economists) clearly have a pretty good idea of the issues. But by 

failing to express clearly and consistently that their control variables are required to block the 

path 𝑀 ← − − → 𝑌, they distract us from a critical failure of the purported instrument. 

Similar deflections of attention occur at several other key points. The first mention of 

the identifying assumption, in the introduction, is quite similar to the quote above, although it 

is followed by a clearer acknowledgment of what that ‘conditional’ means (discussed below). 

Much later, the presentation of ordinary least squares coefficients relating 𝑅 to 𝑌 concludes 

with a reminder of why they cannot be given causal interpretation, and concludes ‘All of these 

problems could be solved if we had an instrument for institutions. Such an instrument must be 

an important factor in accounting for the institutional variation that we observe, but have no 

direct effect on performance’ (p 1380). 

The point is stated similarly in terms the error term defined by their Equation (1) 

 

log 𝑦𝑖 = 𝜇 + 𝛼𝑅𝑖 + 𝐗𝑖
′𝛾 + 𝜖𝑖 

 

‘This identification strategy will be valid as long as log 𝑀𝑖 is uncorrelated with 

𝜖𝑖  – that is, if mortality rates of settlers between the seventeenth and 

nineteenth centuries have no effect on income today other than through their 

influence on institutional development’ (p. 1383). 

 

Again there is the unacknowledged shift from correlational to causal talk. The first part of the 

sentence is exactly right, but it needs causal content to be useful; and when they give it that 

content, they remember only one part of the causal assumption they are making, i.e., that 𝑀 

is not a causal ancestor of 𝑌. Again, the assumption of no confounding arc is brushed aside. 

But let us consider what they have to offer by way of an argument against the fatal arrow  

𝑀 →  𝑌. 

The defence of their instrument is, we are told (following the above quote from page 

1380) contained in their Section I. Its structure is shown in Figure 5, which represents their 

entire system of equations. If Figure 5 is reduced to the three variables of Figure 4 it contains 

an arc connecting 𝑀 to 𝑌. But as long as 𝑋 is observed this path is blocked, so if Figure 5 is 

accepted as representing a true linear causal system the instrument is valid. The most 

questionable assumptions are shown in the partial fatal graph Figure 6. 

The identification defence in AJR Section I chiefly argues for the likely presence of 

key arrows – the second condition for instrument validity listed above – dedicating one 

subsection each to 𝑀 →  𝑆 , 𝑆 →  𝐶 and 𝐶 →  𝑅. 

The first gives evidence that high mortality rates discouraged settlers, which I find 

hard to doubt. 

The second documents a distinction between ‘types’ of colonisation – settler versus 

extractive – which is shown to have a substantial pedigree among historians. Taken at face 

value, this implies a binary classification of  𝐶, which seems inconsistent with the linear causal 

impact required for instrumental variables estimation. And most of the discussion indicates 

that face value is the right way to take it: the two colonial types were developed for two very 

different purposes, with no apparent motivation of intermediate types. But for present 
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purposes, I will let that pass – it will only be an issue if we are persuaded that all the links in 

Figure 6 can be crossed out.
8
 

 

Figure 5  

 
 

Figure 5 shows Acemoglu et al.’s equations (1)-(4). Their identification claim is valid if this 

graph represents the true causal mechanism. 𝑀 is European settler mortality prior to 1900.  

𝑆 is European population in 1900. 𝐶 is a measure of institutional quality around 1900 or at the 

time of independence. 𝑅 is a measure of institutional quality near the end of the 20
th
 century. 

𝑌 is log GDP per capita in 2000. 𝑋 varies across treatments, including various combinations 

of latitude, continent, coloniser, legal origin, temperature, distance from coast and disease 

indicators. 

 

Figure 6 Partial fatal graph for the identification strategy in Figure 5. Fatal arrows, the 

absence of which is easily accepted, are not shown. 

 

 

 

 

The third of these links, that institutions persist (𝐶 →  𝑅, subsection I.C) is the most historically 

surprising. Several authorities are cited to support the claim that in general, even when anti-

colonial forces kicked the European populations out of newly independent countries, they 

adopted the inherited institutions. This is of course crucial if differences are to be attributed to 

institutions rather than ethnic or cultural identities of the elites: the former must sometimes 

                                                        
8
 The causal logic of instrumental variables has been applied to discretely measured causes by Abadie 

et al. (2002), but a distinct measure is required. 
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have persisted even where the latter did not. Footnote 10 contains several examples from 

Africa where this seems to be the case. The Latin American examples do not provide the 

same differentiation of institutional from cultural persistence, but they do support the central 

claim that institutions persist – i.e., 𝐶 →  𝑅. The point is also supported by compelling 

explanation – for example, that it is probably much easier for successful rebels to step into 

existing institutional roles than to redesign government and law (the first of three numbered 

points on p. 1376).
9
 

On the whole, I find these arguments persuasive. But as noted, they only claim that 

the arrows on the left side of Figure 5 are present. That is, the section we were told ‘suggests 

that settler mortality during the time of colonisation is a plausible instrument’ (p. 1380) 

contains no argument at all against the arrows fatal for that claim. 

Some of those arrows can be easily dismissed as implying causes that occur long 

after the effects. The rest are shown in Figure 6. The procedure I advocate is that, having 

come to this point, we first ask whether intuition or our own knowledge allows any of these 

arrows to be crossed out, then re-read the paper seeking arguments to cross out those 

remaining. At the same time, of course, we want to consider arguments in the contrary 

direction – i.e., are there strong reasons to believe that any of these arrows actually does 

exist? In the present case I also examined a working paper version (Acemoglu et al., 2000) in 

case space constraints had kept important points out of the journal. 

Essentially all discussion of the fatal arrows is in the penultimate section, entitled 

‘Robustness’. This opens with a fifth instance (I have not discussed them all) in which the 

identifying assumption is stated as though 𝑀 ↛  𝑌 were sufficient. The issue of back-door 

paths (M← −−→Y) is then incorporated with a strong implication that it is no more troublesome 

than that of M → Y, consideration of which is rather going the extra mile for credibility: 

 

‘The validity of our 2SLS results in Table 4 depends on the assumption that 

settler mortality in the past has no direct effect on current economic 

performance. Although this presumption appears reasonable (at least to us), 

here we substantiate it further by directly controlling for many of the variables 

that could plausibly be correlated with both settler mortality and economic 

outcomes, and checking whether the addition of these variables affects our 

estimates’ (p. 1388). 

 

That ‘presumption’ shifts the burden to the sceptic. Perhaps this is not unreason able: if, with 

some effort, we cannot think of some good reasons why 𝑀 might cause 𝑌 through non-

institutional channels, then 𝑀 ↛  𝑌 should be accepted. But it does not take much effort to 

come up with a list such channels: genes, traditions, social networks, language and financial 

wealth are all inherited and not institutions. So let’s concentrate on whether that arrow might 

be negated. 

The case for this missing arrow is made by considering alternative paths that would 

be blocked by some observable variable, including that variable in the regression, and 

observing that the key result of interest changes little. This is a legitimate argument provided 

that all the paths likely to exist can be blocked, although it raises some subtle issues. If the 

blocking assumptions are correct, then the regressions including the blocking variables are 

the unbiased ones – the ‘baseline’ is not. Presumably, the justification for the baseline-

                                                        
9
 ‘Forced labour’ makes its first appearance in this section, as an institution alleged to be ‘persisting’ –

although in fact, it is ‘reintroduced’, and no mention is made of its ubiquity outside of these colonies, or 
indeed its presence in the United States at least through the 1860s (with some reintroductions thereafter 
through vagrancy laws (Wilson, 1933; Glenn, 2009)). 
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robustness structure is about statistical power, an important issue on which graphical analysis 

is silent. There is also the danger that the blocking assumption is wrong in such a way that 

adding the control causes bias, as illustrated in Figure 7(b). And note, in support of my 

broader brief that economists should study causal graphs, there is no comparably simple way 

to summarise this situation without them. For example, even the causal structure Figure 7(a), 

in which the AJR argument is justified, violates the traditional advice that control variables be 

‘quite unaffected by the treatment’ (Cox, 1958 quoted in Pearl, 2009). 

 

Figure 7 

 

 

Figure 7 shows causal structures that justify AJR’s claim that 𝐸 (say, percent European 

population in 1975) can block a path that would otherwise be fatal for their identification 

strategy (a); and a plausible alternative (b) in which that fatal path does not exist, and wrongly 

including 𝐸 in the regression causes bias. 𝑈 is some unobservable variable, perhaps from the 

early 20
th
 century, that affected both later economic development and net migration of 

Europeans from nations in the sample. 

 For present purposes, the key question is whether it is plausible if all the relevant 

paths are blocked – i.e., whether the node 𝐸 in Figure 7(a) can be interpreted as any subset 

of the observed candidates. The candidates discussed are legal system, religion, European 

population, and ‘Ethnolinguistic fragmentation’, which is a measure of how many languages 

are spoken in a country. 

Of these, the most informative would seem to be the fraction of the population that 

was European in 1975. This could conceivably capture all the non-institutional channels that 

occurred to me above, and its inclusion has little impact on the main causal measure of 

interest. In the baseline specification, a one-point improvement in protection against 

expropriation is estimated to cause 0.94 log points of income increase (that is, it about 

doubles per capita income). With the percent of Europeans considered as an alternate 

channel the estimate increases to 0.96 – no difference. So let us concentrate further on that 

variable. 

It is not what it may seem. Throughout Latin America, Mestizos are classified as not 

of European decent, but nearly all speak Spanish and many of their cultural practices and 

about half their genes are European. Thus Mexico is supposed to be 15% European, but at 

least 70% of the population has European ancestors. Some of those Mestizo families have 

been in constant cultural contact with Spain and the rest of the world through literature, travel, 

receipt of guests, etc. – less so, no doubt, than the 15% classified as ‘European’, but much 

more so than the Guatemalan ethnic plurality, which is Mayan. Yet Guatemala was given a 

score of 20% European in 1975 – it is apparently more European than Mexico. And this same 

20% score is assigned to Costa Rica, where 90% would be closer to the mark. This is 

because rather than actual 1975 data by nation, all of Central America was given the same 

figure, ‘assuming unchanged from Central American proportions of 1800’ (Acemoglu et al., 

2000, Appendix Table A5). 
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Because I study Latin America, it is easy for me to see these faults and their 

significance. I don’t know, but it is hard to believe that the zeros assigned to 23 of the 27 

countries in Africa, and to all of South Asia and the Malay Archipelago, capture the actual 

imprint of European culture, genes, connections and asset portfolios on the post-colonial 

populations. Bits of casual knowledge as well was intuition suggest otherwise. India still has a 

large English-language educational system, so large that is has absorbed much of the 

American phone-based software support business. Unless all these people learned English 

because India’s high Protection Against Expropriation Risk
10

 encouraged enterprise, this is 

the sort of non-institutional channel we are supposed to be ruling out. Yet India is given a zero 

on the European population variable. 

Thus, it is not surprising and not terribly informative that adding ‘Percent of European 

descent in 1975’ to these regressions alters nothing. The variable appears almost 

independent of the whole system, just as a meaningless variable would be. It is a very messy 

measure for the purpose. 

The other variables that might be candidates for blocking this path add little. Take my 

intuitive list of alternative channels – genes, traditions, social networks, language and 

financial wealth – and ask whether each is likely to be well captured by anything in the list of 

candidate blocking variables – whether British or French law is used; what is the dominant 

religion; how many languages are spoken. Recall the way causation is defined in this 

tradition: what we want to know is whether, if we could independently manipulate the 

candidate blocking variable, would we be able to neutralise each of those proposed non-

institutional channels? For example, if we could travel back to 1900 and make a country 

Catholic, would this wipe out the impact of the transnational social networks centred on 

England? Ask Graham Greene. From my intuition, I come up with zero of the five channels 

blocked. I can hardly imagine anyone believing that all five are blocked; and I can easily 

imagine that someone else’s intuition adds to the list of five. 

 The treatment in AJR leaves a very different impression, arising partly from a different 

structure. Rather than trying to lay out all the reasons the alternative channel might exist, then 

what variables might be used to block them, the discussion in AJR is organised around the 

variables. The sequence opens with, ‘La Porta et al. (1999) argue for the importance of 

colonial origin (the identity of the main colonizing country)...’, then ‘von Hayek (1960) and La 

Porta et al. (1999) also emphasize the importance of legal origin...’, and so on. This is the 

rhetorical convention in econometrics, and it has this insidious aspect, that the variables no 

authority has championed – perhaps because they cannot be observed, and thus lead to no 

authority-building publications – are neglected. The result is a sort of argument by selective 

refutation, which is sometimes classified as a logical ‘fallacy of omission’. It would be wrong to 

accuse these authors of that fallacy, which generally involves evasions or distortions of points 

an opponent has explicitly made in a debate. Quite probably, not all the alternative channels I 

have listed have been brought to their attention. But in terms of our ability to cross out an 

arrow in the fatal graph, the effect is the same. 

It is possible, of course, that these alternative channels are simply not important. That 

seems to be what AJR implied by relegating consideration of the issue to ‘Robustness’, and 

by remarking that their ‘presumption appears reasonable’. It does not appear that way to me, 

but all we can do with the tools at hand is to bring the key questions into the foreground – the 

reader may fully grasp my points and still agree with Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson. 

Rather than stating that the prosecution rests, therefore, let us consider the back-door paths. 

The case against M← −−→Y takes the same form as that against M → Y, with selected 

channels considered and alleged to be blocked. The candidates for blocking the back-door 

                                                        
10

 Measured at 8.27, more than a standard deviation above the base sample average. 
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path are the identity of the colonising country,
11

 latitude, temperature, humidity, soil quality, 

whether land-locked, natural resource endowments and several indicators of disease burden. 

 Some readers may be impressed by the sheer number of control variables to which 

these results appear robust. There are, however, many more variables that might have been 

used. Sala-i Martin et al. (2004) examined 67 correlates of long-run growth, finding 18 of 

these correlations to be ‘robust’. About half of those 18 or close correlates have been 

incorporated into AJR, and some others could be seen as mediators in channels AJR include. 

But since it is all but certain that regressions on a sample of 64 countries will not be robust to 

the inclusion of 67 covariates, and there are many other things measurable that Sala-i Martin 

et al. (2004) did not examine (including at least two in AJR – yellow fever and distance to the 

coast) a high degree of scepticism is warranted regarding the process by which covariates 

were chosen for presentation. A good process would be to graph likely causal channels and 

choose one variable sufficient to block each. 

Most of the variables listed above do not strike me as especially likely to constitute 

back-door channels. The land-locked status, for example, and natural resource endowments 

have obvious impacts on current income, but they do not stand out as likely also to have 

affected settler mortality. In a setting with plenty of observations that would be no reason not 

to throw them into the regressions – although since borders themselves were determined 

after the settler mortality it is not safe to assume that they could not cause bias – but this is 

not a case with plenty of observations. Mostly, this choice of control variables seems rather 

arbitrary, and no argument is presented that would make these the top priority for inclusion. 

However, the authors do seem to share my intuition about the story in this channel 

most likely to be powerful, the next target of concentrated scrutiny. Disease reservoirs would 

have killed lots of European settlers and might continue to burden economic development. 

There is appropriately much discussion of this issue. It begins in the introduction, with some 

language that makes clear the authors do indeed refer to blocking back-door paths when they 

say ‘conditional on the controls included...’ in the language I criticised above as causally 

ambiguous: ‘The major concern with this exclusion restriction is that the mortality rates of 

settlers could be correlated with the current disease environment, which may have a direct 

effect on economic performance’ (p. 1371). 

The case against that fatal arrow commences immediately with a preview then gets 

its own dedicated subsection (III.A). Some 80 percent of European deaths were due to two 

diseases, yellow fever and malaria, with another 15 percent due to gastrointestinal disorders. 

Those top two diseases do not kill many adults in the indigenous populations, who have high 

rates of immunity both due to childhood exposure and genetic inheritance. From these 

observations, AJR conclude ‘settler mortality is a plausible instrument for institutional 

development: these diseases affected European settlement patterns and the type of 

institutions they set up, but had little effect on the health and economy of indigenous people’ 

(p. 1382). 

 But that is not what they showed. Their evidence only shows that the top two 

diseases had little effect on adult mortality. That is not the same as ‘health and economy’. The 

description they give of children developing immunity is also a description of bodies burdened 

during years crucial to brain development. It must also be a burden on parents, as is the 

mourning and burial of those children who do not survive. The genetic immunity, too, has side 

effects including sickle cell anaemia. On what basis are we to assume that none of this has an 

impact on what people can produce with a day at work, and on how much they can develop 

                                                        
11

 This variables was incorporated both as dummy variables for each coloniser and as a single dummy 
variable for ‘French legal origin’ applying to all the colonisers that had maintained Napoleonic civil law 
reforms. The latter choice has only the advantage of statistical power. 
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themselves in a day of study? And on what basis do we conclude that the 15 percent of 

deaths due to gastrointestinal disorder is too little to matter?
12

 

No arguments are presented. Among the plethora of interesting points, this one does 

not stand out as requiring special attention, until something like a graphical analysis 

accentuates the crucial role it plays. As in the case of the direct effect through other channels 

M → Y it is easy for the reader to be impressed by how much has been done, but if you plod 

through asking when the case was made for crossing out a fatal arrow, a critical deficiency 

remains . 

There is one final claim that may seem to deal with all these objections, and most 

others that might be made. It involves a set of ‘overidentification’ tests presented in last half of 

the ‘Robustness’ section. This is advertised in the introduction with the acknowledgement, 

‘Naturally, it is impossible to control for all possible variables that might be correlated with 

settler mortality and economic outcomes...’ (It is also neither necessary or desirable to do so 

– see Figure 7(b) – but they meant was ‘all variables that could block back-door paths’.) Then 

they acknowledge they might be measuring ‘the effect of settler mortality on economic 

performance, but working through other channels’. Thus the next sentence is unmistakably a 

promise to address both the fatal arrows I still cannot cross out:  

 

‘We deal with these problems by using a simple overidentification test using 

measures of European migration to the colonies and early institutions as 

additional instruments. We then use overidentification tests to detect whether 

settler mortality has a direct effect on current performance’ (p. 1372). 

 

Perhaps it is too much to make of a small thing, but in the spirit of McCloskey’s call for close 

reading we must wonder about that odd repetition of ‘overidentification test’, which seems to 

say the say same test will be done twice in succession. Of course, no one will take it as 

meaning such a thing. But for the reader who breezes through, the repetition is a powerful 

devise for emphasis (a diacope). For most readers, what is emphasised is that the authors 

will make use of a very advanced technique vaguely recalled from an econometrics class but 

never fully grasped (in part because the class muddled causal and statistical language, in part 

because the topic was treated late and hastily, perhaps as optional.) And the advanced 

technique is going to be powerful: it will perform a task that better understood techniques 

leave impossible; it will allow us to infer a causal pathway from statistical tests. 

Whether or not such an impression was made, the subsequent discussion of the tests 

appears to be directed at readers too much in awe to pay attention. What is actually done is 

that 𝐶 and 𝑆 (see Figure 5) are used as additional instruments. The regression is then said to 

be ‘overidentified’ since there is only one endogenous variable for which an instrument is 

needed (𝑅) and there are multiple instruments. The resulting estimate is the average of the 

simple covariance ratios.
13

 What is tested is whether the estimated impact of 𝑅 differs 

between the overidentified and just-identified regressions. 

 The idea is that if (say) 𝑆 is independent of 𝑀, and 𝑆 is a valid instrument, then adding 

𝑀 as a second instrument will change the estimate if and only if 𝑀 is not a valid instrument. 

Thus, they test the null hypothesis that adding 𝑀 does not change the estimate in order to 

test the validity of 𝑀. As they note, however, this ‘may not lead to a rejection if all instruments 

                                                        
12

 It is noted in Footnote 12 that malaria immunity is highly local – ‘a person may have immunity to the 
local version of malaria, but be highly vulnerable to malaria a short distance away’. This acts as a 
labour-force immobiliser, another possible back-door channel. 
13

 The algorithm is not, even in the one-instrument case, to calculate covariances and divide. It is the 
‘Two stage least squares’ procedure: first 𝑅 is regressed on all instruments and controls, then 𝑌 is 

regressed on the predicted value of 𝑅 and the controls. 
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are invalid, but still highly correlated with each other. Therefore, the results have to be 

interpreted with caution’ (p. 1393).
14

 

But look again at Figure 5, which represents not my creative effort but AJR’s 

Equations (1)-(4). The quote above makes it sound as though correlation among the 

candidate instruments would be some sort of unfortunate coincidence. But it is clear from the 

graph that, until now, links correlating 𝑀, 𝑆 and 𝐶 have been an indispensable justification for 

the whole strategy. Arguments for the presence of those links occupied most of their  

Section I. Their Table 1, which includes several 𝐶 and 𝑆 measures by quartile of  𝑀, leaves no 

doubt that they are indeed highly correlated. Thus to interpret “with caution” a test that 

assumes low correlation is close to dismissing it entirely. 

Instead, the paper proclaims that ‘subject to the usual problems of power associated 

with overidentification tests, we can rule out’ not only the fatal arrows 𝐶 →  𝑌, 𝑆 →  𝑌 and 

𝑀 →  𝑌 but also heterogeneity of the treatment effect (i.e., of the impact of 𝑅 on 𝑌). This takes 

us beyond causal imprecision into plain abuse of statistical language. The failure to reject a 

null hypothesis does not ‘rule out’ anything, and when the test is low-power and the sample 

size in the 60s such a failure really says nothing at all. Despite the low power, in some 

specifications the tests rejected their overidentifying restrictions at 10% significance. This 

point is relegated to a footnote, with the comment that there in fact ‘good reasons’ to believe 

the restrictions are false – i.e., that 𝐶 and 𝑆 in fact impact  𝑌. No explanation is offered for how 

these observations can be consistent with the sentence footnoted: ‘The data support the 

overidentifying restrictions implied by our approach’ (p. 1393). 

Thus, these tests do nothing to help us cross out the fatal arrows. To recap, the tests 

are invalid unless the alternative instruments are implausibly uncorrected with settler 

mortality; were they valid they could only yield evidence in favour of those arrows, not against 

them; and so interpreted, they do yield such evidence, although the evidence is weak. 

 

 

Concluding Remarks 

 

I noted in the introduction that AJR was singled out for praise as the macro/development 

example of Angrist and Pischke’s ‘credibility revolution’. That revolution has by now produced 

something of a backlash. In September 2015, for example, the economics blogosphere 

buzzed briefly over a post on ‘Kids Prefer Cheese’ entitled ‘Friends don’t let friends do IV’ 

(Instrumental Variables).
15

 The post warned young economists against treating IV methods as 

a sort of magic, forgetting how narrow are the limits that this theory places on their 

interpretation. It ended, 

 

‘I pretty much refuse to let my grad students go on the market with an IV in 

the job market paper. No way, no how. Even the 80-year-old deadwoods in 

the back of the seminar room at your job talk know how to argue about the 

validity of your instruments. It’s one of the easiest ways to lose control of your 

seminar. 

 

                                                        
14

 This note of caution was not sounded in the working paper version (Acemoglu et al., 2000). It seems 
likely that it was added at the insistence of a referee, and that the authors themselves were unaware of 
how thoroughly this caveat undermines their claims. 
15

 I believe the author is Kevin Grier, using the screen name Angus, see  
http://mungowitzend.blogspot.mx/2015/09/friends-dont-let-friends-do-iv.html   
(accessed September 2015). 
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We’ve had really good luck placing students who used Diff in diff (in diff), 

propensity score matching, synthetic control, and even regression 

discontinuity...’ 

 

This was surely to be read with something of a knowing wink, but even so it referred to a real 

phenomenon, and one contrary to a healthy scientific culture. Many know how to see the 

limits in our most venerable tool of (non-experimental) causal inference; and our response, in 

part, is to urge our students to newer stuff that fewer people understand. What I have 

advocated here is a rather healthier response. We must recognise that many of the causal 

claims made by economists can only be understood as conditional on the assumption that 

some potential confounding factors are trivial. (Rarely can we believe they are absent 

altogether.) Given this, surely we want these assumptions stated as simply as possible. It 

ought to be considered unambiguous success if it is easy to specify the reasons to doubt a 

causal claim. 

This discussion points again to disfunction in our empirical tradition sufficient to 

warrant exploration of new tools. I have sought to demonstrate that graphical analysis can be 

a powerful tool for the close reading of econometric papers, in the hope that this will help 

persuade economists to learn these methods, as well as to aid in the digestion of such 

papers. In the process, I have concluded that an extremely influential paper is deeply 

misleading. Students of comparative development should take heed. 

I want to make it clear that I am not accusing the authors of any intent to deceive. 

McCloskey called on economists to ‘become more self-conscious about their rhetoric’, not 

because many of us are liars, but because we absorb these methods in the same way a child 

learns syntax – through exposure, imitation and response to the rewarding sensation of 

success in persuading our mentors and audiences. By the time one is professional, 

successful rhetorical methods are often persuading the writer himself, and the audience 

feedback reinforces that persuasion immensely. I am sure that is the case here. 

 Of course, had I found nothing to quibble with this would have been a poor example 

to advertise the procedure. But the extent to which this paper misleads is not unusual. Less 

prestigious examples abound, but their dissection is intrinsically less interesting and does not 

carry the clear indictment of econometric tradition I believe merited. The point is this: the 

conventional language in which we discuss causal identification does not protect us from 

raising highly dubious claims to the status of received wisdom. 

Our tradition is not without merit. The habit of thinking about common ancestors and 

alternative causal channels as a single threat to an exclusion restriction may in some cases 

be efficient. All of the issues I raised can be discussed in words, as evidenced by how many 

were, in some way. But prose is forgiving in ways that graphs are not. It is too easy to 

address quite a few potential problems, leaving the reader with a vague sense of 

thoroughness, without in fact covering all the questions that need coverage. The reader who 

has drawn a fatal graph for each claim will not be misled. 

In this case, I found two paths, each sufficient to be fatal for causal interpretation, that 

seemed unlikely to be blocked by the observed variables. That observation destroys causal 

interpretation, but it does not destroy the paper. It is quite interesting that democracy, 

prosperity, property security, etc. are all strongly predicted by this centuries-ago settler 

mortality. It is, perhaps, a stylised fact of history as awesome as the Kuznets curve or the 

stability of labour’s share in US income. The story proposed to explain it (to which I do not 

claim to have done justice here) is interesting and backed by equally interesting snips of 

narrative. And with all the talk from theorists and historians about how important institutions 

are, someone had to go and try the pseudo-experiment of creating an instrument. This one 

was really clever. That is reason enough for it to be in a top economics journal. 
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Had the paper been received entirely in that spirit it could have done little harm. But 

judging from subsequent discussion, it was not. Dani Rodrik’s remarks quoted above (Section 

4) come very close to saying that, thanks to this instrument, we know most macroeconomic 

policy choices don’t much matter for poor countries.
16

 Rodrik has very clearly distanced 

himself from this view in subsequent writings, but if this was indeed the orthodoxy of 2006, an 

empirical approach that should have been seen as just interesting became a primary driver of 

the advice our profession offered on questions that matter to mass poverty. 

It would be wrong to leave the impression that economists have swallowed this 

instrument whole. The paper has attracted the criticism its prestige warrants. The crucial 

points I have raised have probably all been discussed somewhere, some prominently 

(Glaeser et al., 2004; Albouy, 2012). But this wide-ranging conversation is no substitute for 

the rigorous procedure of close reading that I am advocating here. The fatal graph approach 

gives the reading a transparent structure, and it narrowed my focus to the right set of 

questions. For example, I did not give other variables the scrutiny I gave to Percent of 

European in 1975, because none of the others seemed to hold the same potential to block a 

set of fatal paths. The extensive discussion of those paths in Glaeser et al. (2004) does not 

even mention this variable. In the traditional process, the questions of whether there are other 

paths and what variables might block them get scattered over multiple papers, and often over 

discussions within a single paper. It is easy to get lost. 

As a systematic framework for addressing such questions there is no substitute for 

graphs. 
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Abstract  

 

Walras’ law is a central tenet of economic theory. For mainstream economics, it is a ‘plausibility check’ 

for model-building; for heterodox economists, the refutation of Walras’ law is key to understanding 

Keynes’ revolutionary contribution to a new economic paradigm. The purpose of this short research note 

is to elaborate on the possibility of a refutation of Walras’ law and to inquire into its preconditions. It will 

be argued that this can be achieved on the basis of an alternative pre-analytic vision of a genuine 

monetary economy as foreshadowed by John Maynard Keynes.    
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1. Introduction 

 

Walras’ law is the link between the partial microeconomics of goods exchange and the 

macroeconomics of general equilibrium analysis (see Patinkin, 1987, 4f.).
1
 On the one hand, it 

holds that there can be no overall excess supply or excess demand in an economy comprised 

of 𝑛 markets where goods, labour, capital, bonds and money are exchanged freely. On the 

other hand, it is the basis of general equilibrium as the long-term centre of gravity of a laissez-

faire exchange economy, i.e. Walras’ law is compatible with temporary disequilibria and long-

run equilibrating forces. 

The acceptance of Walras’ law has become crucial in categorising the economic 

discipline. For many heterodox economists, it is the watershed between mainstream 

economics (comprising the orthodox dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model as well as 

many dissenters from evolutionary, complexity or behavioural economics) and heterodox 

economics (comprising Post Keynesian, Marxian and some of the evolutionary and 

complexity economics; see e.g. Heise, 2014, 77f.). This paradigmatic fault line has been 

adumbrated by John Maynard Keynes in his General Theory (Keynes, 1936, pp. 18-21) and 

has been put plainly by Robert Clower (1965, p. 278) as follows: ‘…either Walras’ law is 

incompatible with Keynesian economics, or Keynes had nothing fundamentally new to add to 

orthodox economic theory’. In contrast to that, for most mainstream economists, the violation 

of Walras’ law only proves the analytical short-comings of heterodox economics (see Sargent 

1979. 67ff.) and prompts some heterodox economists to hastily concede that Walras’ law 

holds even in heterodox (or, at least, Keynesian) economics (see e.g. Palley, 1998). 

                                                        
1
 Although the microfoundation of macroeconomics has been successfully criticised by complexity 

economists with reference to the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem (see e.g. Kirman, 1989), there 
is no doubt that Walras’ law holds and, therefore, links lower-level analysis (whether complexity 
microeconomics or neoclassical microeconomics) and higher-level analysis (general analysis of unique 
or multiple equilibria) see Elsner (2012, p. 117). 
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The purpose of this short research note is, therefore, to elaborate on the possibility of 

a refutation of Walras’ law and to inquire into its preconditions. It is organised as follows: in 

the next section, a short introduction to Walras’ law is given and, in section 3, the main 

theoretical challenges portrayed. As those challenges all share the same pre-analytic vision 

as the Walrasian general equilibrium theory, the attack was not entirely successful. Therefore, 

in section 4 an attempt is made to outline yet another assault on Walras’ law based on the 

different pre-analytic vision of a genuine ‘monetary economy’ as foreshadowed by John 

Maynard Keynes.    

 

 

2. Walras’ Law  

 

In the wake of the interpretational debate on ‘What Keynes really meant’ (see Coddington, 

1976), Walras’ law became the centre of attention. With the publication of the General 

Theory, Keynes pledged to have revolutionised economic thinking, and thus initiated a 

scientific revolution (see Keynes, 1935) in the Kuhnian sense. That revolution appeared in the 

idea that an economy can be in equilibrium on every market except for the labour market, i.e. 

there can be equilibrium with involuntary unemployment or, more generally, disequilibrium-

equilibrium. This idea, of course, was completely alien to general equilibrium economics and 

seemed to contradict Walras’ law.  

For those who took Walras’ law as the ‘entropy law’ of economics, i.e. a simple truism 

resulting from accounting necessities, the idea was obviously going to be rejected on 

analytical grounds. For those who took Walras’ law as the major obstacle to a more realistic 

perspective on economic thinking, refuting Walras’ law became pivotal, and the refutation 

needed to be rigorous. 

Before we start scrutinising the arguments put forward in that debate, let us first take 

a closer look at the meaning and derivation of Walras’ law. Leon Walras’ intention was to 

show (or, rather, to prove mathematically) that there may exist a system of relative prices (a 

price vector) which will simultaneously equilibrate all markets – for consumer goods, capital 

goods, labour and money, i.e. to create a general equilibrium. In such an equilibrium state, 

where supply equals demand, excess demand must necessarily be zero. Although Walras’ 

pre-analytic vision of the economic system was not only one of an exchange economy where 

initial endowments with goods, factors of production and money are intertemporally allocated, 

he also assumed the equilibrium prices to commonly prevail due to a tâtonnement process 

prior to the actual contract settlement. Yet, even if some prices deviate from their equilibrium 

values, there still would be no overall – i.e. economy-wide – excess demand, but the excess 

demand (or excess supply respectively) in some markets would be cancelled out by an 

excess supply (or excess demand) in some other markets:  

 

‘The importance of Walras’s law… is that it apparently rules out the possibility 

of a general glut of commodities. For every excess supply there must be an 

equal (value) of excess demand, somewhere in the system. Corresponding to 

an excess supply of labour there must be an excess demand for goods. The 

former will drive down the level of money wages while the latter raises money 

prices. The resulting fall in the real wages will increase demand for labour 

and lead the economy back to full employment’ (Gale, 1983, p. 18).
2
  

                                                        
2
 In this citation, Walras‘ law implies an equilibrating process. Other authors (such as Becker and 

Baumol, 1952) take Walras‘ law simply to state the definitional equality between total supply and total 
demand. However, if the latter is meant, I would prefer to call it ‘Walras’ equality’. Walras’ law, however, 
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This symmetrical reaction, which allowed for temporary partial disequilibria within a model of 

general equilibrium, was the necessary outcome of the application of budgetary constraints 

that the economic actors – (intertemporal) traders – face. And, therefore, it became a 

‘plausibility check’ for economic modelling: if Walras’ law does not hold in an economic model, 

the model should be rejected on analytical grounds.
3
  

Of course, the mathematical proofs of the existence of a unique ‘equilibrium’ price 

vector and the absence of economy-wide excess demand rest on several assumptions: e.g. 

the homogeneity and continuity of the excess demand both function by building on the 

acceptance of the gross substitution axiom on the one hand, but also, on the other hand, on 

the pre-analytic vision
4
 of an exchange economy as the basis for the market rhetoric of 

intertemporally exchanging value-equivalences.  

 

 

3. Challenging Walras’ Law 

 

All the modern predators of Walras’ law somehow stem from Keynes’ work. Either they 

appear, at least from the distance, to simply violate Walras’ law, as in the case of ‘hydraulic 

Keynesianism’ of the IS-LM-type, or they try to re-invigorate Keynes’ message based on a 

refutation of Walras’ law, as in the case of the ‘new microeconomists’ of ‘reconstituted 

reductionism’. Or, moreover, they refer to the concepts of a ‘monetary economy’ as in 

Keynes’ General Theory or in preliminary work emphasising the non-acceptance of the axiom 

of gross substitution with respect to money and the distinction between a ‘real exchange 

economy’ and a ‘monetary economy’ as in the case of ‘fundamental Keynesianism’.
5
  

 

Hydraulic Keynesianism 

 

The (in)famous ‘hydraulic Keynesianism’ of the ISLM scheme seemed to contradict Walras’ 

law: the IS curve portrayed various equilibria on the (capital) goods market (in relation to 

different interest rate (𝑖) and income (𝑌) settings) while the LM curve depicted various 

equilibria on the money market (equally in relation to different 𝑖 − 𝑌 settings). At the 

intersection of the IS and LM curves, the equilibrium levels of the (real) rate of interest and 

(real) income were determined, specifying a unique equilibrium on the goods market and on 

                                                                                                                                                               
epitomises the self-regulating nature of an exchange economy. Having said this, the refutation of 
Walras’ law does not merely imply the rejection of the stability of the Walrasian equilibrium solution, as 
provided by Sonnenschein, Mantel and Debreu (see e.g. Kirman, 2004) but also the rejection of ‘Walras’ 
equality’. In any case, the stability condition can easily be restored by using the very common gross 
subsitution assumption (see Gul and Stacchetti, 1999).  
3
 Davidson (2015, p. 371) argues that it was Paul Samuelson via his most influential Foundations of 

Economic Analysis who not only established this idea but also maintained that Keynes’ General Theory 
must have been based on it: ‘… Samuelson’s view of the foundations of all economic theory, … had to 
be based on Samuelson’s Foundations of Economic Analysis and its classical microeconomic Walrasian 

foundations. If the microfoundations of macroeconomics was not Walrasian, then it could not be what 
Keynes meant or any valid theory of macroeconomics.’  
4
 Immanuel Kant distinguishes between analytic and synthetic a priori judgements. Analytic a priori 

judgments describe attributions to objects or systems which are inherent (‘the grey horse is white’) or 
tautological, while synthetic a priori judgements describe attributions which are attached to objects or 
systems on a presumptive base (‘the horse eats grass’) and can be challenged theoretically and 
empirically (see Kant [1781]1983, 176ff.). Such synthetic a priori judgements need to be granted to open 
systems and can be termed as ‘pre-analytic vision’.    
5
 ‘Hydraulic Keynesianism’, ‘reconstituted reductionism’, and ‘fundamental Keynesianism’ are the three 

different categories of Keynes interpretations that Alan Coddington (1976) provides in his seminal work. 
However, Coddington’s account of ‘fundamental Keynesianism’ is rather critical (accusing ‘fundamental 
Keynesians’ of theoretical nihilism), while here the more positive interpretation of Davidson (2003) is 
followed.  
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the money market. However, equilibrium (real) income – taking the money supply, the 

nominal wages, the capital stock and the technology as exogenously given – need not 

correspond necessarily to full employment as determined on an ‘ordinary’ labour market. 

Thus, in this three-market-model, Walras’ law appears to be refuted as it combines 

equilibrium on two markets with disequilibrium on one market. Yet, Walras’ law implies that in 

an 𝑛-market-model, the 𝑛th market ought to be in equilibrium, if  𝑛 − 1 markets are in 

equilibrium. Palley (1998) has shown that this judgement rests on a misconception of 

‘hydraulic Keynesianism’: if one takes into account that every demand for labour as much as 

every supply of labour corresponds to a supply of and demand for money income in a 

monetary economy, a situation of unemployment (i.e. excess supply of labour) matches an 

excess demand for money income, re-instating Walras’ law again. 

 

Reconstituted Reductionists 

 

At this stage, Robert Clower (1965) and other ‘reconstituted reductionists’ such as Edmond 

Malinvaud (1977) and Axel Leijonhufvud (1968) argued that Walras’ statement is based on 

the idea that every market actor – as price taker – can always sell his initial endowment at the 

ruling market price. The ensuing budgetary constraints underlying Walras’ law are dubbed 

‘notional’, i.e. fictitious, by Clower since they only hold good in equilibrium (i.e. when the ruling 

market price equals its equilibrium value) but not in a situation when transactions are allowed 

at prices that are unequal to their equilibrium values (i.e. in disequilibrium or when trading at 

‘false price’ occurs). Such a situation, which is described as ‘non-Walrasian’ disequilibrium, 

produces budgetary constraints that are dubbed ‘effective’. As the ‘short’ market side (either 

the sellers or the buyers) will be rationed once a ‘false price’ is contracted, the resulting 

‘effective’ budgetary constraint will differ from the ‘notional’ budget constraint – either in 

‘Walrasian equilibrium’ (when contracts are only concluded at equilibrium prices and 

quantities) or in ‘Walrasian disequilibrium’ (when contracts are concluded at disequilibrium 

prices but unrationed quantities). If the budgetary constraints differ due to ‘false price trading’ 

on one market, so will the effects on other markets (‘spill over’), as the economic agents 

would have to revise their buying decisions accordingly – this is what Clower terms the ‘dual 

decision hypothesis’. Moreover, in this he claims to have established the central message of 

Keynes’ General Theory: ‘In short, Keynes either had a dual-decision-hypothesis at the back 

of his mind, or most of the General Theory is theoretical nonsense’ (Clower, 1965, p.  290). 

The point that Clower tries to make is that Walras’ law purportedly holds only in Walrasian 

equilibrium and disequilibrium, but not in non-Walrasian disequilibrium:  

 

‘… the dual decision hypothesis effectively implies that Walras’ law, although 

valid as usual with reference to notional market excess demands, is in 

general irrelevant to any but full employment situations. Contrary to the 

findings of traditional theory, excess demand may fail to appear anywhere in 

the economy under conditions of less than full employment’ (Clower, 1965,  

p. 292).      

 

It is one thing to argue about whether Clower has provided a fair interpretation of Keynes’ 

General Theory and another to argue whether his rejection of Walras’ law is consistent. 

Although the former is not the centrepiece here, it should be noted that Clower did not 

challenge the Walrasian pre-analytic vision of economic reality as basically an exchange 

economy as Keynes had called for in the prelude to writing his General Theory.
6
 Therefore, 

                                                        
6
 See Keynes (1933a), Keynes (1933b), Keynes (1933c). 
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the ‘revolutionary contents’ of Keynes’ General Theory  would have to reside in an 

‘inconsistency proof’ with respect to the claim of Walrasian theory to having established a 

general equilibrium theory. For this, the latter, i.e. the consistency of the refusal of Walras’ 

law, is pivotal. Many post Keynesians with a ‘fundamentalist’ background (see e.g. Davidson, 

1984; Edwards, 1985; Rhodes, 1984) deny that Clower’s approach is consistent. As Thomas 

Palley points out:  

 

‘Just as for the case of notional demands and supplies, Walras’ law will 

continue to hold for the case of effective demands and supplies. This is 

because the logic of exchange continues to hold, which implies that a 

decision to buy involves an offer that is an act of supply, while a decision to 

supply involves a willingness to accept payment that is an act of demand. 

Consequently, Walras’ law holds for economies in which agents face quantity 

constraints’ (1998, p. 335) 

 

Fundamentalist Keynesianism 

 

The last assault on Walras’ law came from those ‘fundamentalist Keynesians’ who promised 

to take Keynes’ reasoning seriously: the particular nature of money – zero (or negligible) 

elasticities of production and substitution – renders the axiom of gross substitution futile and, 

as a consequence, violates an assumption necessary to prove the existence of Walrasian 

general equilibrium (see Arrow and Hahn, 1971, p. 361). The economic intuition is that in a 

monetary economy where  

 

‘… “commodities do not buy commodities” and hence there is always the 

necessity to transform commodity value into money value to purchase other 

commodities… the excess supply of commodities in the goods market might 

fail to be matched by an excess demand for money. Hence, Walras’ Law 

does not hold and disequilibrium might not be compensatory…’ (Tunez 

Arena, 2015, p. 111).      

 

A ‘monetary economy’ in this sense appears to be characterised by the existence of a money 

good which α) separates the act of selling from the act of buying, β) shows peculiar properties 

and γ) is responsible for the violation of Walras’ law.
7
 However, several important questions 

arise: 1) is it really money’s function as medium of exchange (as in α) which distinguishes a 

barter or exchange economy from a monetary economy? 2) It is really the introduction of a 

medium of exchange which explains the peculiar properties (as in β) as Tunez Arena asserts 

below?  

 

‘Money is, therefore, the only medium of exchange to buy commodities. 

Hence, money buys commodities but commodities do not buy commodities. 

Therefore, the Gross Substitution Theorem does not apply which is a more 

                                                        
7
 Several authors (see e.g. Hahn, 1973; Rogers, 1989; Laidler, 1990) crafted out the difference between 

an ‘exchange economy with money’ and a ‘monetary economy’: in an ‘exchange economy with money’ 
(termed ‘inessential (sequence) economy’ by Hahn), the equilibrium solution is ultimately independent of 
the existence of money, while in a ‘monetary economy’, the use of money as medium of exchange, store 
of value and unit of account constitutes a different ‘monetary equilibrium’ as compared to the ‘non-
monetary equilibrium’ of inessential economies. However, as will be argued below, the relation and 
causation of monetary non-neutrality and the different functions of money remain, at least, vague and 
their implications for Walras’ law unclear. 
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realistic abstraction of monetary market economies’ (Tunez Arena, 2015, p. 

106, my italics).  

 

Moreover, 3) does the introduction of a money good as medium of exchange really entail the 

refutation of Walras’ law (as in γ)? According to Hahn (1977, p. 31) it is the function of money 

as store of value (‘resting place for savings other than reproducible assets’) which explains its 

properties and which is essential for non-Walrasian results. However, non-Walrasian results 

based on the considerations of non-homogeneity and discontinuity of excess demand 

functions imply the questioning of the existence of general equilibrium (i.e. Walrasian 

equilibrium) but not necessarily of the validity of Walras’ law (i.e. non-Walrasian 

disequilibrium) as demonstrated among others by Palley (1998, 338f.), Rhodes (1984, p. 121) 

and Hahn (1987, 12f.). The latter notes: ‘In brief, a sufficient condition for the validity of 

Walras’ Law is that the individual’s demand and supply functions on which it is ultimately 

based are all derived from the same budget constraint, whether quantity-constrained or not’ 

(Hahn, 1987, p. 13). Moreover, although this non-Walrasian disequilibrium will look different 

from a Walrasian disequilibrium, it still rests on the pre-analystic vision of an exchange 

economy (with money) and has to comply with its accounting principles.                        

 

 

4. The Non-Applicability of Walras’ Law in a Genuine Monetary Economy 

 

Keynes’ General Theory was definitely conceived as an assault on Say’s law of markets (see 

Keynes 1936, pp. xxxv and 26; Sweezy, 1947, p. 105), but it can only be inferred that he also 

had in mind a refutation of Walras’ law. Taking this for granted and maintaining that the 

refutation of Walras’ law is central to the revolutionary nature of Keynes’ contribution and, 

thus, marks the demarcation line between orthodox and heterodox epistemology, the 

meaning of the following statement of Keynes may be crucial for his approach:  

 

‘For if orthodox economics is at fault, the error is to be found not in the 

superstructure, which has been erected with great care for logical 

consistency, but in a lack of clearness and of generality in the premisses’ 

(Keynes, 1936, p.  xxi).  

 

If the premises of Walrasian economics is the pre-analytic vision of an exchange economy, 

Keynes’ idea of a monetary economy, ‘in which money plays a part of its own and affects 

motives and decisions and is, in short, one of the operative factors in the situation, so that the 

course of events cannot be predicted, either in the long period or in the short, without a 

knowledge of money between the first state and the last’ (Keynes, 1933a, p. 408) must be 

based on a different pre-analytic vision.  

Keynesians of the ‘fundamentalist’ stripe have come up with just such an alternative 

pre-analytic vision of a hierarchic relationship of creditors and debtors, substituting the 

homologous exchange of value-equivalences as basic constituent of economic interaction.
8
 

Thus a genuine ‘monetary economy’ is not simply a social construction in which the 

intertemporal exchange of goods, services and factors of production is facilitated and, for that 

matter, sometimes (and only temporarily) interrupted by the use of money – but instead is a 

social provisioning process based on nominal obligations (denominated in terms of the money 

                                                        
8
  See e.g. Heise (1991), Davidson (1996), Minsky (1996), Baisch/Kuhn (2001), Steiger (2008). It must 

be confessed, though, that creditor-debtor-relationships are not always emphasised in due form but 
rather introduced by the side-door, see e.g. Lavoie (2014, 186ff).   
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good which, therefore, primarily serves as a medium of deferred payments or unit of account) 

which need to be settled in the future. Money is created pari passu with nominal obligations, 

compelling the debtor to start a money-income-generating process (usually production) and 

rendering the creditor illiquid for the time being (who is, thus, asking for a compensation in 

terms of nominal interest payments according to his liquidity preference). The rhetoric of 

market exchange focusing on allocational issues is replaced by a rhetoric of obligations 

focusing on issues of resource utilisation and nominal income and employment creation.
9
 In 

contrast to orthodox exchange economics, the budgetary constraints in monetary economics 

are not explained by initial endowments but by the willingness (or necessity) to engage in 

creditor-debtor-relationships on the part of economic actors. It is, therefore, the operations on 

the money and credit markets
10

 generating nominal income which determine the operations in 

the commodity and employment markets, taking technology, preferences, the nominal wage 

rate(s) and the state of confidence – as given. Due to simple national accounting principles 

(assuming, for the sake of simplicity, a closed economy), the nominal income generated as 

wage and profit income will always be equal to the nominal value of consumption and 

investment goods supplied at any level of income. Equilibrium in a genuine monetary 

economy is characterised as much by an equilibrium of supply and demand as by the 

fulfilment of expectations (about cash flows and the price level in order to ‘real’-ise nominal 

rewards).  

In order to be able to formulate a stable equilibrium, the money good must be either a 

naturally scarce commodity (such as precious metals) or a good controlled by a public 

authority (such as a central bank in case of fiat money) because otherwise there would be no 

check against a (hyper)inflationary increase of nominal income (see e.g. Heise, 1992, 290ff.). 

The zero (or negligible) elasticity of production of the money good is, thus, a precondition for 

the unit of account not to be stripped of its function as a medium of deferred payments. The 

zero (or negligible) elasticity of substitution of money, on the other hand, is the indication of 

the peculiar status of the most liquid asset – money – in an economy based on nominal 

obligations instead of exchange activities. 

But how does that relate to the acceptance or refutation of Walras’ law in markets? 

Walras’ law is based on the idea of the supply of initial endowments in order to demand a 

different bundle of commodities according to utility maximisation principles. In a genuine 

monetary economy based on nominal obligations, however, the (degree of) utilisation of initial 

endowments is determined by the expectations to settle obligations, including pre-fixed 

interest payments in a future which is fundamentally uncertain. The resulting budgetary 

constraint allows for equilibrium on the money, credit and commodity markets once 

expectations are fulfilled, and is compatible with partial, compensating disequilibrium if 

expectations are not met. However, this accountancy truism is not to be confused with 

                                                        
9
  See Keynes (1936, p. 245); Keynes (1937a, p. 209); Keynes (1937b, p. 219); Keynes (1937c, p. 119) 

10
 I use the term ‘credit market’ very reluctantly and only for want of a better expression, as it is 

commonly referred to as the market on which savings (as a supply of unspent income as a flow 
magnitude or a demand for bonds as stock variable) and investment (as a demand for unspent income 
as a flow variable or a supply of bonds as stock variable) are equilibrated. In a monetary economy, 
however, the credit market is made up of ‘finance’ (i.e. the supply of liquid resources (money) for a 
specified period of time as a flow magnitude) and ‘investment’ (i.e. the demand for liquid resources 
(money) for a specified period of time as a flow magnitude) – income and savings have not yet been 
generated: ‘Dr. Herbert Bab has suggested to me that one could regard the rate of interest as being 
determined by the interplay of the terms on which the public desires to become more or less liquid and 
those on which the banking system is ready to become more or less illiquid. This is, I think, an 
illuminating way of expressing the liquidity theory of the rate of interest; but particularly so within the field 
of “finance”. (…) In any case, given the state of expectation of the public and the policy of the banks, the 
rate of interest is that rate at which demand and supply of liquid resources are balanced. Saving does 
not come into the picture at all’ (Keynes, 1937b, p. 219 and 222).     
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Walras’ law simply because, in a genuine monetary economy, a labour market does not exist 

as an operating supply and demand mechanism adjusting according to real rewards (i.e. real 

wages; see e.g. Lavoie, 2014, p. 275; Seccareccia, 1991). The existence of such a market 

would presume that the share of income being rewarded to labour (and, pari passu, the share 

of income being rewarded to capital) could be fixed in advance – such would be the vision of 

what Keynes termed a ‘real-wage’, ‘cooperative’ or ‘neutral economy’ (see Keynes, 1933b; 

1933c) corresponding to the pre-analytic vision of an exchange economy. In an ‘entrepreneur’ 

or ‘money wage economy’ ‘…that we actually live today’ (Keynes, 1993b, p. 78), however, 

employment is not determined by an adjustment of real wages to supply-demand 

discrepancies as declared by Walras’ law, but by the conformity of expected aggregate 

demand (ultimately depending on the propensity to consume and the liquidity preference of 

wealth owners) and aggregate supply (ultimately depending on technological conditions) on 

the one hand and on the other hand the willingness on the part of the labourer to work at the 

ruling nominal wage rate.
11

 The amount of employment provided by companies and the 

amount of employment supplied by labourers may coincidentally become equal, yet there is 

no operational mechanism (i.e. no market) based on a re-adjustment of real remuneration 

rates that would automatically close a potential gap between job offers from companies and 

employment offers from labourers as implied by Walras’ law (see e.g. Stockhammer, 2012,p. 

167). A stable position of the economy including cleared money, credit and commodity 

markets and excess labour supply
12

 (i.e. unemployment) would merely need the assumption 

of fulfilled revenue expectations on the part of the companies, and of price level or inflation 

expectations on the part of the wealth owners and labourers.  

 

Formal digression 

 

The stylised post-Keynesian model presented here is an elaboration of Setterfield (2006), 

Heise (2008) and Pusch and Heise (2010). It comprises ten structural, behavioural and 

definitional equations. The structural equations depict the post-Keynesian core of the model, 

the behavioural equations refer to empirically-grounded descriptions of behaviour of 

macroeconomic actors (e.g. the policy rule of the Central Bank) which might be subject to 

changes and, in any case, does not reflect the paradigmatic core. We start with the demand 

equation:  

 

 𝐷𝑡 =  𝛼(�̅�, 𝐼𝑡 , �̅�, �̅�, 𝐿𝑡),        (1) 

 

Where 𝐷 is the value of aggregate demand, which evolves depending on (given) nominal 

wages �̅�, nominal private investment outlays 𝐼, the (given) investment multiplier �̅�, (given) 

governmental spending �̅�  and labour employed 𝐿. 

 
The supply relation is:  

 

                                                        
11

 For a detailed discussion see Davidson (1994, 164ff; 2009, 68ff.). Of course, the ‘ruling’ nominal wage 
rate needs to be explained. Among other factors, inflation expectations, the actual unemployment rate 
and the institutional imprint of the collective bargaining system are very likely to play a determining role. 
However, as the nominal wage rate will be fixed before the production process starts, analytically it can 
be taken as exogenously given. This is no concession to any ‘rigid wage’ arguments of unemployment 
because flexible (i.e. falling in case of unemployment) nominal wages do not causally determine real 
wages (as would be necessary for the argument). Rather, the rigidity of nominal wage rates in the face 
of unemployment is a necessary feature (‘nominal anchor’) of a genuine monetary economy in order to 
guarantee stability (see Herr, 2009).     
12

 We could also envisage excess labour demand (as during the 1960s in West Germany), but there are 
good reasons to believe that a situation of excess labour supply is more common in mature economies.  
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 𝑍𝑡 = 𝛽(�̅�, �̅�, 𝐿𝑡).        (2) 

 

𝑍 is the value of aggregate supply. �̅� denotes (given) technology. The next equation is an 

equilibrium condition:  

 

 𝐷𝑡 ≡ 𝑍𝑡.         (2) 

 

The price level 𝑝 depends on the nominal (given) wage rate �̅�, given technology and a given 

mark-up �̅�:  

 

 𝑝𝑡 = 𝛾((�̅�, �̅�, �̅�)        (3) 

 

The model also includes a relation for the output gap:  

 

 𝑌𝑡
𝑔𝑎𝑝

= 𝑌𝑡 − 𝑌𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑,        (5) 

 

where  𝑌  is real income and  𝑌𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑑  is (given) trend income. Real income 

 

  𝑌𝑡 = 𝜃(�̅�, 𝐿𝑡, �̅�)        (6) 

 

is depending on production factors and technology. 𝐿 is the level of employment determined 

by  equation (3), 𝐾 is the (given) stock of real capital. The next equation describes nominal 

private investment outlays:  

 

𝐼𝑡 = 𝜆(𝑖𝑡 , �̅�)         (7) 

 

which depends on a (given) schedule of expected profit rates �̅� and the long-term interest 

rate 𝑖. The latter is determined by the following:  

 

 𝑖𝑡 = 𝜇(𝑖𝑡
𝐶𝐵, �̅�𝑃).         (8) 

 

Here the Central Bank’s instrument variable 𝑖𝑡
𝐶𝐵 comes in as well as the (given) schedule of 

liquidity preferences �̅�𝑃. 

 

Lastly we give a behavioural equation for the CB’s interest rate:  

 

 𝑖𝑡
𝐶𝐵 = ∅(𝑝𝑡

𝑔𝑎𝑝
, 𝑌𝑡

𝑔𝑎𝑝
)        (9) 

 

which depends on the price gap 𝑝𝑔𝑎𝑝 and the output gap. The price gap is defined by  

 

𝑝𝑡
𝑔𝑎𝑝

= 𝑝𝑡 − 𝑝∗,        (10) 

 

where p stands for the actual price level and 𝑝∗ is the (given) targeted price level.
13

 

The model comprises an aggregate demand-aggregate supply section (eq. 1–3) 

determining the equilibrium employment level, an ordinary production function (eq. 6), mark-

up pricing (eq. 4), a (Taylor-rule) monetary reaction function (eq. 9–10 and 5) portraying the 

                                                        
13

 Commonly, eq. (4) and (10) are expressed in rates of change (i.e. inflation rates and rates of change 
of wages). For the sake of simplicity, levels (i.e. price levels and wage rates) are used here. 
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money and credit market and endogenously (and only implicitly) determining the quantity of 

money and a Keynesian investment function (eq. 7). The model is distinctly post Keynesian in 

nature, as the employment level depends on the propensity to consume, the incentive to 

invest, the nature of long-term expectations and liquidity preference considerations (see 

Keynes (1936, p. 250)), money is endogenously created and nominal investment outlays 

(‘finance’; see footnote 10) generate the nominal obligations on which a monetary economy is 

based.  

As the model comprises ten unknowns and ten equations, it is strictly solvable. 

However, we need to realise that equilibrium employment 𝐿𝑡 – determined in the aggregate 

demand-aggregate supply section – merely explains the aggregate employment demand by 

firms given their demand expectations are met. In order to understand whether such 

equilibrium employment demand matches the supply of labour provided by households, we 

either have to assume a given amount of labour brought forward at the ruling nominal wage 

rate (irrespective of what the real wage rate will turn out to be) or, as will be done here, we 

assume a behavioural function of labour supply 𝐿𝑆 dependend on the given wage rate and an 

expected price level 𝑝𝑒: 

 

𝐿𝑆 = 𝜆(𝑝𝑒 , �̅�)          (11) 

 

In order to satisfy the conditions of expectational equilibrium and the conditions of Walras’ 

law, we need to extend the model by two more equations: 

 

 𝑝𝑒 = 𝑝𝑡          (12) 

and 

 𝐿𝑆 = 𝐿𝑡          (13) 

 

Now, our model comprises 12 unknowns and 13 equations and is, hence, over-determined. 

However, that means – assuming expectational equilibrium (i.e. the fulfilment of eq. (12) and 

the fulfilment of profit expectations in eq. (7)) as stability criterion) – that Walras’ law (eq. (13) 

cannot hold in an economy as depicted by the above described model.
14

  

 

 

5. Conclusion 

 

It has been argued that the validity of Walras’ law rests on the pre-analytic vision of the 

economic system being an exchange economy. Taking for granted the intertemporal 

exchange of initial endowments as a basic constituent, the ensuing budgetary constraints and 

accounting truism render a situation of dis-equilibrium-equilibrium impossible. Walras’ law is 

inescapable, general equilibrium (i.e. a simultaneous equilibrium on every market) is the 

necessary long-run centre of gravity in an exchange economy;
15

 partial disequilibrium on 

single markets, while possible (and very likely), is compensated by partial disequilibrium on 

other markets. 

Any refutation of Walras’ law has, thus, to rely on a different pre-analytic vision. We 

presented such an alternative based on creditor-debtor-relationships as a basic constituent. In 

                                                        
14

 It should be clear that eq. (13) may be fulfilled accidentally, if the profit expectations of firms and price 
expectations by labourers are such that the derived equilibrium employment Lt and labour supply Ls 
happen to turn out identical. However such an equality cannot be a necessary conditional constraint to 
our model.  
15

 This is not to deny stability and uniqueness problems as demonstrated by complexity economics and 
the Sonnenschein-Mantel-Debreu theorem; see e.g. Kirman (2004). 
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this vision, the decision to part with liquid means for a specified period of time (i.e. creating 

credit) explains the degree of factor utilisation in order to generate (nominal) income sufficient 

to repay interest-bearing obligations. The ensuing budgetary constraints and accounting 

truism maintain the general rule (‘law’) that money, credit and commodity markets will 

simultaneously clear once expectations are fulfilled. To turn this statement into a  

re-affirmation of Walras’ law would assume that expectations are not merely fulfilled, but take 

a magnitude that is compatible with the exact absorption of the labour supplied at the ruling 

nominal wage rate (i.e. full employment). Though this may coincidentally be the case, there is 

no operative mechanism in a monetary economy to bring it about automatically as Walras’ 

law would require – therefore, a Walrasian general equilibrium
16

 can only be the random 

outcome in a genuine monetary economy, but is inapplicable as a generally binding 

budgetary constraint and accountancy truism. 

Walras’ law epitomises a theoretical understanding of economic activity which does 

not allow for a ‘general glut’ of commodities and ‘involuntary unemployment’ as equilibrium 

outcomes. Any economic paradigm which attempts to challenge this heuristic dimension must 

reject Walras’ law. The refutation of Walras’ law, therefore, lies at the root of heterodox 

scientific research programmes and, as demonstrated, must replace the common pre-analytic 

vision of an exchange economy. Keynes’ vision of a genuine monetary economy, as 

proposed here, is an adequate candidate. 
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